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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation engages America’s illustrated sheet music through topical 
analyses of political and social ruptures from the Civil War to World War I. In so doing, 
it demonstrates that music illustrations fit into larger networks of American picture 
making, participating in the recording and redirecting of contemporary American 
anxieties.  
Chapter 1: Bloody Banner, Silent Drum: The Material Wounded on Civil War 
Sheet Music argues that violated flags and drums in music illustrations transcended their 
martial functionality to signify loss of innocence and life. Chapter 2: Banjos, Rifles, and 
Razors: Picturing American Blackness investigates the transition from black-face 
minstrel songs to the “coon song craze” of the 1880s and 1890s, arguing that the stock 
character’s razor, a weapon frequently figured in the songs, was not only a symbol of 
violence but of white fears of black social mobility. Chapter 3: Hoopskirts and 
Handlebars: Gender Construction and Transgression in Victorian America offers two 
	   ix	  
case studies, one of cross-dressing pictures after the Civil War, the other of gendered 
bicycle images, arguing that the American public between the war and the turn of the 
century enjoyed contemplating the flexibility of gender roles and boundaries. Chapter 4: 
“There Were Giants in the Earth”: Monsters of the First World War argues that popular 
pictures of American giants and monstrous war machines engaged in symbolic battle with 
monstrous Huns, who symbolized German atrocity for a Euro-American public 
uncomfortable with the idea of war with European peoples. At the same time, giants 
represented the common belief of America’s special role in international peace, as 
neutrality gave way to declared war. 
Sheet music illustration was a vibrant part of American visual culture. By 
assessing the layered meanings of these often ignored pictures, my dissertation seeks to 
recover and restore lost memories of America’s usual but fraught visual romance with 
popular song.  	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Introduction: Sight-Reading American Song 
 
The phrase popular music describes not only a musical genre but a type of 
cultural machinery, a network for creating, distributing, and consuming musical 
commodities. Of interest to visual scholars is the facility with which this network creates 
not only sounds but images, as massive quantities of pictures are produced and 
exchanged when making, packaging, and experiencing popular music.  
Advancements in printing technologies in the nineteenth century, together with an 
emergent commercial system for producing, distributing and consuming popular music, 
led to a surge in the visualization of popular music in the flowering of sheet music 
illustration; music publishers and lithographers produced a vast body of illustrated songs 
that played a profound role in re-presenting America, by visually creating and redirecting 
the American experience through pictures. Art historians have yet to fully engage 
America’s illustrated sheet music in an effort to analyze its iconography and uncover its 
use in society. Many writers have used music covers sporadically to illustrate particular 
historical moments, but far fewer have seen sheet music illustration as a topic worthy of 
deep study. This scarcity of scholarly curiosity amounts to an unfortunate neglect as these 
images were highly circulated during pivotal moments of America’s development, with 
the best-selling songs in the nineteenth century reaching millions of viewers. These 
pictures should take their place alongside other classes of visual objects that exploded in 
popularity in the nineteenth century such as photographs and the illustrated press, in a 
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comprehensive discourse on the interpretation, creation, refinement, and corruption of the 
American mind and body politic through images.   
To correct this neglect and place song illustrations within their proper context, in 
this study I will investigate the visual and social worlds in which these songs and their 
pictures were created and received. My goal is not to create an encyclopedia of American 
sheet music or music illustrators, nor to write a historical survey of the development of 
popular music illustration in America. As major American sheet music collections such 
as the Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music at the Smithsonian 
Institution National Museum of American History and the Sheet Music Collection at the 
John Hay Library of Brown University number objects in the hundreds of thousands, it 
would be impractical if not impossible to write the comprehensive work. Rather, in this 
dissertation I have created topical analyses of specific political and social ruptures from 
the Civil War to the First World War in order to demonstrate how music illustrations both 
fit into and push against trends in American picture making while documenting and 
visually constructing the American experience. Beyond offering a close reading of an 
astounding group of images, I also argue that this massive corpus of popular imagery 
should be more firmly installed in the ever-expanding field of Visual Culture Studies. 
The meanings attached to or created by printed songs came from multiple sources; 
composers, lyricists, publishers, printers, vendors, and consumers all participated in 
establishing relationships of meaning between image, song, and text.1 Ostensibly, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 See D.W. Krummel, “Introduction,” American Music, Vol. 1, No. 4, Music Publishing in 
America (Winter, 1983), pp. 1-4 for a description of the intricate and difficult task of tracing webs 
of production and consumption associated with a bibliographic study of American printed song.  
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vendor was selling music, but it was often novelty or topical interest that truly pushed a 
tune, visually expressed in the sheet music’s cover image on display in the store window. 
When browsing through music in a shop, it was the picture that the buyers first 
encountered, that perhaps grabbed their attention and drew them in to read the lyric and 
hum the tune. After purchase, the cover remained visible on the pump organ or piano in 
the family parlor, where even non-musical consumers could see it, where it entered their 
visual consciousness and perhaps influenced their worldview. Songs were often bound 
together in albums, where ultimately they were leafed through and looked at perhaps 
more than sung.  
Was a song only performed when a musician sits at the keyboard to play the 
notes? Each step in the song’s life was a space where culture performs, where individuals 
perceived and created meaning. Art history and material culture allow us to interpret 
sheet music’s place and function in society and provide keys for unlocking the conscious 
and unconscious beliefs imbedded in the provocative images that sold the songs and 
accompanied or augmented the music and lyrics. I will not address each facet of this 
complicated story here, for numerous reasons. For example, while some art celebrities 
illustrated sheet music covers, lesser-known or even anonymous artists created many of 
these images. Similarly, many of the songwriters have been lost to history and frequently 
the songs themselves proved culturally insignificant. These lacunae in reconstructing 
illustrated song’s cultural world do not mean such pictures are beneath study; they are 
cultural artifacts, and if properly excavated they can tell us much about people and 
power, about using pictures and songs to define America and Americans. Because these 
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were common cultural objects, meant to capture the public attention for only a moment, 
many unintended truths are hiding in plain view, symbols signifying the unspoken 
traditions or experiences of their day. This study is similar to visual archeology; a song 
from the nineteenth century may be in a collection not because it was well-received, but 
because it was never played and subsequently was well-preserved. On the other hand, it 
may have been a favorite tune and cared for as a collectible container of memory. As 
other scholars have suggested, in many cases songs were saved not on musical merit, but 
because of their cover illustrations, or as James H. Stone put it, American sheet music is 
“…often more decorative and appealing to the eye than to the ear.”2  
The songs themselves also deserve attention, though music is not a primary focus 
of this study. In certain cases, the music provides inspiration and context for visual 
analysis, just as the lyrics and illustrations often provide an enriching comparison. 
However, unpacking fully the musical content in these songs is beyond the scope of this 
study, which presents a preliminary art history of American song.  
By beginning with the era of the Civil War, this study is located in a period when 
many middle-class households possessed pump organs or pianos.3 Especially for women, 
performing songs in the parlor, a space where the public and private worlds intertwined, 
became a way of performing gender and class. Judging from extant examples, parlor 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 James H. Stone, “The Merchant and the Muse: Commercial Influences on American Popular 
Music Before the Civil War,” The Business History Review, Vol. 30, No. 1 (March, 1956) 13. 
3 See Kenneth L. Ames, Death in the Dining Room and Other Tales of Victorian Culture 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992), chapter 4, “When the Music Stops,” for a full 
treatment of the parlor organ, including a description of the piano and the organ as different social 
symbols. 
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songs taught gender roles, defined race and the order of race relations in the social 
hierarchy, and argued about the purpose and consequences of war. By the mid-nineteenth 
century popular songs were intensely visual, with elaborate, often colored lithographic 
covers. For purposes of analyzing how these pictures signify, sheet music is similar to the 
social function of genre imagery. In American Genre Painting: The Politics of Everyday 
Life,4 Elizabeth Johns argued that genre painting flourished in antebellum America in part 
because of a shifting social order, as upwardly mobile middle and working classes 
manipulated visual types in constructing and coming to terms with a new social 
hierarchy. Similar image-making practices emerged in mid- and late-century popular 
imagery. With song illustrations, from the dramatic to the exploitative, the imaginative to 
the banal, nineteenth and early twentieth-century Americans struggled to make sense of 
their uncertain world by illustrating class, race, and gender. In this investigation, Johns’s 
understanding of genre is buttressed by Joshua Brown’s successful unpacking of 
Victorian America’s illustrated press in Beyond the Lines: Pictorial Reporting, Everyday 
Life, and the Crisis of Gilded Age America.5 Brown and Johns both explore how images 
are used to understand and even engender social change; Johns through easel painting, 
and Brown the popular press. Turning these models of social analysis to sheet music 
illustration allows these pictures to be understood as much more than appealing 
ephemeral curiosities. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Elizabeth Johns, American Genre Painting: The Politics of Everyday Life (New Haven: Yale 
Universtiy Press, 1993). 
5 Joshua Brown, Beyond the Lines: Pictorial Reporting, Everyday Life, and the Crisis of Gilded 
Age America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
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The few writers who have undertaken studies of American sheet music from both 
cultural and art historical perspectives provide foundational concepts on which the 
current research is based. By virtue of their particular methods or historical moments, 
each has suggested questions that were beyond their intentions. Art Historian David 
Tatham’s The Lure of the Striped Pig, a small but significant book, focuses specifically 
on illustrated sheet music covers from an art historical perspective. 6 Tatham provides an 
historical sketch of music illustration while curating a wide body of some 60 covers, 
many from his own collection. At times his subject’s slippery nature does not sit well 
within the framework of his art historical analysis. For example, Tatham explains in the 
introduction that one of his chief criteria in compiling his collection was to represent the 
“most important illustrators.”7 However, writing in a moment before the widening of 
visual culture studies, he sees even these most important illustrators as “primitive,” and 
“unsophisticated.” He obviously believes the images are worth a look, yet they are not 
sophisticated enough to be truly examined, or considered art. Nonetheless, his focus on 
illustrators and his formal analyses stay within a traditional art historical model, a model 
that would seem incongruous with objects that, at the time, were considered outside the 
artistic canon. 
Tatham provided short descriptions of the pictures, roughly one page of writing 
for each of the 60 plates. With limited space to devote to each, Tatham did not address 
large cultural or social movements or trends, but rather treated each picture as a unique 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 David Tatham, The Lure of the Striped Pig: The Illustration of Popular Music in America 1820-
1870 (Barre, MA: Imprint Society, 1973). 
7 Ibid, 21 
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historical artifact. His intent was not to consider the illustrations together with the words 
or music, or to connect the images to larger networks of pictures and picture meaning. 
For example, though he displays several songs with black-face figures, he never 
addresses the politics of race, and instead situates minstrelsy within a historical 
framework of “good natured,” caricature.8 Thus, Tatham did not interrogate the power 
dynamics at play in a society which dedicated significant popular energy to vicious 
representations of racial types. The same can be said of the entire book; while he 
adequately analyzes sheet music covers as charming artifacts, he treats them as minor 
pictures and as evidence of America’s still developing cultural voice in the nineteenth 
century.  
Lester S. Levy, author of Picture the Songs: Lithographs from the Sheet Music of 
Nineteenth-Century America, more than anyone else may be considered a godfather of 
American sheet music studies.9 Picture the Songs was Levy’s fourth book about sheet 
music, though the first and only one to focus specifically on illustrations. Levy’s 
contribution to the field goes beyond his bibliography, as he also collected tens of 
thousands of pieces, installed as the Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection in the special 
collections of the Sheridan Libraries at the Johns Hopkins University in the same year 
that Picture the Songs was released.10 Like Tatham, in his book Levy presents a wide 
selection, in this case 100 illustrations from his own collection, and provides one page of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Ibid, 21. 
9 Lester S. Levy, Picture the Songs: Lithographs from the Sheet Music of Nineteenth-Century 
America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 
10 Biography of Lester S. Levy, “The Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music,” website, 
http://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/levy-biography.html, accessed April, 2011. 
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text for each cover. He successfully gives a sense of the compelling breadth of imagery 
available to scholars of illustrated song. Yet, like Tatham, his work is best categorized as 
the worthy effort of a passionate collector, rather than as critical scholarship. 
Levy is less apologetic about his subject than Tatham, believing that these 
pictures: “…preserve facets of American history that might otherwise have been lost.”11 
With this in mind, he focuses mainly on historical context, in affect pinning his chosen 
songs within a certain moment, or attaching them to a historic event. Like Tatham, he 
was not interested in opening a critical discourse of sheet music illustrations. This is 
again most evident in his description of minstrelsy as having, “…unique appeal to a fun 
loving public…” which allows a contemporary reader to see these songs as their original 
audience may have, but which does not address race critically, or examine the beliefs and 
power dynamics supporting that reception.12  Levy is not analyzing the songs as artifacts 
of visual or material culture, as objects that participated in creating and shaping historical 
moments or which people used to construct, order, and make sense of their realities, but 
instead as illustrations or reflections of historical moments.  
Illustrated songs tell more than one kind of story and will not always follow a 
conventional art historical pattern. Paul Charosh addressed the complexity of studying 
popular music when he wrote:  
...the nature of how the musical universe is mapped and divided and the 
associated typifications have a relationship to what is written about 
music... The word ‘song,’ may evoke nothing tangible, but rather a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Levy, 3. 
12 Ibid, 20. 
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memory of a performance public or private, professional or amateur, 
rendered in the presence of the typifier... Different histories of song can be 
constructed depending on what object the scholar choses to study.13 
As Charosh suggests, elusive “memories” of musical performance were culturally and 
socially created in the presence and with the influence of these lithographic covers. These 
covers themselves performed, in the sense that they created meaning by engaging with 
the viewer, attracting their attention, and telling stories. This study analyzes a history 
generated by popular song, its production, use, and reception, but constructed from 
images, structured around the pictures that played alongside the songs. 
The methodology outlined by Patricia Johnston in Seeing High and Low: 
Representing Social Conflict in American Visual Culture, animates this study.14 Johnston 
persuasively argues that visual culture studies should incorporate both “high,” and “low,” 
art objects, excluding or prioritizing neither, but rather accepting the historical high/low 
polarity as a framework for analysis. High and low objects should be read in discourse 
with each other; they may agree or disagree, or even fill in each other’s silences. Song 
sheet pictures are thus part of larger image-making systems, weaving their stories 
together with analyses of paintings, sculptures, print media, and photographs. 
Functioning within social, cultural, and political frameworks from American history, 
these systems contributed to the popular understanding of war, race, gender, and society. 
Many other excellent investigations of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 
music, media, art and visual culture provide theoretical models and outline the larger 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 Paul Charosh, “Studying Nineteenth Century Popular Song,” American Music Vol. 15, No. 4 
(Winter, 1997), 463. 
14 Patricia Johnston, ed. Seeing High and Low: Representing Social Conflict in American Visual 
Culture (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 2006). 
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discourse in which this study is situated. As previously mentioned, Joshua Brown has 
introduced a more scholarly investigation of the popular culture apparatus in his work on 
the illustrated press. Similarly, in Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure, Nan Enstad turns 
to the consumer world of the turn of the 20th century to unpack working class women’s 
creation of self through popular goods, including popular fiction. 15  Lawrence Levine’s 
Highbrow-Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, coming from the 
author’s studies in the nineteenth-century American popularization of Shakespeare, 
describes an American populace who despite cultural and social variation, “…shared a 
public culture less hierarchically organized, less fragmented into relatively rigid 
adjectival boxes than their descendants were to experience a century later.”16 It is in this 
shared culture that these illustrations exist and operate. Art historian Sarah Burns has 
written multiple books that successfully complicate the historical and social frameworks 
for making and understanding nineteenth-century art, including Pastoral Inventions: 
Rural Life in Nineteenth-Century Art and Culture, and Painting the Dark Side: Art and 
the Gothic Imagination in Nineteenth-Century America.17 In both cases, Burns effectively 
utilizes topical analyses to cut across broad concepts, relying on high art and popular 
pictures. With these varied works as inspiration, if not always direct theoretical models, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Nan Enstad, Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure: Working Women, Popular Culture, and 
Labor Politics at the turn of the Twentieth Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1999); 
16 Lawrence Levine, Highbrow-Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988), 9. 
17 Sarah Burns, Pastoral Inventions: Rural Life in Nineteenth-Century American Art and Culture 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989); Sarah Burns, Painting the Dark Side: Art and the 
Gothic Imagination in Nineteenth-Century America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2006). 
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this study embeds visual culture and art historical investigation into an interdisciplinary 
dialog, to address sheet music illustration in a deep cultural context, finding 
commonalities across traditional boundaries in order to expand the understanding and 
esteem of song illustrations as charged cultural artifacts. 
In pursuing these goals, the present work focuses upon sheet music’s golden age, 
the period between the Civil War and World War I. During the nineteenth century, 
technological innovation and social and commercial development altered the way music 
was created, packaged, distributed, sold, and consumed, transforming popular music. The 
term popular music in this usage means not only songs that sold well, but also music that 
did not derive from a folk tradition, or as part of high-culture or high-art, but was rather 
designed, packaged, distributed, and sold to a large popular audience. As Charosh 
explained, publishers in the nineteenth century used the term popular to describe music 
that was fit for wide circulation, whether or not that was achieved.18 He further cites an 
anonymous writer from Putnum’s Monthly of Aril 1856, who described such songs as, 
“…things which are, or should be, sung by the masses of people, which express all their 
sentiments and feelings and consequently rank high among their solaces and 
enjoyments.”19  
 The actual audience for most songs is impossible to estimate as statistics are 
simply not available –there was no Hot 100 List in 1867. The potential audience, 
however, was in the thousands if not tens of thousands for each song, just in initial sales. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Charosh, 461. 
19 “A Talk About Popular Songs,” Putnum’s Monthly Magazine of American Literature, Science, 
and Art, Vol. 7, Issue 40, April 1856, 401. Cited in Charosh, ibid. 
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John Stone, researching the history of the music industry in the nineteenth century 
explained that popular music publishers, then perhaps as much as now, attempted to 
capitalize on fleeting appeal with songs that would be fashionable long enough to sell 
3,000 or 5,000 copies; this would be a success.20 They expected half of their songs to be 
complete failures, while hoping for the occasional meteoric triumph, such as Stephen 
Foster’s “Old Folks at Home,” which sold 40,000 copies in its first eleven months.21 
While it is impossible to say how many people would have seen each individual song, 
scholars have shown that publishers intended their images and songs to appeal to as many 
people as possible. Considering that consumers performed songs for family and friends, 
and that sheet music was often passed down within the family, saved and sung by 
multiple generations, a song which sold only a few hundred copies had the potential to 
reach thousands. 22  Popular music was, or was intended to be, music of the people. 
 It would be inaccurate, however, to believe that all popular songs arise from 
common will of the populace, filling a direct need for musical entertainment. After all, 
long before any song was designated as popular, masses of people expressed their 
concerns and excitements through music. Popular music, rather than coming from the 
populace, emerged from the potential for economic gain; it was music as speculative 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 James H. Stone, “The Merchant and the Muse: Commercial Influences on American Popular 
Music Before the Civil War,” The Business History Review, Vol. 30, No. 1 (Mar. 1956), 14. 
21 Stone’s research provides this statistic, while William A. Fisher offers a more sensational, and 
in my opinion less-reliable suggestion of 100,000 copies sold in the first month, in One Hundred 
and Fifty Years of Music Publishing in the United States, 1783-1933 (Boston: Oliver Ditson 
Company Inc, 1933), 106. The distance between these two estimations demonstrates the difficulty 
of discussing a song’s success. 
22 Nicholas E. Tawa, High-Minded and Low-Down: Music in the Lives of Americans, 1800-1861 
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2000), 79. 
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business. As Stone observed: “While the arts can be examined exclusively as aesthetic 
phenomena, in fact they did not occur that way at the outset. They emerged as the 
consequence of the marriage between the muse, and maybe, the merchant...”23 The 
coming together of music and business that ultimately flowered into the popular music 
industry was gradual.  
In the United States, the Civil War was a cultural engine, driving or at least 
facilitating multiple image-centered revolutions such as the proliferation of photography 
and the picture press, as well as contributing significantly to the explosion of popular 
song. As Maureen Manjerovic and Michael J. Budds explained, the Civil War cast a long 
shadow over popular music in the United States, invigorating the music publishing 
industry, the manufacturing of instruments, and encouraged the adoption of music 
programs in public education.24 
A quick glance at the music publishing industry in America leading up to the 
Civil War demonstrates the magnitude of this change. In Pre-Revolutionary America, 
composers typically published their own songs privately, for sale at stationary and 
bookstores; the taste-making role of the music publisher and the dedicated music store 
came later.25 Most published songs were religious, with the few secular releases 
commemorating specific events. During the 1780s and 1790s, perhaps because of cultural 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Stone, 1. 
24 Maureen Manjerovic and Michael J. Budds, “More than a Drummer Boy’s War: A Historical 
View of Musicians in the American Civil War,” College Music Symposium, Vol. 42 (2002), 119. 
25 Fisher, 23. Fisher does mention one exception, a Philadelphia music store opened in 1759 by 
Michael Hillegas. Fisher is one of the few writers to provide specific figures on music publishing 
before the Nineteenth Century. While I have found no specific reason to distrust his accounts, it 
should be kept in mind that this book seems to be largely a vanity project for its Publisher, 
Ditson, who features prominently throughout. This fact is not hidden in the text.  
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encouragement from the Americans’ success in the Revolutionary War or because of a 
desire to boost homegrown American products, both music publishers and music stores 
emerged in the colonial cultural centers of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. These, 
however, were often short-lived enterprises, and not many examples from their 
inventories remain.26 William Fisher, when researching the industry, estimated a total of 
443 non-religious musical works published in the United States in the whole of the 
Eighteenth Century, with the commanding majority of these arriving after 1790.27 This 
modest, yet visible boom in music publication and distribution, which again included not 
only a proliferation of titles but also the opening of musical emporiums, was not the only 
innovation of the 1790s. Musical output shifted from song collections to individual songs, 
so that, according to D. W. Krummel, “…in 1793, for each ‘music book’ there were 
dozens of song sheets.”28 This turn from book to song continued throughout the next 
Century, likely because publishing a single song brought smaller economic risk, with the 
potential of a hit still promising immense reward. Individual songs were also better suited 
to popular music’s emphasis on fleeting, momentary public fascinations. 
 Numerous innovations in publishing technology in the first decades of the 
nineteenth century bolstered and shaped this burgeoning music economy. Lithography, 
invented just before the turn of the century, offered an alternative to engraving, which 
had been the dominant method for music reproduction. Some publishers, mostly in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Ibid, 24. 
27 Ibid, 31. 
28 D.W. Krummel, “Counting Every Star: Or, Historical Statistics on Music Publishing in the 
United States,” American Music Bibliography IV, Anuario Interamericano de Investigacion 
Musical, Vol. 10 (1974), 179. 
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Europe, switched entirely to lithographic scores. These experiments were short-lived, but 
had significant effect on the development of popular song as by the 1820s music was 
often published with lithographic cover imagery, with more elaborate illustration 
frequently accompanying popular rather than classical music.29 Michael Twymna, when 
writing of lithographic music, argued that, despite its relatively short life, the experiment 
served to promote visual culture in general, as songs carried some of the first lithographic 
pictures ever seen in certain geographical areas.30 From the 1840s onward, the publishing 
industry settled on a hybrid of music engraving and lithography, wherein the first copy of 
the song was an engraving later transferred to lithographic stone. The songs for sale, 
typically completed with the addition of an illustrated cover, were products of this 
secondary lithographic procedure.31 This hybrid method, in fact, was not surpassed until 
the 1920s with the entrance of offset photo printing. The life of the hybrid 
lithographic/engraving process in music is, therefore, nearly aligned with the 
chronological scope of this project. 
 Music and its place in society also underwent powerful transformation during this 
time period. The piano, a prohibitively expensive instrument for many families, became a 
meaningful symbol of middle-class gentility. In 1810, a much more affordable forty-five-
dollar alternative, a small reed organ called the Melodeon, became popular from coast to 
coast, and according to Nicholas Tawa was “…considered a superior instrument for the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Michael Twyman, Early Lithographic Music: A Study Based on the H. Baron Collection 
(London: Farrand Press, 1996), 171. 
30 Ibid, 38. 
31 Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music Engraving and Printing: A History of Music 
Publishing in America from 1787 to 1825 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1980), 84.  
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accompaniment of singing.”32 Thus, it was not only the piano as a signifier of culture and 
class that was on the rise, but the cultivation of musical experience in the home across the 
social spectrum. As Tawa explains, “It did not matter whether the family was in affluent 
or humble circumstances, music entered the hours of leisure.”33 This focus on music in 
the home soon bloomed into the public sphere as music education was introduced in 
Boston’s public schools in 1838, followed by Chicago in 1841.34  
 Americans were exploring all types of musical experiences with both traditional 
and popular songs. For example, the antebellum proliferation of Blackface Minstrelsy 
coincided historically with the formation of city orchestras. The Philharmonic Society of 
Chicago organized in 1850, the same year the city played host to its first classical opera, 
performed by traveling artists.35 Typically, these types of high-culture musical events 
were the purview of the middle-class and higher, while Minstrelsy and serio-comic music 
performances, considered “sensational popular,” or low-middle entertainments, saw the 
participation of Americans from throughout the classes.36 As such, symphonic 
performances were much more common in urban centers, while popular performances 
occurred throughout the nation, or as Tawa explained, “No village was too small or too 
unpromising for these musical representatives of the ordinary citizenship to visit.”37  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 Tawa, 74.  
33 Ibid, 156. 
34 Fisher, 39; Theodore Winston Thorson, A History of Music Publishing in Chicago: 1850-1960. 
(Chicago: Northwestern University, PhD Dissertation, 1961), 31.  
35 Ibid, 33. 
36 See note 6. 
37 Tawa, 119. 
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 A national thirst for music, and in particular the wide-ranging acceptance of 
popular performance among all social classes, provided an ever-growing audience for 
music publishers and merchants. While music publishing stayed firmly rooted in old 
American cities such as Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, music shops opened 
throughout the nation, taking advantage of improved transportation and a desire on the 
part of both the public and the publisher for music distribution. As Tawa has pointed out, 
uniform postage was standardized in the 1840s, and in the years leading up to the Civil 
War, roads and navigable mapped waterways including human-made canals increased in 
number.38 This meant that the expansion of popular music’s audience and publishing 
presence coincided with the more reliable distribution of goods in general. Amateur 
musicians in rural communities found the same sheet music at their local music store that 
genteel urbanites purchased on Broadway. In some cases, music publishing expanded to 
include local “imprints,” where small dealers outside the publishing centers purchased 
songs wholesale from Philadelphia, New York, Boston, or eventually Chicago, and 
affixed their own title page listing their shop as co-publisher.39 These small steps in 
diffused local distribution and publishing contributed to eventual publishing in smaller 
rural markets.40 
 Songs with bold lithographic covers were sold in large cities and small villages. 
Dedicated music sellers even pasted the songs themselves in the front window, the cover 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 Ibid, 68. 
39 Diane Parr Walker, “‘Hawk-Eye March and Quick Step’ to ‘Caprice Hangoris’: Music 
Publishing in Iowa,” Music Publishing in America, American Music, Vol. 1, No. 4, (Winter, 
1983), 47. 
40 Ibid, 49. 
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illustration functioning as a poster. Yet, songs were not only sold in dedicated music 
stores, as a large percentage of sheet music in the United States was sold by music 
teachers to their students. This might account for the fact that so much popular song is 
musically forgettable; new musicians were likely to purchase simple songs with a 
fashionable hook, be it the commemoration of a famous event or a flashy cover.41 
Publishers would also supply songs to popular performers, hoping that what they sang 
from the stage would drive potential buyers into their shops.42 Newspapers were also 
music distributers, when they advertised and sold songs acquired wholesale from 
publishers at home or from distant cities. Sometimes, papers offered songs as gifts to 
subscribers.43 Taken together, music stores, teachers, newspapers, and other distributors, 
demonstrate the influence of popular music as an expanding cultural force in America. 
 These evolving trends came to a head immediately preceding the Civil War, in 
what Stone has described as the “growing pains,” of price wars and an unpredictable 
sprouting and failing of publishers and vendors.44 While some have argued that music 
was one of the cultural ties that brought Americans together in times of great geographic 
and philosophic sectionalism leading up to the war, the outbreak of hostilities also 
provided a new focus for many Americans, an overwhelming concern that would be 
explored through popular song. 45 The Civil War was a cultural magnet that pulled 
together music’s cultural and social evolution, the rise of popular song publishers aided 
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42 Ibid, 7. 
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by advancements in technology, and the wide distribution of consumer products. As 
Stone explained, “…the onset of catastrophe (the Civil War) seems to have released the 
lyric impulse –ironically or pitifully as one pleases– to make the war as memorable in 
American musical life as in political, economic, social, and military experience.”46 The 
war cemented American popular music as a cohesive cultural currency, a vibrant 
exchange between many different cultural, social, and economic members. 
 The end of the Civil War, however, did not mark the end of catastrophe in the 
United States, nor the end of popular music’s fascination with the ebb and flow of social 
tides. Racial inequality, exacerbated by African American slavery and the consequences 
of emancipation, and the definitions and obligations of gender as defined by Victorian 
society, for example, gave American songwriters compelling material throughout the 
Nineteenth and into the Twentieth Century. Music of World War I not only describes 
America’s self-identification and international presence near the beginning of the so-
called “American Century,” but makes a fascinating end to the dominance of sheet music 
as a cultural force, as after 1920, recordings took the banner from the printed page in 
packaging, disseminating, and selling popular music.47  
 That the golden age of American popular sheet music publishing extends from 
roughly the Civil War to World War I, is borne out by a quick glance at publishing house 
catalogs. From 1826-1870, the total number of music editions published by American 
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47 For the origin of the phrase “American Century,” see Henry Luce, “The American Century,” 
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publishers grew incrementally from 600 to 8,000 per year.48 Oliver Ditson Company of 
Boston alone listed 100,000 publications released in its catalogs from 1860-1890, while 
its list of 1930 had reduced to 20,000 items.49 While it is beyond the scope of this study to 
inventory the catalogs of every publishing house in the nation, the numbers from this 
prominent firm attest that popular music publishing swelled from the Mid-Nineteenth to 
the turn of the Twentieth Century, only to fall dramatically after the introduction of sound 
recording. Bookended by two great and terrible wars, the period from 1860-1918 was the 
golden age of popular sheet music, and thereby the golden age of sheet music illustration.  
 
Outline of Chapters 
In Chapter 1: Bloody Banners, Silent Drums: The Material Wounded on Civil 
War Sheet Music, I describe the complex signifying power of two common military tools 
as they are pictured in popular sheet music, particularly in violent contexts. Flags are 
described as complicated symbolic objects, which must be addressed as real material 
artifacts, as signs, and as curiously empowered quasi-beings, members of an exclusive 
class of things which exhibition what Robert Plant Armostrong has called an affecting 
presence –we make them, so we can serve them. When violated by rifle and sword and 
displayed as humiliated captives, they evoke powerful human emotions and signify a 
litany of fraught relationships, pictured as an association between people and their things. 
Drums, silenced and abandoned on the battlefield, are likewise complicated, analyzed not 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Krummel, 182. 
49 Fisher, 75. 
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only as common regimental tools, but as resonant symbols of both hope and loss. Such 
common pictures and objects, therefore, reveal the all-too-common tragedies of war. 
Chapter 2: Banjos, Rifles, and Razors; Picturing American Blackness in 
Nineteenth-Century Sheet Music, traces changes in the representation of black Americans 
in popular song, from the minstrel stage to the turn of the century. It argues that an 
iconographical shift whereby black figures traded banjos for rifles then rifles for razors, 
participated in fixing the white perception of black otherness to a newly forming 
awareness of social mobility. These pictures, though of black figures, reveal the white 
public’s psychological framing of race, as songwriters, publishers, artists, and a mass 
audience created, consumed, and internalized fearful representations of otherness, and in 
so doing failed to imagine a society for which the African American was anything other 
than a threat.  
Chapter 3: Hoopskirts and Handlebars; Gender Construction and Transgression 
in Victorian America, follows the lead of gender studies scholars who have 
problematized the popular perceptions of Victorian gender. In close readings of 
nineteenth-century literature and thick descriptions of social and political institutions, 
scholars have encountered not a monolithic masculinity and femininity, but rather 
multiple styles of manliness and womanliness. As many of these studies avoid or ignore 
products of low and popular culture, this chapter proposes that investigating gender 
performances and transgressions in sheet music illustrations will tap into the general 
definition and experience of gender among a wide popular audience.  
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Illustrations are examined for their picturing of gender crisis in two separate but 
connected case studies. The first questions ostensibly humorous images of post-war 
cross-dressing, as men in hoopskirts are connected to the popular image of Confederate 
President Jefferson Davis, supposedly captured in his wife’s dress, and a woman in 
trousers is linked to the surprisingly favorable public reception of female soldiers who 
donned masculine clothing to enlist in the Civil War. The second cast study investigates 
gender performance and play in everyday life, through the lens of cycling imagery, as 
from the 1860s onward ideals of masculinity and femininity were represented and 
transgressed in bicycle-themed songs. Ultimately, late nineteenth-century anxiety over 
the mutability of gender norms resulted in a more entrenched promotion of such inherited 
definitions. 
Chapter 4: “There Were Giants in the Earth”: Monsters of the First World War I, 
argues that popular pictures of American giants and monstrous war machines engaged in 
symbolic battle with monstrous Huns, who symbolized German atrocity for a Euro-
American public uncomfortable with the idea of war with European peoples. At the same 
time, giants represented the common belief of America’s special role in international 
peace, as neutrality gave way to declared war, and the nation’s newfound wealth and 
international power as a producer and exporter of mechanical goods. 
 
Sheet music illustration was a vibrant part of American visual culture, yet many 
scholars have ignored the visual culture of popular song. Some art historians may see 
sheet music illustration as disposable popular culture. Likewise, musicologists may feel 
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they do not have the necessary experience with image analysis, or may see the covers as 
beyond their concern. However, as this dissertation argues, song illustration was a 
valuable cultural form and peculiarly charged type of picture. By assessing the layered 
meanings of these often ignored pictures, my dissertation seeks to recover and restore lost 
memories of America’s visual but fraught romance with popular song.  
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Chapter 1: Bloody Banners, Silent Drums: The Material Wounded on Civil War 
Sheet Music 
 
A union soldier stands on a defeated and defiled confederate flag (Fig.1). Under 
foot and steel, the alternating stripes transform into gore, as the soldier digs his blade into 
the banner’s ribs. The red seems to swell from the sword’s point and run into dry brown 
earth. With his left hand, the soldier plants his own flag on the banner’s lifeless form. 
Fluttering in the wind, this familiar design, with thirteen alternating red and white stripes 
and a blue field filled with white stars, bears a family resemblance to the soldier’s 
captive, which also once flew in hope of victory, endlessly folding and unfolding its 
trailing field of stripes. The vanquished flag’s canton, however, displays no ordered 
constellation of stars, but a faintly recognizable palmetto tree, identifying this as a flag of 
South Carolina. 
 Beneath the Confederate flag, propping up its tree insignia, a drum rests on its 
side, its head punctured by some unknown thrust. Perhaps this same union sword has 
seen more violence than this frozen moment records, hinted at by the blade’s darkened 
point. Grislier still, two cannonballs lie at the soldier’s feet, perhaps, as noted by 
Ethnomusicologist Steven Cornelius, suggesting castration. Not the literal emasculation 
of defeated soldiers, but a sign that they were rendered impotent by the victorious 
northern forces.1 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Steven H. Cornelius, Music of the Civil War Era (Westport Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 
2004), 46. 
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 Does this sheet music cover convey only a straightforward message of Northern 
dominance and the preservation of the Union? I suggest that deeper and perhaps more 
troubling realities exist within this colorful picture; meanings perhaps unintended, 
resonate within the pictures of a defeated flag and punctured drum, the material wounded 
of Civil War visual culture. These are not careless inclusions, random attributes meant to 
suggest a battle’s aftermath, but potent signifiers, inanimate material embodiments of 
human agency and dedication to the common yet tragic rituals of war. 
The flag may be the most complicated of these wounded objects. Flags are 
complicated things that wind aggressively through civic spectacle and private devotion, 
between public commemoration and individual memory. A physical flag is itself a 
multivalent symbol, and a picture of a flag, one step removed from materiality, becomes 
perhaps that much more fluid in its signifying power. To uncover how the flag in this 
illustration might have signified for nineteenth-century audiences, and for later observers, 
we must understand how citizens during the Civil War used flags, both as actual material 
objects and as symbols in representational and communication systems. The wounded 
drum is somewhat less complicated, lacking the inherent symbolic weight of a flag. 
Nonetheless, punctured and abandoned beneath this defeated flag, this drum requires 
similar excavation to uncover its resonant signification. 
This illustration does not simply represent, but rather re-presents: it is not only a 
reflection but an active maker of culture that creates and records multiple American 
stories of sacrifice and loss, of dedication to home and family and allegiance to nation. 
Positioning this picture in conversation with others, including other sheet music covers, 
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political cartoons, photographs, and paintings enables us to expound those stories. 
Presenting this body of pictures indicates that attention must be paid to America’s visual 
culture in its entirety and context, and that popular song illustration in particular has been 
unfortunately neglected in visual scholarship. This picture of America’s material 
wounded indicates that things, through their use in the destructive and sanctifying work 
during the Civil War, received an essence that transcended their mundane corporeality. 
This defiled flag signifies nation and state, but also becomes a picture of the female 
presence in war, a material product of woman’s work, and a reminder of home. The flag 
is also a surrogate for the human body, and absent its activating breeze becomes a 
wounded soldier or a corpse. Ripped from the hands of a dead or dying color bearer, 
thrown to the ground, assaulted by sword and ball, it is an enemy-turned captive, 
suggesting even in its imprisonment the real-life power of symbolic and signifying 
objects. The silent drum pictures loss of enthusiasm and dedication to the war, of 
childhood, and of life. Playing in simultaneous narrative and visual tropes, it is a picture 
of America in many guises: sentimental, heroic, resilient, and pathetic. The drum is a 
picture of the everyday tragedy of war, when boys were accepted into the company of 
uniformed men. 
 
The Song 
C.C. Flint and A.J. Higgins published Down With the Traitor’s Serpent Flag, 
through Higgins’s own publishing company in Chicago, in 1861. Scored for piano and 
voice, this was parlor music, never intended for soldiers on the front lines. Civil War 
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soldiers often made music, playing traditional folk and popular songs on portable 
instruments. Musicologist Stephen Cornelius has referred to these troops as “singing 
soldiers” and emphasized their taste for “minstrel tunes and ballads.”2 However, many 
middle class homes in the nineteenth century had pianos, and more still possessed pump 
organs, around which families gathered as part of Victorian parlor culture. This song is an 
artifact of that cultural world, wherein families performed music, and in so doing 
performed class and the outward affectations of refinement.3 Music publishers regularly, 
even incessantly, cranked out this type of topical song, with uncomplicated 
accompaniment and a simple melody that anyone could sing.4 This pedestrian melody, 
which barely spans an octave, fits that bill, beginning with an emphatic repetition of the 
tonic note, G, for nearly two measures. This repetitive start lends the tune a chugging 
sing-along quality; it is a slow windup that invites all voices to join in. A short 
descending unison passage begins the second phrase and continues this sing-along feel, 
as does the song’s overall mood. Written in simple four-part hymn-like harmony, the 
song is not suited to the soloist, but meant to unite multiple voices in a rousing chorus. It 
may recall a watered-down version of A Mighty Fortress is Our God. Without Luther’s 
spiritual conviction and memorable melody, it is a persistent yet bland hymn to the 
secular religion of patriotism. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Ibid, 82.  
3 Kenneth Ames, Death in the Dining Room and Other Tales of Victorian Culture (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1992), 140. Ames dedicates an entire chapter of his study to pump 
organs in Victorian parlors. 
4 Ames, in fact, discusses the differences between piano and organ music in Victorian culture, 
explaining that the piano was the “star instrument” of the day, and was played more for public 
recitals, often by men. Pump organs, on the other hand, lacked “pyrotechnics” and dynamics, and 
were used for playing simple chorded accompaniment in the parlor. See Ames, 151. 
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It may seem shocking to imagine genteel Americans uniting their voices with 
such violent words as these: 
Sons of the bright and glorious land 
Where freedom first did find a home 
Arouse and with avenging band 
Consign the traitors to their doom 
Down with the traitors’ Serpent flag 
Death to the wretch o’er whom it waves 
And let our heaven born banner float 
O’er freemen’s homes and traitors’ graves. 
 
The final couplet somewhat describes the cover illustration. Through this loose 
synchronization of word and picture meaning, I suggest that this traitor flag is meant to 
stand in for deceased confederates, as the union flag will fly only over “freemen’s homes 
and traitors’ graves.”5 
Though this object type suggests a broad middle class audience, it is difficult to 
reconstruct who sang this song or whether or not it was commercially successful. It 
seems safe to say, however, that this song, as a musical artifact, is unremarkable. 
Throughout the Civil War the many publishing companies in Northern urban centers 
published new tunes daily, resulting in literally thousands of songs.6 The most popular of 
these remain known in our time, such as The Battle Hymn of the Republic, or The Battle 
Cry of Freedom. The most popular tunes often sold themselves without the aid of colored 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Here I am employing the phrase “loose synchronization” as used in John Richardson, “Resisting 
the Sublime: Loose Synchronization in La Belle et la Bete and The Dark Side of Oz, 
Musicological Identities, ed. Steven Baur, Raymond Knapp and Jacqueline Warwick (Burlington 
VT: Ashgate Publishing, 2008) 135-148. Richardson examines multimedia artifacts wherein 
existing musical material is coupled with separately produced visuals (or vice versa), resulting in 
a “loose synchronization” which despite occasional contradiction or slippage can still yield 
significant symbolic meaning. 
6 Cornelius, conversation with the author, 3/25/2010. 
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lithographic covers, while lesser-known songs relied on the visual to attract attention 
from potential buyers.7 These illustrations featured common imagery, conforming to 
broad visual discourse in order to appeal to consumers.  An examination of 
contemporaneous sheet music, lithographs, and Harper’s Weekly illustrations, will argue 
that this is the case. While simply one image among many, this cover draws on common 
iconography and provides an entry into the visual discourse of flags and violence in the 
nineteenth century.  
 
The Visual Discourse: Flags and Violence in Visual Culture 
 Though Down With the Traitors Serpent Flag, may not have been a “hit” song, its 
illustrated cover drew from an already popular body of violent flag images, and in 
particular, pictures of flags trod underfoot. In fact, the first conspicuous union martyr, 
Colonel Elmer Ellsworth, was killed because of a flag. Subsequently, trampled flags 
feature prominently in the visual construction of his memory. 
 Ellsworth’s troops entered Alexandria, Virginia, in May 1861, where the first 
accepted national flag of the confederate states, the so-called “Stars and Bars” was flying 
from the roof of the Marshall House hotel. Ellsworth entered the hotel, ascended the 
stairs and removed the banner, only to be shot by James Jackson, the hotel’s owner, on 
the stairwell. An accompanying union soldier shot and killed Jackson in retaliation. The 
young colonel’s martyrdom became a cause célèbre in the north, as poems, images and 
songs lionized his heroic actions.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Ibid. 
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 The 1861 Currier & Ives print, Death of Colonel Ellsworth, exemplifies the visual 
mythologizing of Ellsworth’s actions (Fig. 2), capturing the very moment of his death.8 
Jackson literally holds a smoking gun. The union soldier, however, is already in place, 
poised to take the proprietor’s life in retribution. Though the architectural elements of the 
story are visible, we can see the stairs that Ellsworth climbed and from which he fell, the 
background of this picture is deemphasized. The story is told through its four figures: two 
soldiers, one rebel, and one flag. This final actor plays a significant role; infernal in 
flight, it is now subdued underfoot and ultimately sanctified as a relic by the martyr’s 
blood, which in this pictures spills freely into the flag’s fabric.9 
 Though the specifics of Ellsworth’s death were well known and quickly 
disseminated, thanks in part to Edward H. House of The New York Tribune, who actually 
accompanied the Colonel into the Marshall House, this illustration differs from the real 
account in several details. Perhaps most significantly, while Ellsworth was actually shot 
in the chest over the heart, the illustration depicts a wound in the side of the stomach.10 
While Bryan LeBeau, in his excellent study of Currier & Ives remarks that “such 
discrepancies were of little consequence” as Ellsworth’s death and images of his sacrifice 
were already deeply embedded in the Northern experience of the war, moving the wound 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Not only does this picture participate in the coding of Ellsworth’s sacrifice, it was the first of a 
series of Currier & Ives prints to feature Civil War heroes and martyrs, represented always at a 
dramatic climactic moment. See Bryan F. LeBeau, Currier & Ives: America Imagined 
(Washington DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001), 76. 
9 The Flag was not the only relic created by Ellsworth’s martyrdom, as his clothes were preserved 
and displayed at various events, such as the Metropolitan Fair, held in New York City in 1864. 
See photograph in William C. Davis ed., Shadow of the Storm, Volume One of the Image of War, 
1861-1865 (New York: Doubleday and Co., 1981), 402. 
10 LeBeau, 76; Mark E. Neely and Harold Holzer, The Union Image: Popular Prints of the Civil 
War North (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000), 28. 
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from the heart to the side recalls the wounds of the Passion, thus connecting the young 
Colonel’s death to the crucifixion of Christ.  
 Ellsworth’s Funeral March, composed by J.C. Beckel and published by Oliver 
Ditson & Co. of Boston, was paired with a Buffords’ lithograph that avoided the violence 
of the Currier & Ives, creating a contemplative memorial (Fig. 3). This image does not 
illustrate the narrative so much as reposition its characters in a frozen eternity. Ellsworth, 
his hat cocked handsomely to the side, stands triumphantly upon the captured flag, his 
sheathed sword jabbing into the stars as his right hand sweeps the bars up behind his 
back. The setting is not the Marshall House, but perhaps a Virginia landscape at a 
military encampment near the Potomac River, as though Ellsworth, having fulfilled his 
duty in life, now presides over his troops in eternal youth. Though he lost his life in the 
process, this image emphasizes that he succeeded in tearing down the rebel flag, which 
became his saintly attribute. 
 The trampled flag features in less specific images as well, such as political 
cartoons in Harper’s Weekly, which, like the sheet music under consideration, were 
intended for a broad middle-class, Northern audience. A Cartoon entitled “The Flag He 
Fights Under,” published in the August 31, 1861 edition of Harper’s, depicts democratic 
congressman Benjamin Wood of New York defiantly pointing down at the Union flag on 
which he stands and into which he plants the Stars and Bars (Fig. 4). Wood was the editor 
of the New York Daily News, one of several newspapers accused in August of 1861 of 
aiding the confederacy through their anti-war, pro-confederacy editorializing. Here, 
Wood’s potentially treasonous activities, symbolically portrayed as trampling the 
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American flag into the dust, are explicitly connected to his other business interests, 
namely the lottery he ran in Southern states, signified by the lottery numbers on the flag.11 
This union banner under his feet remains animated despite Wood’s; it ruffles and billows 
underfoot and raises its finial like a weary head. 
 Another striking trampled flag image, published in the May 18, 1861 Harper’s 
Weekly, commented on Virginia’s recent secession from the Union. A pair of images, 
entitled “Virginian of 1776” and “Virginian of 1861,” this cartoon criticizes Virginia’s 
traitorous action, by calling upon symbols of historical sacrifice. The Virginian of 1776 is 
a tired colonial soldier in tattered clothing with sprung boots that reveal his toes (Fig. 5). 
He rests his rifle against his left shoulder, his right hand clenched in a determined fist. He 
trudges through an uncertain landscape, a faintly visible tree to his left the only indication 
of setting. From the positioning of his feet, we can see that he has been ascending an 
incline, doggedly pursuing a difficult but elevating course, symbolizing the hard-fought 
American victory in the Revolutionary War. This Virginian is a patriot and hero, warn 
ragged by his dedicated service to his new nation. His 1861 counterpart is portrayed not 
as a patriot, but a traitor. He is poised for violence, pulling his saber back for a murderous 
slash (Fig. 6). The US capitol occupies the space beneath the man’s gaze, where his 
sword soon will fall. His legs are awkwardly apart as he steps menacingly on both the 
flag and a fasces; he tramples two separate symbols used by the federal government to 
suggest unity and political authority. His act of flag trampling symbolizes the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Robert C. Kennedy, “The Flag He Fights Under,” cartoon explanation on HarpWeek website, 
http://www.harpweek.com/09Cartoon/RelatedCartoon.asp?Month=August&Date=31, accessed 
12/2013.  
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complicated negotiation of Civil War ideologies, as it could be said that he stands upon 
the symbolic power of the union, and therefore his foundation is secure in the American 
political ideals, his ancestor, Virginian of 1776, fought for. However, his footing is not 
secure but shaky, his foundation ultimately an uncertain one. By standing on the flag, he 
does not find sure footing in American political tradition, but treasonously grind’s the 
union into the dirt. 
 This short list of examples is not intended to be an exhaustive study of violent 
flag imagery, but rather serves to demonstrate that Charles Shober and Company’s 
illustration for Down With the Traitors Serpent Flag, drew from a popular visual tradition 
wherein unionists and confederates alike trampled flags. As these examples suggest, 
depending on the image’s maker and audience a trampled flag can represent an act of 
treachery, tyranny, or bravery. Yet, what did flags themselves mean to these same 
nineteenth-century Americans? An examination of Civil War flag culture can uncover 
particulars of flag usage, meaning, and communication that may not immediately appear 
to twenty-first century audiences.  
 
Flag Culture 
 From the white canton and tree insignia, this particular “serpent flag” is 
identifiable as a South Carolina banner, as the palmetto tree has been a symbol for the 
state since the Revolutionary War. In the battle for Charleston Harbor, in 1776, a colonial 
fort made of palmetto wood successfully withstood British fire. The Palmetto Fort 
became a popular symbol of colonial resilience, and images of palmetto trees decorated 
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local militia flags and the banners born by Carolinian forces fighting in the Mexican 
War.12 The official South Carolina state flag, accepted in 1861, still features the palmetto. 
This battle flag, however, as the song’s title suggests, includes a rattlesnake slithering up 
the palmetto’s trunk.  
 Snake imagery has a long past in American flag design, including numerous 
Revolutionary War banners bearing rattlesnakes and the slogan “Don’t Tread on Me.” 
Most flag scholars, including Whitney Smith and Robert Bonner, attach the American 
interest in rattlesnake designs to Benjamin Franklin’s 1754 political cartoon (Fig. 7), 
which depicted the colonies as separate slices of a dead or dying snake, insisting that the 
colonists must “Join, or Die.”13 Bonner, however, specifically connects these Colonial 
examples to the South Carolina flag design, which adds an intriguing layer to the 
unionist’s hatred of this particular “traitors serpent flag.” Not only does this flag represent 
the first state to secede from the union, the “traitors” had drawn their imagery from 
Colonial sources, in effect re-appropriating a shared Colonial visual heritage for their 
own ends. Just as the Stars and Bars can be seen as a derivative of the Stars and Stripes, 
the design’s elements deconstructed and reconfigured into a new emblem, the Palmetto 
flag arranges elements from the American Flag, South Carolina military banners, 
Revolutionary War legend, and Colonial propaganda into a new symbol of state 
sovereignty.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Robert E. Bonner, Colors & Blood: Flag Passions of the Confederate South (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2002), 25. 
13 Booner, 127 and Whiteny Smith, Flags Through the Ages and Across the World (New York: 
McGraw Hill, 1975), 193.  
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 At the same time, the religious furor of Civil War American should not be 
understated, with both Union and Confederate politicians and preachers claiming divine 
sanction for their actions. In this context, a snake slithering up this palmetto tree could 
not but be viewed by unionists as the great deceiver himself, Satan, slithering up the tree 
of knowledge in the Garden of Eden. From this perspective, the palmetto tree, as a 
symbol of the American Revolution, suggests a lost paradisiacal state, and the creeping 
rattlesnake the lying tempters who convinced once faithful Americans to secede. 
Civil War banners, however, represented much more than secession when they 
were carried into battle. As James McPherson explains, “The pride and honor of an 
individual soldier were bound up with the pride and honor of his regiment, his state, and 
the nation for which he fought, symbolized by the regimental and national flags.”14 
McPherson further argues that most soldiers in the Civil War were afraid to fight, but 
were even more afraid to betray a code of honor; they did not want to die, but they would 
rather risk their lives than be thought cowardly.15 Given the importance of the flag in 
uniting and focusing the will of the individual with the needs of the collective, the color 
bearer held a position of particular honor. In fulfilling his duty, he put himself at great 
personal risk, as opposing forces focused their attack on the flag.16 If the flag bearer fell, 
any soldier at hand was bound by honor to take his place. With such focus on the colors, 
both as a rallying totem and target, it is not surprising that one of the ultimate goals of 
Civil War battle was to capture the enemy’s colors. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 James M. McPherson, For Cause and Comrades: Why Men Fought in the Civil War (Oxford, 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 82. 
15 Ibid, 77. 
16 Ibid, 84. 
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 This passion to bear the banner, even at risk of death, is captured in H. 
Lovegrove’s 1864 song Let Me Hold it Till I Die, published in Burlington Vermont. As 
the title suggests, this song romanticizes the color bearer’s sacrifice, implying that this 
important position’s glory is only earned while losing life: 
 
See, the one who bears the banner 
Where the guns are crashing loud, 
Staggers now, for he is wounded, 
And his comrades round him crowd;  
Hands are raised to grasp the standard; 
But on it he turns his eye, 
Murmuring, “Comrades, do not take it, 
Let me hold it till I die! Let me hold it till I die! 
I have borne it into battle,  
When we forced our foes to fly. 
Do not take it from me comrades, 
Let me hold it till I die! Let me hold it till I die!” 
The same celebration of self-sacrifice, this construction of the color bearer as willing 
martyr, is seen in Thomas Nast’s Harper’s Weekly cover illustration “A Gallant Color-
Bearer,” published on September 20, 1862 (Fig. 8). The accompanying text explained:  
The color-bearer of the 10th New York Regiment, deserves to be placed 
high upon the roll of our heroes. He received three terrible wounds in a 
recent engagement, but clung to his colors with tenacious grasp. While 
being taken into the hospital he became insensible, and an attempt was 
made to take the flag away, but his unconscious hand held it more 
powerfully; even then his ruling passion was strong. Such men in life and 
death are glorious examples. Our picture is a just homage to distinguished 
gallantry.17 
 
In this dramatic image, the flagpole has slipped from the bearer’s harness, as his hands, 
the only active part of his fading body, cling tenaciously to their charge. The officer 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 H. Alexander, “Touching Devotion to the Flag,” Harper’s Weekly September 20, 1862, pg. 
594. 
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himself is willing to abandon his sword to take the bearer’s place, yet is unable to pry the 
colors from the wounded man’s grasp. 
 Color bearing as a noble pursuit, as a burden more significant than preserving one’s 
own life, is central to Civil War flag culture. As such, the trampled banner in Down With 
the Traitors Serpent Flag, does not simply represent secession, or South Carolina, but 
references the numerous fallen soldiers who were charged with keeping it aloft. Though 
this union soldier is the only person on the scene, his possession of this flag demonstrates 
that the man or boy who once carried it into battle is dead. In all likelihood, he was but 
the first of several who lost their lives clinging to these colors. As the words of the song 
itself suggest, this union soldier raises his own banner above, and drags his feet across, a 
mass grave, unmarked save for this defiled flag.  
 Such a scene is more explicitly represented on the cover of H.N. Hempsted’s Union 
Volunteer’s Quickstep, where the victorious general, this is likely a portrait of Brigadier 
General Rufus King of Wisconsin to whom this song is dedicated, plants feet and flag 
atop a Palmetto banner –and a pile of corpses (Fig. 9). Intriguingly, this gory scene is not 
the cover for a particularly powerful or dramatic song, but rather for a bright up-beat 
march. The tune has no lyrics, but rather functioned as a performance piece for somewhat 
more accomplished musicians, who could show off their skill for family and friends. 
With high-register 16th-note flourishes, that suggest the trilling of piccolos, the song 
seems suited as a parade march. The last section, however, marked Cantabile, a musical 
direction for the performer to play their instrument in a singing fashion recalling the 
human voice, is quieter and more melodic. While not quite a hymn, the song ends with a 
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tone of hopeful reverence, perhaps even a musical prayer for the union soldiers who will 
enter battle. 
 That such a violent image pictured is paired with a march in turns spirited and 
reverential is problematic, especially considering that it almost certainly was not meant to 
represent an actual event. While General King is remembered for organizing the so-called 
“Iron Brigade” in 1861, the year this tune was published, he did not lead his men into 
action until 1862. When he did finally see battle his superiors called his judgment into 
question when he retired his troops without orders during the Manassas campaign.18 
Thus, the illustration did not represent an event but imagined or pictured possible future 
successes, in order to honor one of the first volunteer Brigadier Generals of the Civil 
War.19 Part of the picturing or premature imagining of Union victory, was to celebrate the 
falling trampling of a rebel flag, atop a hill of confederate bodies.    
 Yet, I would argue that the lack of bodies in Down With the Traitors Serpent Flag, 
is just as problematic as the pile of corpses under General King’s feet. The absence if 
wounded human bodies suggests a scene cleansed for our viewing. The corpses have 
been hidden out of sight, but the material wounded, the flag and drum, bear witness to 
their struggle and the emblems of their destruction are evident. It is a scene of sanitized 
violence and its cavalier presentation, despite its lack of gore, is as bloody as Rufus 
King’s heap of victims. 
 In other instances, however, the flag does not simply represent fallen soldiers, but 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Ezra J. Warner, Generals in Blue: The Lives of the Union Commanders (Baton Rouge: 
Lousiana State University Press, 1964), 269-270. 
19 Ibid. 
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takes on a subjectivity all its own. Despite their rectangular bodies and abstract 
symbolism, flags are strangely anthropomorphic when we use them. Certainly, citizens of 
a nation or state feel from their banner what Robert Plant Armstrong has called an 
affecting presence. In The Powers of Presence: Consciousness, Myth and Affecting 
Presence, Armstrong discusses works of art, common in all societies, that have powers 
which defy their object-ness.20 These works “draw power from the tension between 
subject and object.”21 Though these objects are human-made, their users treat them as 
human-like; we may house them, clothe them, and honor them –in nearly every case, we 
serve them. Armstrong explains that these works may receive their power through 
processes of virtuosity or invocation. In the first instance, the maker’s unique individual 
ability imbues his or her work with power. From an art historical perspective, we may 
think of this power of virtuosity as being tied to the artwork’s aura. Works of invocation, 
on the other had, rely not on the maker’s ability for their power, but the ritual functions of 
society.22  
 National flags fit easily within Armstrong’s second category, as their power is not 
borrowed from another celebrated subject, but is invoked through socio-political ritual 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 In this context, I am using a broad inclusive definition of art, referring to a wide range of 
material, visual, or potentially even physically non-existent cultural works. 
21 Robert Plant Armstrong, The Powers of Presence: Consciousness, Myth, and Affecting 
Presence (Philadelphia: University of Philadelphia Press, 1981), 6.  Though I provide the page 
for this and other direct quotations from Armstrong, I will be summarizing and using the general 
theoretical ideas he expounds in chapter one of this work, “Powers of Invocation, Powers of 
Virtuosity.” 
22 Though Armstrong, for ease of explanation, separates these into two categories, I would 
suggest that most works, especially in the Western art tradition, gain power through the synthesis 
of these processes. Leonardo was certainly a virtuoso painter, but Mona Lisa has gained power 
through a complicated system of invocation that outreaches her maker’s abilities. The mere fact 
that the thousands of tourists who visit her are unable to see Leonardo’s brushstrokes and delicate 
sfumato through bulletproof glass and reflected camera flashes attests to this. 
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until the banner becomes its own self, a subject that transcends its object-ness. Though 
speaking chiefly of African artifacts, Armstrong’s words are helpful in thinking through 
this confusing nature of the flag as he explains: “The work of affecting presence –sharing 
psychological process with persons –sometimes seems as much to apprehend its witness 
as its witness apprehends it.”23 Others have suggested, in even more forcefully direct 
language, that Americans have imparted tremendous power to their flag, until it has 
become more than a symbol, nearly an entity, not only capable of but specifically 
empowered to make extreme demands of the people who serve it. Carolyn Marvin and 
David Ingle have made the compelling, if somewhat surprising argument that Americans 
bind themselves together through a powerful civil religion that demands blood sacrifice: 
The sacrificial system that binds Americans citizens has a sacred flag at its center. 
Patriotic rituals revere it as the embodiment of a bloodthirsty totem god who 
organizes killing energy. The totem god is the foundation of a mythic, religiously 
constructed American identity.24 
 
For these authors, the flag does not so much symbolize the nation, but is the embodiment 
of the blood sacrifices carried out in service to the nation: 
An American, in this context, is one who bows down to a violent authority. That is, 
he offers himself to the group in the guise of the state’s killing authority… When 
submission results in death, this body becomes more than American, it becomes a 
totem god of Americans, the apotheosized sacrificial body.25 
 
 Armstrong describes objects that humans imbue with power through social ritual, 
and argues that people and their creations may switch the polarity of their power 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Ibid, 11. 
24 Carolyn Marvin and David W. Ingle, Blood Sacrifice and the Nation: Totem Rituals and the 
American Flag (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 1. 
25 Ibid, 15. 
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relationship through ritual behaviors, humans in effect becoming objects in the service of 
their work of affecting presence.26 McPherson writes of the soldier’s will and honor being 
intertwined with the flag of his regiment, while Marvin and Ingle describe war as the 
“most powerful enactment” of the ritual human sacrifice of America’s civil religion.27 
These arguments are all borne out in these illustrations of Civil War soldiers who willing 
sacrifice themselves for the preservation of a flag’s affecting presence.  
 This almost magical transference of power from human to object, is curiously 
similar to an issue raised by commentators of American photography, concerning the 
documentation of war wounded. For example, Dr. Reed Bontecou photographed the back 
of Israel Spotts as he drained several pints of pus from Spotts’s lung, without anesthesia 
(Fig. 10).28 The point was not to document Spotts as an individual, but to fix his ailment 
and the doctor’s chosen treatment in time. As Alan Trachtenberg wrote of such images: 
“The men appear as sullen objects of scientific attention, as if detached from their bodies, 
witnesses rather than possessors of their wounds and scars, their memory and knowledge 
of pain.”29 Kathy Newman agreed that, “these soldiers, while beneath the scalpel or the 
camera lens, do not belong to themselves so much as to the surgeon and to the annals of 
medical science.”30 Yet, while these wounded veterans lose their subjectivity to become 
objects in the fixed image, other wounded figures gain a surprising subjectivity through a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Armstrong, 16. “I myself have felt scrutinized to my essence, turned nearly into an object 
before the insistent confrontations of a mask danced.” 
27 Marvin and Ingle, 5. 
28 Kathy Newman, “Wounds and Wounding in the American Civil War: A (Visual) History,” The 
Yale Journal of Criticism, volume 6, number 2, pg. 79. 
29 Alan Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs: Images as History, Matthew Brady to 
Walker Evans (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989), 113. 
30 Newman, 82. 
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similar photographic process. 
 Consider a carte-de-visite of the regimental colors of the First New Hampshire 
Volunteer Cavalry, produced by Kimball and Sons of Concord in 1866 (Fig. 11). Clearly 
a battle veteran, bearing gaping holes from rifle and bayonet, the battered banner’s 
central eagle insignia is still legible. Now no bearer is required, the flag seems capable of 
staying aloft on its own.  
 A flag wounded in battle became filled with new meaning, the holes and tears 
signifying as powerfully as the stars, or the ornamental eagles rendered illegible by 
violence. J.E. Hartel’s The Torn Battle Flag, published by Sheppard, Cottier & Co. of 
Buffalo in 1864, (Fig. 12) describes how each stain or slash would cause the flag to 
demand greater respect than any conventional banner: 
Ah, through what scenes of strife since then 
Has that tattered battle flag been borne! 
What meaning is there to these valiant men 
In each fluttering remnant stained and torn! 
And proudly they follow it up the street, 
While the shrill fifes scream and the loud drums beat 
… 
And now they have brought it home at last, 
Though black with the battle’s smoke and torn— 
What tales it will tell of the stirring past, 
In future years to the child unborn, 
When gazing mute, at the arsenal wall, 
His eye on that tattered flag will fall!31 
 
 Particularly intriguing among Hartel’s verses is the poetic description of the flag 
telling its stories to a child, rendered mute in its presence. Even in this popular tune, it 
was not so foreign an idea to imagine the flag taking on a human role, turning a person 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 J.E. Hartel, The Torn Battle Flag (Buffalo: Sheppard, Cottier & Co., 1864). 
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into a silent and dumb witness. This line of the song, in fact, occurs during the refrain, 
and is accompanied by a gentle fanfare-like line played in the right hand, which recalls 
the solemn call of a military bugle. The illustration of a very ragged flag evokes the same 
sentiment as the photographs of actual battle flags, by presenting a banner that through its 
own heroic sacrifice has become a powerful self, worthy of having taps played on its 
behalf, despite the fact that it still flies on a pole. This imaginary flag has lost so much of 
its fly that it is nearly square, or perhaps even taller than it is wide. In addition, it is 
absolutely filled with holes, having been shot so many times that the blue field seems on 
first glance to be full of too many white stars. The comingling of stars and holes makes 
symbolic sense, the flags wounds in effect adding to the country’s prominence as much 
as new states would. 
 The subjectivity of flags is further displayed in images where their power is directly 
questioned. Such is the case in an image of General Custer presenting captured 
confederate flags at the War Department, published in Harper’s Weekly on November 12, 
1862 (Fig. 13). These tattered colors, hanging limply without an activating breeze, are not 
only trophies, but captives. By viciously fighting for these scraps and proudly toting them 
back to Washington, the Union forces display these flags as powerful, now subdued, 
entities. The soldier who risks his life to capture the enemy’s flag, every bit as much as 
the flag’s bearer, believes in and serves the banner’s power. 32 Returning again to the 
“Traitors Serpent Flag,” this fallen banner not only suggests lives lost in its defense, but 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 W.J.T. Mitchell has made a similar observation regarding radical iconoclasm, arguing that 
those who would destroy images are those who have the strongest belief in images’ powers. See 
W.J.T. Mitchell, “Vital Signs, Cloning Terror,” in What Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves 
of Images (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2005), 5-27. 
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is a captive itself, a material object embodied with a presence of such power that this 
soldier was compelled to subdue it. 
 Despite their powers, flags remain human-made material culture. This is, as 
Armstrong suggested, what places these works in such a curious space; we make them so 
we can serve them. The manufacturing of Civil War flags adds one additional layer of 
complexity to these startling images, suggesting the female presence in war. In most 
cases, women made the colors that their husbands, brothers, and sons carried into battle. 
Bonner cites numerous examples where men and women reflected on these feminine 
associations: 
A Texas woman reminded soldiers that while their flag was ‘floating on 
the breeze,’ they should recall that it had been ‘perfumed with the incense 
of woman’s prayers.’ A regimental commander in South Carolina 
predicted in receiving his company’s flag that ‘every rustle of its folds will 
be to us as music from home.’ And in Georgia, one presenter was told that 
the Stars and Bars tricolor she had made would bring memories of ‘your 
rosy lips, fair cheeks, and blue eyes.’33 
 
The flag, as a feminine presence, became a constant reminder of what the soldiers 
believed they were fighting for: the preservation of home, family and womanly virtue. 
This encourages a particularly harrowing reading of “Down With the Traitors Serpent 
Flag,” as we think of the union soldier grinding this flag into the dust.  
 
Silent Drum 
 The flag is not the only wounded object in this picture, though it is probably the 
most complicated of this illustration’s material wounded. The punctured drum is also a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Bonner, 80-81. 
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potent and pregnant defiled body, signifying romantic devotion to cause and comrade, 
and the reality of death among the war’s most innocent soldiers. The drummer boy, like 
the color bearer, was celebrated in popular culture and appeared in paintings and prints, 
and of course in sheet music illustrations. Contextualizing the representation of a 
punctured drum requires a description of America’s singing soldiers during the Civil 
War, describing the musician’s place among the ranks, and the military uses of music.  
 While there were different types of musical soldiers, the drummer boy held a 
unique position. Not only was he likely to be the youngest person in the camp, he held a 
more dangerous position than most musicians –like the flag bearer, he was involved in 
battle and a likely target for opposing forces. Pictures and art objects depicting drums and 
drummer boys, to create a visual dialog that will include the punctured drum, thus 
illuminating Down With the Traitors’ Serpent Flag’s other overlooked casualty. 
 
 
Musical Culture of the Civil War 
 As numerous scholars have shown, the Civil War was a powerful engine for 
creating American musical experiences, both for families at home playing war-themed 
popular songs around the parlor piano, and for the “singing soldiers” on the front lines.34 
Yet, soldiers did not merely make music to pass idle time. Rather, from the beginning of 
the war, music was part of military practice, from daily camp rituals to battlefield 
engagement. During the first year of hostilities, the federal government guaranteed each 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 See note 2. 
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volunteer regiment its own brass band, and the rank of “musician” was equated somewhat 
with that of private.35 In 1862, because of the war’s growing expense, congress changed 
the practice, guaranteeing only one brass band per brigade.36  
 Military bands served various functions, playing at public ceremonies and parades, 
performing concerts for the general public, and serenading the troops while in camp to 
keep morale high.37 They performed a wide variety of songs, from recent popular tunes to 
military marches and symphonic or operatic pieces. In some ways, these musical soldiers 
functioned as a cultural intermediary between the military and the general public, being 
an integral element of the performed public face of the regiment or brigade as they 
marched through or camped near town. At the same time, some scholars argue that music 
served a similar function for the soldiers themselves, being a reminder of the world away 
from the war. As James Davis explained, “[Music] proved a civilizing force on the 
savage battlefield, an aesthetic salved that reminded the combatants that they were not 
barbarous despite the carnage that surrounded them.”38  
 The musicians had various responsibilities, some picking up rifles to fight along 
with their comrades. In other cases, they performed manual labor, or were medical 
assistants and carried the wounded and dead from the battlefield.39 Though a less 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 Maureen Manjerovic and Michael J. Budds, “More Than a Drummer Boy’s War: A Historical 
View of Musicians in the American Civil War,” College Music Symposium, Vol. 42 (2002), 119-
120. 
36 During the civil war, a regiment was typically composed of 10 companies of 100 soldiers each, 
while a brigade was a larger grouping of regiments, often as many as 5. 
37 Ibid, 123. 
38 James A. Davis, “Music and Gallantry in Combat During the American Civil War,” American 
Music, Vol. 28, No. 2 (Summer, 2010), 162. 
39 Manjerovic and Budds, 124. 
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common assignment, some brass bands were even ordered to remain with the other 
soldiers and play during battle.40 Carrying a horn rather than a rifle for the Union did not 
guarantee personal safety. 
 The military musician who probably faced the most danger was paradoxically often 
the youngest member of the regiment –the drummer boy. Unlike the brass musicians who 
were eventually deemed too costly for each regiment, each company had a drummer boy, 
who together with either a bugler or fife player, were considered field musicians.41 While 
military brass band performances were more cultural in nature, the field musicians 
performed a communicative function, playing the musical cues of daily life in camp, such 
as Reveille, and calling the soldiers to formation. At night, drummers were required to 
take their turn standing guard, and the field musicians were the only musicians to 
routinely play during battle, the drums and bugle or fife signaling the officer’s commands 
to the troops. 42 
 F.B. Hellmsmuller’s Drums & Trumpets (or A Parade In Broadway), published by 
Firth, Pond & Co. of New York in 1862 (Fig. 14), features a colorful illustration that 
demonstrates the centrality of field musicians to the Union war effort. Set in a military 
camp, complete with crisp white tents, a billowing flag, and a soldier in blue standing 
guard next to a cannon, the illustration’s central focus is a type of martial still-life, a 
totem-like construction of musical instruments. What first seems a random disorganized 
pile of instruments is a deliberate structure, with two rifles, their stocks resting in the dust 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Ibid, 127. 
41 Ibid, 122. 
42 Ibid. 
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and their bayonets crossing in the air, forming the primary bones of the monument. 
Drums on the ground keep the rifles vertical, while other drums, cymbals, and drum 
sticks, hang from the artillery scaffold, creating a conical or pyramidal edifice, not unlike 
the tipi-shaped tent in the background. Other field instruments, bugles, and fifes, lie on 
the ground making the skirt-like perimeter of the structure. While the song’s subtitle, “a 
Parade in Broadway,” seems more appropriate for the playing of a regimental brass band, 
the instruments on the cover are all field instruments, those used in daily camp exercises. 
The monument itself describes a symbiotic relationship, with drums providing 
foundational support for the tent pole rifles, which in turn become the skeleton from 
which more instruments hang –the instruments and the artillery support and reinforce one 
another, in creating the daily functioning reality of a military camp, just as these drums 
and rifles support each other, creating a tent-like monument suggesting the physical 
structures of camp life. One bugle, standing straight with its bell on the ground, points up 
at the flying flag, and is only a few degrees off from doubling the flagpole’s position. 
Musical instruments, and the musicians who played them, as represented in this 
illustration, were not only integrated into the military, but were vital components of 
military life, forming the structure of camp activities, and the underlying support for the 
ideals symbolized by the regimental flag. 
 This instrumental piece is a decidedly upbeat piece of Union cheerleading, meant to 
represent three different regimental brass bands playing their way through a city, 
presumably marching down Broadway. The piece begins with a simple repeating 
rhythmic figure, an incessant low f written in piano pianissimo, meant to represent a 
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distant drum cadence.  Next, a pianissimo introduction is marked with the programmatic 
note, “Military band in the distance.” The band comes closer, represented through a 
gradual crescendo, until the cavalry arrives, signified by a fortissimo fanfare. Though this 
is a piano piece, this section is marked “bugles.” Following in succession, military bands 
of the 7th, 22nd, and 71st regiments of the New York militia are represented through song, 
each band entering with a different flourish written in fortissimo, before fading with a 
slight decrescendo as they pass out of earshot of the imaginary listener. The piece ends as 
it began, with the simple repeating rhythm meant to suggest drums in piano pianissimo. 
This faux drum section is marked perdendosi, meaning that the musician is to fade to 
silence as the imagined drummers march out of town. 
 The title and typeface on the cover also suggest the song’s positive drive. The 
filigreed “D” in Drums containing a tambourine and a drum major’s mace, and the “T” of 
Trumpets, revealing a mustachioed face blowing an upturned bugle. The strange 
monument beneath this decorated title, however, visually evokes a different tone than the 
song’s other elements, and can be seen as a physical manifestation of melancholia or 
remembrance. Why would soldiers pile their belongings in this way? Not merely 
belongings in fact, but objects of utility, things over which they have charge, tools that 
symbolize their rank and individual jobs in the army? The bugles and fifes lain in the dust 
seem particularly degraded as these are wind instruments, played with the lips and 
enlivened with human breath. These instruments and weapons, as tools of war, are 
perhaps not discarded but retired, creating not only a monument but a memorial to what 
has been lost. Each of these drums, each fife and bugle, when not being played signifies a 
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person’s absence. What type of absence is not recorded here, and the convention of still-
life allows the possibility that these objects were simply arrayed for their military 
significance in a pleasingly stable composition. At the same time, many still-life 
paintings do contain symbolic elements that signify the passage of time and the fragility 
of life. Unwound watches, pealed fruit, and wilting flowers have all functioned in 
paintings as memento mori, and what greater reminder of mortality exists than war and 
the accumulation of such military artifacts?  
 Drummers were not merely boys at play, or simply embedded musicians, but 
soldiers. Despite the fact that they faced more danger than the average military musician, 
drummers were typically the youngest in camp. In 1864 Congress passed a law restricting 
those under sixteen from enlisting, with the exception of drummers who could enlist at 
age twelve if they had parental consent.43 Not only were drummers the youngest soldiers, 
because of their youth they were symbols of the extremes of America’s soldiery, 
suggesting that young and old alike had willingly dedicated their lives to the cause. In 
John Ross Dix’s, Drink To Them All! (Fig. 15), a simple illustrated song sheet without 
musical notation, printed by Charles Magnus of New York, the drummer is the first listed 
in a litany of figures who, because of their willingness to serve or to support others in 
their service to the Union, should be toasted with a hearty round: 
Here’s to the drummer of only fourteen! 
 Here’s to the Private of forty! 
Here’s to the general who’ Leader is seen, 
 Grey-whiskered –hoary and hearty! 
Drink to them all, 
Who at the call, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Ibid, note 47. 
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Of their country went forward to conquer or fall!44 
 
Though no young drummer is easily discerned from among the soldiers in the song’s 
illustration, many in uniform gather around a golden punch bowl, engraved with an 
American eagle, to lift their goblets in toasting their comrades. The drummer’s presence, 
or rather his present absence, is nonetheless visually apparent, as his massive drum rests 
under the table. Intriguingly, the drum is not alone under the table, being joined by a flag. 
Though they seem almost cast aside, flung under the table during a time of revelry, from 
the detail that Magnus included, the collection of different military uniforms, and the 
punch bowl’s eagle, it is more likely that the lithographer included the flag and drum 
because of their military importance. In this picture, they are central, all figures circle 
around them in their celebrations. They are perhaps even foundational, serving to prop up 
the table, signifying the necessary supporting role of young musicians and flag bearers. 
 Though the law specified that drummers must be at the very least twelve years old, 
popular stories of even younger drummers were common, and popular visual culture and 
fine art routinely picture the drummer boy as a pre-adolescent child. He is an iconic 
youth, romanticized for his bold dedication and his innocence. In William Morris Hunt’s 
1862 painting Drummer Boy (Fig. 16), the young subject is almost overwhelmed by his 
instrument. He is frozen mid-gesture, his left drumstick crashing down on the drumhead, 
his right hand raised into the sky. With his sleeves pushed up revealing slender forearms, 
his short pants showing his legs, and his shirt hanging open exposing his smooth youthful 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 John Ross Dix, Drink to Them All! (New York: Charles Magnus, nd). Less expensive sheet 
music such as this was commonly produced without musical notation. Instead, a well-known 
melody was suggested as the basis for singing. In this case, singers are instructed to sing to the 
tune of “Here’s to the Maiden of bashful fifteen.”  
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chest, he is an intriguing combination of juvenile inexperience and youthful energy. His 
right hand, though clenching a drumstick, is also a defiant fist, raised in a symbolic pose 
of power. He is not meant to be an individual, but a heroic emblem; he even stands on a 
marble platform just like a statue would. Words carved into this base, “1861 U.S. 
Volunteers 1862,” explain that he is literally drumming up enlistment for the union 
forces. His innocence and fervent devotion, perhaps, were meant to force viewers to 
examine their own dedication, or lack thereof. Art historian Albert Boime, reading the 
figure with this challenge in mind, compared Hunt’s picture to Uncle Sam “…pointing an 
accusatory finger at guilt-ridden civilians.”45  
 Boime explained that the drummer boy was a favorite image in both the North and 
the South during the Civil War and was most common when either side was in serious 
need of greater enlistment. He further argued that the American version of the heroic 
drummer boy was an inheritance from the French through the Crimean War, and that the, 
“…heroic drummer boys had been crystallized into platitudinous imagery that fell upon 
youth from their earliest experiences.”46 Thus, even the youngest Americans found 
ideologically compelled, aided by a robust visual culture, to draft themselves into the war 
effort.  
 The drummer boy was an iconic figure, a character that for all of its romantic 
baggage was close to home for many American families. Lilly Martin Spencer’s 1866 
painting War Spirit at Home (Fig. 17), demonstrates something of the drummer boy 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Albert Boime, “Thomas Couture’s Drummer Boy Beating a Path to Glory,” The Bulletin of the 
Detroit Institute of Arts, Vol. 56, No. 2 (1978), 125. 
46 Ibid, 122-123. 
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character’s power and persistence, with a unique twist true to Spencer’s oeuvre. The 
domestic scene of children playing at war was meant to represent an actual event in the 
Spencer household as the family celebrated the hard-fought Union victory at Vicksburg.47 
The most visually prominent figure in the painting, thanks to her bright red dress, is a 
young girl playing the part of the drummer, banging on a pot with a spoon. It is also 
worth mentioning that she is unique among the children in wearing an actual military cap, 
rather than a folded paper hat. Spencer’s paintings often feature playful gender twists, so 
the inclusion of the drummer girl, even in this moment of make-believe, somewhat 
surprising for its historical moment, is perfectly at home in the artist’s worldview. At the 
same time, this spirited home performance underscores a significant truth about the 
drummer as an icon, or a figure of imaginative play. Unlike the regular solider, there is 
little difference between the pretend drummer boy and the enlisted drummer marching to 
battle. Though this pretender would be out of luck because of her gender, she is nearly of 
the age at which she could put down her pot and spoon, to begin pounding a real drum, 
dressed in Union blue instead of red. The drummer boy, then, was a figure perfectly 
suited to firing the imagination of the whole family –it was a reality within the grasp of 
an idealistic or even rebellious youth set on seeing the world, and a powerful icon able to 
shame adults into action. 
 Hunt’s and Spencer’s paintings demonstrate American artists’ romantic notions of 
the drummer boy as a type suitable for both iconic and more realistic genre settings. In 
Hunt’s case especially, the French style and tradition of representing war informed the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 Jochen Wierich, “War Spirit at Home: Lilly Martin Spencer, Domestic Painting, and Artistic 
Hierarchy,” Winterthur Portfolio, Vol. 37, No. 1 (Spring, 2012), 28. 
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construction of the American drummer boy as a bold and heroic figure. Yet, popular 
visual imagery, with its wider audience, played a major role in promoting and 
disseminating these figures and their narratives. Being decidedly not high art images, 
such pictures relied less on academic tradition and style, providing a more nuanced view 
of the American drummer boy. He is not the static and statuesque drummer of Hunt, but a 
living and breathing boy, who had much to lose by enlisting.  
 Thomas Nast’s illustration “The Drummer Boy of our Regiment,” printed in 
Harper’s Weekly on December 19, 1863 (Fig. 18), exemplifies popular imagery’s use of 
these romantic themes. At the same time, some popular pictures also successfully 
complicate heroic narratives including the evolving mythos of the drummer boy. Here the 
young boy, who judging from his size cannot be much older than twelve, appears in eight 
vignettes. Those in the illustration’s four corners depict him in his normal daily habits, at 
his toilet, eating, writing letters, and receiving letters from home. These most mundane 
scenes show the drummer as a wholesome everyday boy, perhaps suggesting that the 
regular activities of camp life will not be so different from his life at home. In them, he 
also appears the most cherubic –in the “News From Home” image particularly, he has 
round chubby cheeks. The other four vignettes, which are larger and therefore occupy 
more of the viewer’s attention, are divided into two sets: one set showing the drummer in 
relation to the other soldiers, the other set in relation to his family.  
 The pictures on the top and the bottomy depict the drummer interacting with his 
fellow soldiers. In the top picture, titled “The Favorite in Camp,” he sits among his 
comrades. The men all seem kind and genial, and are shown gathering around the 
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drummer boy, as if eager to get to know him and hear his tales of home. The setting 
recalls the New Testament story of Mary and Joseph returning to find an adolescent 
Christ in the company of the scholars of the temple. As the King James Bible recounts: 
“…they found him in the temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors, both hearing them, 
and asking them questions.”48 Here too, the boy is pictured as an anomalous peer to men 
two or three times his age. Christ famously explained to his worried parents that he was 
about his father’s business –so too could a young drummer boy, taking part in the 
masculine rituals of military life and war, be said to be taking up his cultural or social 
inheritance. At the same time, he appears quite young, young enough to sit on a soldier’s 
lap, and it could be seen that the men watch over him as a surrogate son. In this case, the 
drummer boy is an embodiment of homesickness, a reminder of what the soldiers have 
left behind. One soldier, sitting cross-legged in the foreground, reads a newspaper, 
perhaps hoping to find news that the war has turned in their favor, that they might swiftly 
return to their own wives and children. 
 The lower picture also shows the drummer boy among his peers, not relaxing in 
camp, but “In Action.” With a determined look on his face, he trudges forward with the 
other soldiers. Though their strong diagonal poses suggest the compelling momentum of 
battle, they are not engaged in immediate aggression. All of the soldiers hold their rifles 
at the ready and the officer to the boy’s left has drawn his sword, but none are involved in 
violence. Still, one apparent foe crouches close to the ground on the picture’s right side, 
and looks up at the wave of troops with a hanging frown. Though he cowers to the left of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 The Gospel According to Saint Luke, 2:46 (King James Version). 
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the officer, not at his feet, the latter’s drawn sword jabs forward just below the 
confederate’s neck, a hint of violence past or future. The drummer boy, spared nothing, 
marches at the front line, where he will take part in all that is not here explicitly recorded.  
 The two central vignettes, which are also the largest in the illustration, are domestic 
scenes featuring the drummer boy’s family. In “Off to War” the drummer boy, already in 
full uniform with a canteen on his hip and his drum slung across his back, steps off his 
family’s front porch to join a waiting soldier. Perhaps this soldier is another family 
member, though the male figure in the background appears to be his father. Grandmother, 
her face concealed by a handkerchief, sobs just within the front door, relying one the 
strength of her son or son in law at her arm. Mother too buries her face in grief and leans 
back into a post on the porch for support. Father is stoic and proud, perhaps even wearing 
a subtle grin. The drummer boy himself wipes his eyes with the knuckles of his right 
hand. Perhaps he suppressed his own tears in front of the women of the house, only to 
succumb once he hit the open air. Just as likely, he has broken out in sobs upon seeing his 
canine playmate raise its paw in salute and farewell.  
 Where “Off to War” is an exterior seen, with buildings outlined in the distance 
representing the world of experience the young boy was setting out to discover, “Home 
Again” is fully a domestic interior. The boy walks in through the front door with a 
confident stride. He is still in uniform, though he does not carry his drum. Has he left it in 
the field, or perhaps outgrown it? He leans back slightly, suggesting either a certain 
cockiness in his manner, or that his dog, the first to rush and greet him at the door is 
about to push him to the ground in excitement. Grandma, seated in a rocking chair with a 
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large book, perhaps the family bible open on her lap, takes off her reading glasses to see 
his return with her own eyes. Mother stands next to her softly smiling, holding an infant 
likely born while its older brother was away. The baby is the most obvious indication that 
things have changed in the boy’s absence. Does the dog look bigger, less like a puppy; do 
mother and father look older? The clock on the mantle behind mother and baby testifies 
that time has continued at home while the drummer boy was away. Yet, the drummer 
himself is probably the figure most changed. He looks older and stands straight and tall 
with his chin up and his shoulders back. His facial expression signifies the biggest 
transformation, as he meets his family with a steely and reserved stare. The boy has 
changed, not only physically, but emotionally. He has seen worse violence than is hinted 
at in these vignettes, has marched into clouds of acrid cannon smoke and played his drum 
even when shouts, curses, and the lightning crack of rifle fire threatened to silence it. He 
has seen others fall into the mud, and wondered if he might be next. Though Nast’s 
illustration, taken as a whole, celebrates the drummer boy as a surrogate brother or son to 
his regiment, it cannot help but offer a complicated picture of this youthful heroism. Even 
if he is kept safe and returns home unharmed, something will be lost, some things will be 
taken during war that this boy can never get back. 
 The public was certainly not oblivious to the fact that drummer boys risked their 
lives just like any other soldier. In fact, one of the most common visual and narrative 
tropes during and after the Civil War was that of the wounded drummer boy. Typically, 
the wounded drummer boy, not unlike Hunt’s drummer whose determination and zeal 
indict the unwilling and cowardly, displays strength and character beyond his years and 
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in so doing teaches a lesson about fortitude, integrity, and self sacrifice. As an innocent 
who willingly sacrifices his life for a greater good, his evocative spirituality transcends 
the partisan conflict of the battlefield. 
 The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, Written by William S. Hays, and published in 1865 in 
Louisville Kentucky, is the quintessential example. It tells the melodramatic tale of an 
unnamed orphaned boy who joins the army only to die on the battlefield. With his last 
breath, he raises up and prays for the souls of his comrades, bringing hardened soldiers to 
tears; he is a type of Christ, a guiltless innocent who through his own sacrifice points 
others toward salvation: 
“Look down upon the battlefield, 
Oh, thou our Heavenly Friend! 
Have mercy on our sinful souls!” 
The soldier’s cried, “Amen!” 
For gathered ‘round the little group, 
Each brave man knelt and cried; 
They listened to the drummer boy, 
Who prayed before he died.49 
 
The boy then prays to his deceased mother, and asks that she receive him into her 
heavenly embrace. He dies smiling.    
 In the cover illustration (Fig. 19), the battle still rages in the background, though it 
is obscured by distance and cannon smoke. In fact, it is not even clear which side is 
which, as no flags are seen and the uniforms are indistinct. Though later popular 
recollections supposed this fictional drummer boy to be based on the real union solider 
John Clem, published at the end of the war this story is more concerned with sacrifice 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 William S. Hayes, The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, (Louisville, KY: D.P. Faulds, 1865). 
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and salvation than politics.50 In the foreground, several dead and dying soldiers lie 
beneath a shade tree. Broken wheels and an upset cannon attest that the battle has moved 
past this small bit of hallowed ground, the quiet after the storm providing the reflective 
moment for the drummer boy’s prayer. Supported by an adult soldier, the boy kneels next 
to his drum. He turns his face toward heaven, but it seems he lacks even the strength to 
raise his hands in prayer, as the soldier supports his back and holds his hands at the wrist. 
One man, overcome with emotion, crouches on one knee and covers his face with both 
hands. The other soldiers appear more stoic, and rather than openly crying merely 
grimace at the tragedy. Behind the tree a mounted soldier looks back at the group while 
gesturing at the battle that continues over his shoulder. While the song focuses on 
contemplation, on memorializing the dead at Shiloh, the illustration depicts Shiloh as an 
ongoing terror. More will kill and be killed after this small party of soldiers pauses to 
comfort a dying boy. They will eventually follow the command of their officer on the 
horse and return to the fray, where more soldiers, and perhaps more drummer boys will 
die.  
 The Drummer Boy’s Farewell, a similar song by John Ross Dix, published by 
Charles Magnus of New York in 1864 (Fig. 20), tells of a Union drummer boy who 
thinks of his mother and his dedication to the Union cause as he dies. He is not bitter or 
angry, but believes he has done what was right: 
I have done my duty –mother! 
 Oh! That memory let none destroy – 
Farewell –little sister –brother – 
 To your soldier-boy! 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 “Last Veteran of ’61 to Leave the Army,” The New York Times, August 8, 1915.  
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‘Tis for our beloved Union, 
 My life I gladly yield 
Far from home, my dearest mother, 
 Upon the Battle-field.51 
 
 In the accompanying illustration, the drummer boy sits in the foreground, his drum 
on its side in the dirt. No one is gathering around to hear his final words, though in the 
song it seems that he is addressing someone who is near, who might give to his mother 
“Her Charlie’s farewell kiss.” Cannons in the background emit clouds of smoke, through 
which distant treetops are barely visible. Even more than The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, 
this illustration represents the battle unceasing, that there will be no respite of hostilities 
to mark this boy’s death. It looks as though no one will notice at all. 
 The wounded or dying drummer boy was not only a subject for parlor songs, but 
one taken up in fine art as well. It is notable, however, that the wounded drummer boy 
came into favor late in the war, with some fine art examples being produced after 
Appomattox. One of the earliest examples of a dying drummer is William Morris Hunt’s 
The Wounded Drummer Boy (Fig. 21). Having first painted a prototypical positive 
drummer boy driving recruitment, Hunt later turned to this somber scene, with a young 
boy lying on the ground, his silent drum on its side next to him. Though the title says 
wounded, not dying or dead drummer boy, the subject appears lifeless. His eyes are 
closed and his head rolls back against a stone. His arms in particular are uncomfortably 
positioned, his left appearing almost dislocated at the shoulder as it rests awkwardly 
across his lap. His hands, perhaps stiffened with rigor mortis, are locked in a grasping 
gesture, a physical memory of his firm grip on the drumsticks. Though the Museum of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 John Ross Dix, The Drummer Boy’s Farewell (New York: Charles Magnus, 1864). 
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Fine Arts Boston dates this painting to 1862, Boime, in an earlier article, suggested the 
later date of 1864. Claiming that Hunt had based his painting on an illustration from 
Harper’s Magazine from 1864, he argued that this painting reflected Hunt’s, and 
presumably other Americans’, growing disillusionment with the war.52 Regardless of the 
date or Hunt’s personal feelings, this offers a very different view from his heroic youth 
who fiercely drummed atop a marble pedestal. Gone is the romance and patriotism, gone 
the slender musculature of the revealed body. Here is the drummer boy, forgotten, alone, 
wounded at best, at worst a frozen corpse still tragically clinging to its lost charge. It 
would be surprising indeed for Hunt to produce such a pessimistic canvas so relatively 
early in the war, several years before the melodramatic story of Shiloh captured the 
American imagination and popularized the trope of the heroic and tragic dying drummer. 
 Eastman Johnson’s Wounded Drummer Boy, (1865-1869) (Fig. 22), is a reworking 
of the trope popularized by the Shiloh legend, depicting a wounded drummer who insists 
on fulfilling his duty in spite of pain. Johnson’s is a very young drummer boy, being 
smaller than the drummers in many other pictures; he perches weightlessly, almost 
birdlike on a soldier’s left shoulder.  The boy was wounded in the leg, his right pant leg 
having been split open to the thigh so that field medics could bandage him from ankle to 
knee. Blood is visible at the calf, but he refuses to let his injury stop him from performing 
his duty. Straddling his companion’s left shoulder, he plays on through the battle, still 
visible in the crowding of soldiers in the background. Individual soldiers are 
indistinguishable in the distance, though here and there an arm juts into the air or a 	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bayonet stabs out into the smoky sky. In the foreground, a few soldiers can be seen, one 
notable figure sitting next to a wounded comrade, perhaps a corpse. His folded hands in 
his lap make a gesture of forfeit as he looks on at the drummer boy and his companion. 
They march forward, uphill, while all of the other discernible figures in the middleground 
face the opposite direction. If they move at all, they move downhill. This young boy, a 
symbol of resilience, determination, and courage, pursues the difficult but literally 
elevating course, while many around him, among them other wounded, opt for the easier 
road downhill, away from the battle.  
 Truman Howe Bartlett’s bronze sculpture, Carry Me and I’ll Drum It Through 
(1874) (Fig. 23), depicts a nearly identical scene. The drummer boy here does not seem to 
sit lightly on the soldier’s shoulder, but strains upward, thrusting his drumsticks into the 
sky. Bartlett, thus, focuses not only on the drummer boy’s bravery, but the soldier’s 
fortitude in carrying him, representing the moment that he lifts the boy into the air. While 
Johnson’s painting made use of the diagonal to describe the figures’ forward motion and 
their actions in relation to those around them, Bartlett’s statue is activated through a 
much more dramatic diagonal thrust, with the drummer boy himself gesturing intensely 
toward the sky with his vertically thrusting drumsticks. The energy of the piece, of the 
soldier lifting the drummer from the ground, threatens nearly to send the boy flailing. 
Sculpted nearly a decade after the end of the war, this drummer and his comrade strike a 
more balanced relationship: the drummer boy does not shame or accuse this man, as 
some earlier drummer boy figures did, nor does he appeal purely to the viewer’s 
sentimentality as a tragic figure. Rather, this drummer boy and his companion represent 
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America’s determination and strength. The boy is courageous enough to ignore his pain 
and the psychological anguish of not only being in battle but of actually being physically 
wounded; the soldier is not only willing but physically able of carrying him on. This 
drummer boy and his comrade do not challenge others to commit to a war still raging, but 
rather celebrate the tenacity with which the nation held itself together through the most 
trying of times. 
 Johnson and Bartlett’s post-war drummer boys lack the cloying sentimentality of 
Shiloh, reaching instead for a grander narrative of the American spirit. Yet, the type of 
sentimental narrative exemplified by The Wounded Drummer Boy of Shiloh, was 
tremendously popular, first finding traction during the last years of the war. Such popular 
songs and their illustrations participated in the visual and literary dialog in which the 
drummer boy became a powerful symbol of America itself during and after the Civil 
War. While William Morris Hunt’s first drummer was a heroic statue of a boy 
encouraging enlistment, his second wounded drummer suggests a growing dissatisfaction 
with the cause. Even this wounded figure was tragically heroic, depicted as if in sleep, his 
back and head reclining against earth and stone. If his drummer appears dead, and as 
Boime suggested, may even be based on an illustration of a drummer boy being buried, 
with the title Hunt suggests there is some hope still for the boy and for the nation to 
which he dedicated his service.  
 Popular illustrations, however, avoiding the grandeur and romance of academic 
painting, capture hidden truths between the romantic and the sentimental, the tragedies of 
real life, believably common and complicated moments trapped in the ephemeral pictures 
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meant only to last for an instant. Nast’s drummer, for example, may be the most 
complicated of his kind, occupying a space neither heroic nor pathetic, but incredibly 
common. He is a regular boy, with a pet dog, an aging grandmother, and a pregnant 
mother. Everyday he eats, washes his face, trades tales with the soldiers, and waits for 
news from home –he lives a regular life. Yet, he marches with men who carry rifle and 
sword, but has no weapon to protect himself. If he is lucky enough to return home, he 
does so a changed figure, having seen things he will not share with his mother, or his new 
baby brother or sister.  
 Returning to our first image, the punctured drum lying on its side in the illustration 
for Down With the Traitors’ Serpent Flag, evokes this kind of complex yet seemingly 
mundane tragedy. A young boy once played this drum, but like the soldier charged with 
carrying the serpent banner, he is nowhere to be seen. The drum’s perforated head, 
however, bespeaks violence, reminding viewers not only of this one particular imaginary 
boy, but of all of the drummer boys in all of the regiments who drummed the camp to 
attention, who took their turn standing guard at night; boys twelve years of age, and even 
younger, who marched into battle without sword or rifle for personal protection, who 
joined the bugle or fife in communicating orders in the smoking confusion of war. They 
left mothers, fathers, siblings, and pets behind with tears in their eyes, but made the best 
of a hard situation by clinging to role models and father figures among the soldiers in 
camp. Many of them returned home, changed by their experiences, having lost and 
gained much in service to their nation. But many did not return, leaving silent drums on 
the bloody ground of Antietam, Vicksburg, or Shiloh.  
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 By not representing corpses, the cover of “Down with the Traitors’ Serpent Flag” 
avoided a bloody scene that would have turned away some potential patrons. However, 
other illustrations, as we have seen, were not shy in including gorier imagery. At the 
same time, the inclusion of a wounded or dead boy might have turned this illustration to 
the heroic or the pathetic. Instead, the lithographer merely hints at the everyday tragedy 
of children who risked their lives alongside their fathers or brothers. This silent drum 
fittingly rests beneath a defeated flag. Not only do flags and drums work together in the 
rituals of military life, they feature in each other’s narratives of loss, and memorial. In 
The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, the flag is described as the dying boy’s winding-sheet. Here 
too, the material wounded intertwine, the bloody banner and the silent drum, as resonant 
defeated bodies, signifiers of all that was offered and lost in America’s bloody Civil War. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 The cover of Down With the Traitors’ Serpent Flag, is not the most extreme 
example of Civil War popular song illustration, by any estimation. For example, it lacks 
the gore of its cousin in flag trampling imagery, Union Volunteer’s Quickstep, with its 
ongoing battle, clogged with rushing soldiers and dimmed with cannon smoke, and its 
conqueror who scrambles up and plants a flag into a hill of uniformed corpses. It avoids 
the sentimentality and melodrama of The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, with its tiny soldier 
being raised to his knees by a helpful friend for one final prayer over his comrades. Yet, 
Serpent Flag’s casual demeanor should not be seen as a detriment, as something 
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lessening its signifying power. Rather, it is radical because of its everyday banality. The 
image does not immediately proclaim anything beside its Union bias, but within this 
picture that was meant only to be meaningful for a moment, lasting expressions of 
patriotic fervor, anxiety, and the everyday tragedies of the Civil War resonate. 
 The trampled flag was a common icon in political cartoons and popular imagery of 
the day, which suggested acts of both bravery and treachery. Here, the union soldier 
desecrates a South Carolina flag of red and white stripes with a barely recognizable 
palmetto tree and rattlesnake in field of white. These “traitors” were not only the first to 
secede from the Union, but mobilized proud American symbols, the tree, the rattlesnake, 
and the red and white stripes of the flag itself, in weaving together a new textile of 
signifying symbols and materials.  
 The flag is not only a symbolic object, but a real thing, and a practical one at that; it 
is not a piece of art, but an article of utility. Military regiments carried flags not only as 
symbols of their nation and state, but as emblems representing their commission, which 
identified them to opposing forces. The flag organized and directed the troops, who 
followed it into battle, seeking out its fluttering form through the haze. It was a rallying 
totem, the visual focus of a regiment’s movement and a target for the enemy. To carry the 
flag was a great honor that brought personal danger, as enemy forces directed their attack 
on the flag and attempted in all cases to capture it. When the flag bearer fell any soldier 
in the vicinity was honor bound to heft the flag himself, likely discarding his rifle or 
sword in the process. This flag could only be found on the ground after multiple soldiers 
lost their lives to protect it. 
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 Flags during the Civil War were typically made by women, and as such are an 
example of the symbolic and material importance of women’s work to American 
ideology, self-identification, and to the war effort. Soldiers often romanticized the 
connections between these women and the flag, suggesting that when carried into battle 
the flag could also signify a woman’s role in the home and in the nation.   
 Flags are not only symbols, not only things, but members of a curious class of 
objects that through human intervention, and usually dedicatory rituals, assume a power 
close to that of humans themselves. They become icons. Our care and concern for them 
are symptoms of this power exchange, whereby we, mere humans, become objects 
mobilized in the service of a flag subject. In flight, they may stir patriotic emotions or 
demand blood sacrifice to protect their powers and domains. When captured, they are no 
less powerful, as the very act of capturing them, of devoting energy and even human life 
to subdue another’s flag testifies to its potent subjectivity. This supine banner is a 
dangerous captive. It is an unendingly complicated signifying body, here made an 
example of the material wounded of the war. While we are all too familiar with the flag 
as a political symbol, a multitude of private and public meanings unfold as individuals 
manufacture, carry, serve, capture, and die under these bloody banners.  
 Wrapped as it is around the shell of a discarded punctured drum, this flag is also the 
winding-sheet for a young boy who like his flag-bearing compatriots marched into battle 
without weapons for protection. Like the flag, his drum had a practical function, to 
communicate the flow and direction of battle to the regiment. Though this song was 
intended only as a victorious statement, a celebration of the Union forever, not as a poetic 
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elegy to innocence, the punctured drum, while a fitting symbol of military success, 
cannot help but signify boys who drummed their comrades into battle. The drummer boy 
was not only a real figure, an individual common to all regiments, but a powerful iconic 
character in the still developing American mythos. Borrowed at least in part from the 
French romanticism of the drummer boy during the Crimean War, the American 
drummer boy was a symbol used by both sides to literally and figuratively drum up 
support when more troops were needed. In this guise, the young figure shamed older 
Americans who had not yet committed. Not even yet a muscular youth in the prime of 
life, these pre-adolescent figures, willing to dedicate their lives to the nation, challenged 
all those who had found excuses to stay home. 
 As a sentimental figure, and a character for childhood playacting, the drummer was 
an every-boy. He needed no special training or experience, and since they could legally 
enlist at age twelve, with some managing to join up even younger, there was little or no 
difference between a child pretending to muster with the troops in neighborhood or 
domestic games and a boy in uniform heading for life on the camp. The sentimental 
drummer boy pulled at America’s emotions, while still extoling virtues of dedication and 
perseverance. He risked his life, and even when losing it, appealed to the higher powers 
of heaven to watch over his adopted family of soldiers on the front. Post-war 
representations of the drummer boy, such as those by Johnson or Bartlett, drew upon 
these popular tropes while tapping into grander narratives. The drummer boy became a 
celebration of the nation’s success in spite of the War, a symbol of America resilient and 
courageous, a nation that found strength in the face of peril.  
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 While many drummer boy pictures of the war, especially paintings, conformed to 
either heroic or pathetic tropes, popular imagery occasionally sounded a different, subtler 
voice. The everyday tragedy of children at war was shown in Nast’s vignettes of a young 
boy among the soldiers. He left behind his family, his friends, and something ineffable of 
himself, which was forever lost when he returned as a different person, no longer a boy, 
not yet a man. 
 The punctured drum, on its own, without a tragic and heroic boy’s body, does not 
signify salvation, strength, or fortitude gained through sacrifice, but only what was lost 
when a boy carried a drum into the battlefield. While those who sang this song mentioned 
only victory, a deeper look at the song and its picturing power proclaims that even on a 
battlefield of victory lives were lost, many in service to one or another bloody banner. In 
pictures of these material wounded in popular song illustration, their signifying bodies 
resonate with meaning. Belying the perception of popular music as throw away culture, 
these pictures of bloody banners and silent drums demand attention, and testify to the 
continuing significance of what lies hidden in plain view, in illustrations meant to capture 
but the thrill of the moment.   
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Figure 1. Charles Shober Lith., Down With the Traitors Serpent Flag, words by C.C. 
Flint, Music by A.J. Higgins (Chicago: A. Judson Higgins, 1861). Courtesy of the Lester 
S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins 
University. 
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Figure 2. Currier & Ives, Death of Col. Ellsworth (New York: Currier & Ives, 1861).  
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Figure 3. J.H. Bufford’s Lith., “Ellsworth’s Funeral March,” composed by J.C. Beckel 
(Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co., 1861). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet 
Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 4. Unknown artist, The Flag He Fights Under, in Harper’s Weekly, August 31, 
1861. 
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Figure 5. Unknown artist, Virginian of 1776, in Harper’s Weekly, May 18, 1861. 
 
Figure 6. Unknown artist, Virginian of 1861, in Harper’s Weekly, May 18, 1861. 
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Figure 7. Benjamin Franklin, Join, or Die, illustration in The Pennsylvania Gazette, May 
9, 1754.  
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Figure 8. Thomas Nast, A Gallant Color-Bearer, in Harper’s Weekly, September 20, 
1862. 
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Figure 9. Kurz & Seifert lith., Union Volunteer’s Quickstep, by H.N. Hempsted 
(Milwaukee: H.N. Hempsted, 1861). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet 
Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 10. Reed Brockway Bontecou, Corporal Israel Spotts, Company G, 200th 
Pennsylvania Volunteers, 1865.  
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Figure 11. Kimball and Sons, Regimental Colors of the First New Hampshire Volunteer 
Cavalry, 1866. The American Antiquarian Society. 
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Figure 12. Unknown artist, The Torn Battle Flag, by J. E. Hartel (New York: Sheppard, 
Cottier & Co., 1864). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The 
Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 13. Alfred Waud, General Custer Presenting Captured Battle Flags at the War 
Department, in Harper’s Weekly, November 12, 1864. 
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Figure 14. Sarony, Major & Knapp liths., Drums and Trumpets, or a Parade on 
Broadway, by F.B. Helsmuller (New York: Firth, Pond & Co., 1862). Courtesy of the 
Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins 
University. 
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Figure 15. Charles Magnus, Drink to Them All! (New York: Charles Magnus, no date). 
Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The 
Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 16. William Morris Hunt, Drummer Boy, 1862. The Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston.
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Figure 17. Lilly Martin Spencer, War Spirit at Home, 1866. Newark Museum. 
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Figure 18. Thomas Nast, The Drummer Boy of our Regiment, in Harper’s Weekly, 
December 19, 1863. 
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Figure 19. E.O. Reed and J. Singlandt, engr., The Drummer Boy of Shiloh, by William S. 
Hays (Lousiville: D.P. Faulds, 1865). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet 
Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 20. Charles Magnus, The Drummer Boy’s Farewell! (New York: Charles Magnus, 
1864). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Figure 21. William Morris Hunt, Wounded Drummer Boy, 1862-4. The Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston. 
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Figure 22. Eastman Johnson, Wounded Drummer Boy, 1865-1869. San Diego Museum of 
Art. 
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Figure 23. Truman Howe Bartlett, Carry Me and I’ll Drum it Through, 1874. 
Smithsonian American Art Museum. 
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Chapter 2: Banjos, Rifles, and Razors; Picturing American Blackness in Nineteenth-
Century Sheet Music 
  
Blackface minstrel performance, what William Mahar in his study of the subject 
called, “American popular culture for a mass market in a time when the United States 
lacked a definable national culture. . .”1 arose in the 1830s and 1840s, forging or at least 
disseminating many stereotypes still resonant today. Yet, sheet music of popular minstrel 
songs such as Zip Coon or Jim Crow travelled further than the performers themselves, 
into family parlors where the public consumed minstrel imagery at home. During and 
after the Civil War popular music provided a continual visual re-working of black 
otherness, which was built largely upon minstrelsy’s dark fantasies. By examining a 
selection of song illustrations from before and after the war, I argue that the American 
public’s perspective on race and racial otherness evolved as white Americans had new 
experiences with African Americans away from the minstrel stage and the plantation. In 
sheet music, they invented and consumed new visual strategies for imagining black 
otherness, which both relied upon and diverted from minstrelsy’s visual rhetoric. In a 
parade of imagined black characters, from the banjo-strumming darkie to the rifle-toting 
contraband and finally to the razor-wielding coon, America’s popular songs pictured 
black mobility and personhood with an increasingly aggressive sense of racial otherness. 
These pictures, though of black figures, reveal the white public’s psychological framing 
of race, as songwriters, publishers, artists, and a mass audience created, consumed, and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 William J. Mahar, Behind the Burnt Cork Mask: Early Blackface Minstrelsy and Antebellum 
American Popular Culture (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1995), 9. 
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internalized fearful representations of otherness, and in so doing failed to imagine a 
society for which African Americans were anything other than a threat.  
Antebellum minstrelsy popularized wild, uncouth, and libidinous characters, 
whose names are still familiar in the twenty-first century, though many would be unaware 
of their genesis. Analysis of their visual appearances indicates how wrong-headed were 
those scholars who argue that present-day readings of the minstrel show rely too greatly 
on the genre’s racist ideology. To argue that blackface minstrelsy was “a symbolic rather 
than a realistic art and for this reason it does not translate into easy generalizations about 
white Americans’ attitudes toward African Americans,” or that minstrelsy’s reliance on 
Anglo-American comedic and musical style somehow negates or overpowers its damning 
performance of racial otherness, is to ignore the painful realities of blackface imagery, 
what it looked like, and how its images were routinely reshaped in increasingly terrifying 
representation of black otherness.2 
The shifts from darkie to contraband and from freedman to coon, indicate a 
general acknowledgement of the mutability of racial definitions –how white popular 
culture constructed blackness was always changing. But, these pictures document much 
more forcefully the enduring traction of racial fears, as changing images of blackness are 
embedded at every turn within a framework of derision, distance and terror. By the 
1880s, this fear exploded in a popular panic over black social mobility, embodied in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 See Jon W. Finson, The Voices that are Gone: Themes in Nineteenth-Century American Popular 
Song (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 198; Mahar, Behind the Burnt 
Cork Mask, 40. While I am not suggesting that Mahar is defending blackface performance, he 
does argue that it is a misconception to believe that minstrelsy was based on racially specific 
material.  
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“coon song craze,” of the turn of the century. In order to understand the pictures from the 
1880s, to provide a meaningful analysis of the horrific stereotype figure of the coon, one 
must begin with the fear and anger embedded in earlier pictures of African Americans. 
Fear is a recurrent theme in this investigation –both the fear underpinning the creation 
and reception of certain pictures and the overtly terrifying subject matter of others. For an 
ever-fearful white public, sheet music was a laboratory wherein otherness was concocted 
and examined. With these pictures, America conceded that blackness was changing, but 
feared what it might change into, and how it would change American society. Even the 
upward mobility of middle-class black professionals, is visually documented with panic.  
 
Blackface Performance and the Early Minstrel Show 
 Blackface performance did not originate in the United States, nor did the 
antebellum minstrel show full of “plantation” songs and humor written in invented slave 
dialect mark its arrival on the American stage.3 Yet, beginning in the 1830s, American 
audiences responded with enthusiasm to blackface performance, allowing performers 
such as Thomas Dartmouth Rice, Dan Emmett, and Edward Pearce Christy and his troupe 
of minstrels, to build successful careers out of burnt cork, catchy songs, and an invented 
parody of life in the south.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Allan W.C. Green, “’Jim Crow,’ ‘Zip Coon’: The Northern Origins of Negro Minstrelsy,” The 
Massachusetts Reader, Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring, 1970), 385-389. Green traces the history of 
blackface performance on the American stage, beginning in 1767, arguing that while the 
blackface characters’ behaviors are related to earlier British models, “character traits thought of 
as ‘typically negro,’ appear early in legitimate theater.” (385) 
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Before the 1840s, blackface performances were already common, not as 
headlining acts but as components of a variety show, or as an entr’acte within a larger 
work. Out of this theatrical niche Thomas D. Rice found true success, performing in 
character as a poor black slave named Jim Crow. Rice often told the story of how he 
created the character. Even if the story is apocryphal, as most scholars agree, Jim Crow’s 
origin is as a foundational myth of American minstrelsy and worth consideration. Rice 
claimed that while getting ready for a performance in Louisville Kentucky in 1828, he 
saw an old crippled slave, owned by a stable proprietor named Crow, limping about and 
singing as he performed his chores. Rice supposedly copied the man’s song, his 
movements and accent, blacked his face with burnt cork, donned old ragged clothes, and 
took the stage as Jim Crow.4 While not the first American to perform in blackface, Rice 
has been called the father of American minstrelsy, “for it was he who first constructed an 
entire act around the black face performer.”5 Jim Crow’s success was a springboard not 
only for Rice but for the emergence of the minstrel show, as the popular taste for race-
based humor mobilized the blackface character for a wider audience. 
 Other popular characters of the 1830s, including Long-Tail Blue and Zip Coon, 
contrasted with Rice’s character, providing what some scholars recognize as the central 
tension of what would become the minstrel show proper. Jim Crow was a rural figure 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 This probably apocryphal Jim Crow origin story is well known. I base my telling on Green, 
though interested readers may wish to consult the following works for their take on Jim Crow’s 
genesis and the character’s far-reaching influence: James H. Dormon, “Shaping the Popular 
Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks: The ‘Coon Song’ Phenomenon of the Gilded 
Age,” American Quarterly, Vol. 40, No. 4 (Dec. 1988) 450-471; Finson, The Voices that are 
Gone; Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Mahar, Behind the Burnt Cork Mask.  
5 Green, 390. 
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who spent his time hunting and stealing chickens. Audiences laughed at his physical 
deformity, his shabby clothes and lack of intelligence. Long-Tail Blue and Zip Coon on 
the other hand, were urban dandies, the latter a self-styled “scholar,” who wore fine 
clothes, and humorously misused big words. Taken together, Zip Coon and Jim Crow 
form what Monica Miller has termed the “dandy and darky (sic) dyad,” a binary 
relationship located at the heart of early minstrelsy:  
Though the outrageous popularity of Thomas Dartmouth (T.D.) Rice’s comic 
‘plantation darky’(sic) Jim Crow brought the comedic power of blackface to 
American attention, dandies like Barney Burns’s Long-Tail Blue and George 
Washington Dixon’s Zip Coon were just as notorious and entertaining. In fact, 
when the black dandy was present on stage with the quintessential darky (sic), the 
minstrel show proper, as performed in a theater by a troupe supposedly sketching 
negro life, was born.6 
 
Minstrelsy’s sardonic range reveals itself through the juxtaposition of these characters, 
which as a comedy of opposites acknowledges that blacks, even in popular imagination, 
were not all the same, but were always other. Blackface characters were ridiculed for 
their physical appearance and dress, whether it be shabby or sophisticated, and their 
dialect, whether plantation patois or affectedly erudite. White audiences accepted as 
given that black figures were worthy of ridicule, whether they “stayed in their place,” in 
the south, hunting lesser creatures and dancing for the master, or moved to the city and 
attempted to assimilate in dress and language. The darkie and dandy binary became a 
framework for exploring fantasies about black America, what African America was, and 
what it had potential to become. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Monica L. Miller, Slaves to Fashion: Black Dandyism and the Styling of Black Diasporic 
Identity (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2009), 96. 
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 One edition of Jim Crow, published in the 1830s by Firth & Hall of New York 
(Fig. 24), features 44 verses, written in dialect. Many are nonsense rhymes about animals, 
but also include bravado-laced tales of violence, and romantic musings. Arriving at least 
a decade before the wide-spread popularization of the fantasy minstrel stage of the 1840s, 
and at least thirty years before the Civil War, Jim Crow also does what most minstrel 
songs would not do, and directly engaged the politics of slavery: 
“De great Nullification, And fuss in de South, 
Is now before Congress, To be tried word ob mouth. 
Dey hab had no blows yet, and I hope dey nebber will, 
For its berry cruel in bredren, One anoders blood to spill… 
Should dey get to fighting, Perhaps de blacks will rise 
For deir wish for freedom, Is shining in deir eyes. 
An if de blacks should get free, I guess dey’ll fee some bigger, 
An I shall consider it, A bold stroke for de niggar.7 
Jim Crow’s words are unclear, even disregarding the cumbersome dialect. On the 
surface they favor abolition, but it should be kept in mind who is singing them. On stage, 
Thomas Rice was not a white man speaking his mind about slavery, nor was he an 
enslaved black joking about his plight. Rather, as David Lyon articulated in his study of 
minstrelsy as popular ritual, he inhabited a liminal performance space where he was, 
“…paradoxically not a member of the white group since for ritual purposes he was 
possessed by a black spirit.”8 It was not T.D. Rice calling blacks and whites brothers, or 
hoping for emancipation, it was the character of a ridiculous limping slave who had 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 T.D. Rice, “Jim Crow,” (New York: Firth & Hall, nd., ca.1830) Entire quotation, in dialect, as 
originally published. This, and all other song quotations, are transcribed letter for letter without 
corrections, to preserve the dialect. I will, however, not employ sic., in these instances, as it 
would become unwieldy.  
8 David N. Lyon, “The Minstrel Show as Ritual: Surrogate Black Culture,” in The Rituals and 
Ceremonies in Popular Culture, edited by Ray B. Brown (Bowling Green: Bowling Green 
University Press, 1980), 152. 
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already entertained the audience for thirty-three verses full of slapstick nonsense. He was 
not a reliable witness, not a citizen, and by the understanding of many antebellum 
Americans, not a person.9 After seemingly endless silly verses, Jim Crow’s opinion on 
slavery would be just another ridiculous statement, made by a crippled slave. 
  The Cover illustration by E.V. Craig for Endicott Lithographers of New York, as 
an especially popular example of a proto-minstrel representation of blackface 
performance and black otherness can be seen as a template for racial parody in the United 
States.10 The dancing figure dominates the setting of a cleared field. A few leafy clusters 
of trees are seen beyond a row of nondescript houses in the background, perhaps meant to 
be slave quarters. A wooden fence stretching from these buildings to the picture’s far 
edge suggests that this is not free open space, but likely the cultivated field of a 
plantation. The horizon, low at the slave’s knee, turns down at both ends, a frowning 
shape sloping more sharply to the picture’s right. The land’s arc nearly gives the 
impression of the curve of the earth itself, suggesting this fantasy plantation exists in its 
own sphere as a world apart. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9As Jeannine Marie DeLombard has articulated, regarding the paradox of viewing blacks as both 
human and inhuman, sentient being and chattel:  “…acknowledgement as a human being in 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America did not guarantee access to: legal personhood (as a 
criminal defendant for example); civic presence (as a participant in the public sphere); civic 
standing (as a signatory to a contract); citizenship (as a formal member of the polity); or the 
franchise (as an eligible voter or office holder).  Jeannine Marie DeLombard, In the Shadow of 
the Gallows: Race, Crime, and American Civil Identity (Philadelphia: University of Philadelphia 
Press, 2012), 10. Parenthesis original to text.  
10 The artist’s name is difficult to discern from the signature. The Lester S. Levy Collection of 
Sheet Music at the Johns Hopkins University lists the name as E.V. Craig(?), and I will follow 
suit.  
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 Jim Crow bends and twists in a manic dance –or perhaps a painful limp. His 
rounded backside protrudes outward, yet his torso seems straight; his shoulders, straighter 
than the horizon, prop up his rolling head as he looks to the sky. The overall effect of this 
compound presentation with a frontal torso and a pelvis in profile, straight shoulders and 
tilted head, is a malformed body, perhaps a twisted spine, at very least a wild and reckless 
movement of the body, contorted beyond normal physical limits. The composite view is 
not to replicate the actual experience of seeing the man, but to give a view of his 
individual characteristics; enlarged backside, rolling eyes, humorous strut, etc. His 
clothing likewise is an assemblage of discarded bits. His shoes are sprung, his stockings 
slip down at his calves; his pants have been patched with spare fabric at the knee, the hip, 
and the seat; his coat terminates not at a cleanly hemmed waist, but a loose-hanging tear 
around the middle. Yet, he seems happy and smiles broadly as he gazes upward, his left 
hand gesturing vaguely into the heavens. 
 The picture depicts a joyous soul, unbothered by his enslavement and poverty. In 
an expression of pure happiness, he sings and dances, twists and lurches such that his 
body bends in seemingly unnatural shapes. He is a primal, visceral, and earthy figure, 
who nonetheless looks toward the heavens, who reaches toward and anticipates 
something higher. Nowhere in the image are the stories from the song’s lyrics, other than 
the simple chorus. In the song he travels the nation, mentioning Kentucky, Virginia, 
Philadelphia, New York and New Jersey by name. No doubt, Rice composed different 
verses to tickle the funny bone of particular audiences. Jim Crow, however, seems 
uninterested in going anywhere, in being anything other than a happy plantation slave. To 
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put it another way, this character may be a traveler, a brawler, a huckster, or any other 
number of things as the lyrics suggest, but he needs no visual attributes to suggest this. 
He is summed up in his physical form, and his minimally invoked place, as a plantation 
darkie. For an American audience in the 1830s, the characteristic of blackness is a 
defining one, the only one needed to tell us who this man is. 
 Typical for the time, multiple editions of the song were published with different 
illustrations. Though the differences may be slight, a few are worth noting to gain a fuller 
view of picturing blackness in pre-minstrel America. The edition published by E. Riley of 
New York (Fig. 25), shows a figure nearly identical to Craig’s, but this somewhat truer 
representation of the human form is all the more sinister for its realism. He is not a 
cartoon but much more a real man, his body and limbs rendered in better proportion. His 
head is properly formed and sized, and this less humorous, more human face turns up but 
slightly, the eyes gazing not into the sky but out of the picture. His eyes roll forward 
revealing a great deal of white, lending the character a look of madness. The mouth, a 
simple grin in the other picture, now becomes a manic rictus. The left hand, making 
almost an identical gesture to the other Jim, no longer seems to reach for some unseen 
reward, but to grasp claw-like or wave menacingly at the viewer.  
 This title sheet proclaims that this is: “Mr. T. Rice as the Original Jim Crow.” 
This is not a caricature of some black figure, but purports to be the actual white 
performer in character. It is a portrait, though not of Rice, of Crow –not of a white man, 
but a blackface character, a portrait of what is different –and laughable –about slaves. As 
a piece of sheet music this picture could travel further than Rice himself; many more 
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people experienced Jim Crow as a picture on sheet music than as a performer on the 
stage.  
 The Endicott lithograph on the cover of J.L. Hewitt & Company’s Zip Coon, 
published in the 1830s (Fig. 26), also features a solitary figure. There is hardly any 
location, save for the few minor landscape elements, including grass, rocks, twigs, and 
the faint line of mountains in the background. These are so distant that their rolling and 
indefinite peaks come just short of the figure’s knees. Unlike Jim Crow, he doesn’t 
dance, but seems to be absent-mindedly waiting for something as he shifts weight from 
one leg to the other, and twirls his pince-nez glasses around his finger.  
His poorly fitted coat has broad flapping lapels and long tails that flutter to the 
knee; his collar bunches up around his shoulders, which combined with the lacey shirt 
front and high collar points, portray a strangely shaped upper body, with almost no neck, 
and a slim chest overcome by distinctly broad shoulders and arms of simian length. The 
trousers are similarly ill-fitting, tight through the hips, groin, and leg, revealing an 
unspecific sensuality. The trousers’ tightness confuses the viewer’s reading of masculine 
anatomy, as inward turned knees and a flat crotch, along with the figure’s stance, nearly 
recall a Venus pudica pose. Like this classical model, Zip Coon takes part in eroticized 
play, as he meets the viewer’s gaze, and simultaneously conceals and reveals his body’s 
intimate shapes. Rather than cover his genitals, his hand grasps at his waistcoat, where a 
watch fob resembling a set of scales hangs. These small chained scales and a dangling 
key, in their relative location and shape, may be read as a detached penis, as though the 
figure, through his dandification, has been emasculated. 
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Though the black dandy’s long history predates these songs, Zip Coon and Long-
Tail Blue illustrations are early examples of the black dandy in American popular 
imagery.11 Dandies drew a volatile mix of admiration and disdain from audiences, who 
recognized their fine clothes, jeweled lapel pins, and fancy shoes as attributes of prestige, 
yet abhorred falsity and pretension; who envied the characters’ self-proclaimed 
popularity with women, yet feared the reported potency of black sexual appetites.12 For 
Sam Dennison, whose excellent study on the race imagery in popular American song 
lyrics is a touchstone of popular culture and the construction of racial otherness, these 
characters dealt a particularly “damaging blow,” to black masculinity: “The desire to be 
well-groomed and fashionably dressed was distorted in songs to represent ludicrous 
mimicry of white values and presumption of equality by blacks. Songwriters took pains 
to forestall any such pretensions through such ego-shattering songs…”13 Dennison further 
elaborates that black masculinity was an explicit target of such attacks:  
The pseudo-black postured and fulminated; he strutted and blustered; his vanity 
knew no boundaries as he pranced about the minstrel stage. Laughter provoked by 
the caricature of his physical appearance, his love-making abilities, his outlook on 
life, in short, his entire character, were effective of stripping him of his dignity. In 
song he was not a man; he was not even fully human.14  
 
Zip Coon is such a prancing pseudo-black, meant to entertain with all his exposed 
vanities. His fine clothes, which he wears to self-identify as an effete urban man, hang 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 See Miller, Slaves to Fashion, for a complete treatment of the black dandy.   
12 William J. Mahar, on the significance of the dandy type in both blackface and conventional 
theater, 209, 227. 
13 Sam Dennison, Scandalize My Name: Black Imagery in American Popular Music (New York 
and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1982), 138. 
14 Ibid, 147. 
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ridiculously on his oddly shaped body, drawing laughter rather than esteem from those 
around him. His posturing, rather than supporting his proclaimed success with women, 
emasculates him, renders him not really human, not really a man. 
 The success of Rice, Dixon, and Farnel encouraged others to create their own 
blackface characters, and the economic panic of 1837, which resulted in high 
unemployment across all professions, led some performers to seek greater stability 
through collaboration. On February 6, 1843, the Bowery Theater in New York witnessed 
the first documented performance of a minstrel troupe –an entire evening’s entertainment, 
supposedly modeled after African American music and culture, was performed by the 
Virginia Minstrels.15 
As they grew in popularity, most minstrel shows structured their performances 
using certain staging conventions, which can be seen in sheet music illustrations. The 
comparatively benign cover of Music of the Ethiopian Serenaders,”16 published by 
William Hall & Son of New York in 1848 (Fig. 27), features five performers playing 
their instruments in a semi-circle.17 They are identically dressed, yet subtle variations in 
hair and facial expression suggest that this image is a portrait representing an actual 
troupe of performers, as do the signatures beneath each likeness. Their facial expressions 
hint at the minstrel show’s structure and the types of characters that make up a troupe. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Ibid, 87. It is curious that economic woes have also been connected to minstrelsy’s decline, as I 
will discuss later.  
16 Ethiopian was one of many words used to connote race in minstrel troupes and popular song. 
Others include sable, and references to Virginia.  
17 For ease of representation, the illustrator has compressed the space, flattening the semi-circle. 
However, the slight angling and positioning of the chair legs, and the fact that minstrel 
performers typically sat in a semi-circle, allow this reading of the line of chairs. 
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The performers on either end of the semi-circle, often “Tambo,” and “Mr. Bones,” 
because of their instruments were the “gagmen,” offset by the “straight men,” in the 
center who ran the show.18 Here, the gagmen, playing bones and tambourine, are livelier 
characters who smile and rock back and forth in their seats, to the seeming chagrin of 
their more sedate fellows. The banjo strummer on the left wearily eyes the antics of his 
bones-playing neighbor, while the concertina player wears a dazed, inward expression.  
 Songs of the Virginia Serenaders, Published by Keith’s Music Publishing House 
of Boston in 1844, with a cover lithograph by Thayer & Co. (Fig. 28), displays the 
artifice of stage more explicitly, representing the performers with and without blackface. 
In the lower portraits they are white gentlemen in tasteful suits, and above their blackface 
characters sit in the typical minstrel show lineup. They tap their feet and sway to their 
own music; the tambourine player is so boisterous he nearly rises into the air, his form-
fitting stripe-legged pants accentuating the knee-popping rhythm, his legs ticking like 
mechanized pistons. The black characters contrast with the formal white portraits, 
contradicting at every turn the decorum with which the actors present themselves. For 
Carter and Edwards, frockcoats are traded for shirt-sleeves and suspenders, while Sanford 
and Myers exchange their loosely-fitted neutral trousers for tight pants in loud patterns. 
Each actor also transforms his face, not only with blackened cork, but with an elastic 
grin. Myers, in the most dramatic change of all, has gone from serious, even stern, glower 
to a gormless, dopey grin.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Finson, The Voices That Are Gone, 184. 
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 The juxtaposition of white performers and their blackface characters does 
acknowledge minstrelsy’s artifice, as the double portraits emphasizes that these were not, 
by and large, black people that audiences were enjoying through popular ridicule; this 
was parody. Some scholars have therefore challenged the idea that minstrel shows 
directly denigrated American blacks, by situating the show in a historical and theatrical 
context. Finson argues that blackface performance has roots in carnivalesque and 
mummery folk traditions, functioning as a pressure valve on American society, a safe 
place for play and criticism of social norms.19 He maintains that minstrel songs of the 
1830s and 1840s were not tools of ridicule, but that “the public sympathized with 
African-American characters as underdogs and empathized with them as they turned the 
world upside down to gain power over the ruling white.”20 Mahar similarly argues that 
the minstrel show should not be taken seriously as white America’s view of blacks. Its 
songs and jokes were descended from existing humor and musical traditions, and minstrel 
shows were only one of many ethnic play types, such as paddy plays, and yankee plays, 
which lampooned different social groups for a popular audience.21 He concludes:  
Blackface comedy announced that the time for playful consideration of some 
social issues had begun in American mass culture, that what was to be said and 
sung on the stage was not always taken literally, and that with the protection of 
the disguise whose negative impact has not been shown to be the cause of 
American racism, the players themselves did not need to be personally 
accountable for their utterances and actions.22 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Ibid, 160-163.  
20 Ibid, 176. 
21 Mahar, Behind the Burnt Cork Mask, 158. 
22Ibid, 352. 
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 These scholars might view the cover illustrations featuring the Ethiopian or the 
Virginia Serenaders as corroborating evidence for their arguments, saying these song 
covers represent not black Americans, but artifice and the parodic or carnivalesque 
atmosphere of the theater. While this view provides context for understanding where 
minstrelsy’s format originated, and helps contemporary audiences comprehend the 
minstrel show’s relationship to the larger cultural milieu, it remains unsatisfying by not 
addressing minstrelsy’s larger social influence beyond its immediate affinity with earlier 
folk and popular performances. The “world-turned-upside-down,” approach to minstrelsy 
does not alleviate but highlights America’s entrenched racial boundaries. It is true that the 
white man corking his face is transvesting social character every bit as much as a fool 
turned into a king in a folk festival. And just as the festival allows the public to ritually 
accept the definitions of king and common through role reversal, the minstrel 
performance insists that “white,” and “black,” are socially and culturally opposed 
absolutes, glaring opposites which regard each other across the chasm of the stage. The 
white gentleman, who dresses in his best suit to greet us with a cool and dignified 
demeanor on the sheet music could never be the same as a black man in tight trousers and 
an ill-fitting hat, sawing away on an old warped fiddle. The artifice of the performance 
demands that we believe there is a permanent boundary between black and white; 
transgressing that boundary generates humor. 
 Mahar’s reading, while a nuanced study of minstrelsy’s place and function in 
American society, disregards anything out of the immediate present of the show. There 
are close ties between blackface performance and paddy plays, yankee satire, and dutch 
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humor. Yet, while the Irish and the German have not always received fair treatment in 
American culture, they were always considered human under American law. Minstrelsy’s 
long shadow in popular culture has outlasted the cultural relevance of similar ethnic 
performances of the nineteenth century. Mahar seems to miss the mark when he excuses. 
Certainly, as Mahar asserts, blackface was not the cause of American racism, but he falls 
short in not noting minstrelsy’s popularity and continuing relevance and power, the 
symptoms of deeply rooted cultural disease.  
 It is not so easy to dismiss the cover of The Celebrated Negro Melodies as sung 
by the Virginia Minstrels, published in Boston in 1843 (Fig. 29). Like the other examples, 
this illustration shows a small troupe of minstrels in a loose semicircle playing musical 
instruments. Again the bones and tambourine players sit on opposing ends, with string 
players on banjo and violin in between. Unlike previous pictures, these figures are not 
genial and foolish but are savagely exaggerated caricatures with leering eyes and 
protruding meaty mouths. Their music must be hot, as they can hardly remain seated; 
each one strikes a pose of either coiled or recently released energy. The tambourine 
player’s right leg is cocked up by his seat –he seems ready to spring across the stage. The 
fiddle and banjo players bend in toward one another, their bodies rocking from their 
furious strumming and bowing. The bones player kicks out both legs, thrusts his clenched 
fists into the air and throws his elongated mule-like head back in an ecstatic shout.  
 No indications of whiteness here –no signatures or genteel portraits to witness a 
theatrical transformation. The setting is also unclear, though the characters still sit in 
typical formation. The wooden boards beneath the players’ feet appear to be the rough 
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floor of some shack or cabin. One large window looks out on a rural scene, as a difficult 
to discern dark figure drives a mule cart through a gently sloping landscape. In the 
foreground, right at the windowsill, a small shape, more shadow than skin, might be a 
child grinning in at the scene. Tacked to the wall behind the bones player, a stretched 
possum skin and the faint shape of a banjo further signify southern blackness. The banjo, 
only faintly suggested, has nearly the same shape as a noose hanging just above the most 
outrageous character’s head. The wall behind the tambourine player poses a problem, as 
on it or through it two distant characters move along the horizon. Is this a picture, or 
another window? The ghostly effect calls the rest of the scene into question. It seems the 
wall is not solid or is some translucent material. In any case, the mystery above the 
tambourine player clues the viewer in that this structure does not separate inside from 
outside, but is a permeable membrane pierced by the viewer’s gaze. The cabin walls 
facilitate a view of the suggested world beyond. This is a window, a screen, a stage. 
 This picture reveals the minstrel show as a tool for fantasizing about the black 
south. The performance and humor were adapted from other play types, but in the 
minstrel show these existing forms became a window for leering at a fantasy of the 
Southern plantation. Scholars agree that there was little to no authentic black culture in 
these performances. Most of the performers and songwriters were from the North, and 
had little contact with plantation life.23 Yet, the minstrel show did not have to be a 
reflection of blackness to be connected to real race issues. As a frame wherein the white 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 See Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder: Early Blackface Minstrels and Their World 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 24; Finson, 174;  Green, 393. 397;  Mahar, 40. 
Scholars seem united in attributing the substance of the minstrel show to white northern musical 
traditions.  
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public pictured black life, the minstrel show carried on extensive cultural work. It was a 
place for fantasizing, for playing with fear and desire. Misunderstandings or cultural 
miscommunications were not only allowed, but were the bedrock foundation for the 
show. The minstrel show was where Americans went to imagine black people, to 
fantasize about their bodies and their actions. When the public purchased these songs, the 
imagining continued in the family parlor.  
 
Contraband Soldiers and Emancipated Others 
 African Americans appear regularly in Civil War songs, often in illustrations that 
draw on minstrel conventions. That minstrel imagery continued to be used in songs that 
less and less conformed to the “plantation” song tradition, favoring instead more real 
world subjects, demonstrates how quickly the imagined version of black America was 
utilized to describe real African Americans. The most common African American 
character of the war is the contraband. 
The Sarony, Major & Knapp illustration for Raw Recruits, published by Firth, 
Pond & Co. of New York in 1861 (Fig. 30), translates minstrel show convention into 
military farce. Reporting to have been sung “with great applause by Bryant’s Minstrels,” 
the song takes the familiar minstrel figures out of the theater, and off the imaginary 
southern plantation, to join in the grand cause. Five humorous figures stand in a line, 
mugging for the viewer with goggling eyes. They have traded their banjos and fiddles for 
bayoneted rifles, save for the timekeeper on the left who gave up his bones for 
drumsticks. They wear various uniforms, with varying degrees of success. One 
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flamboyant zouave, clearly a newcomer to the military, slings his rifle over his shoulder, 
narrowly missing his neighbor’s head. The three soldiers in the center affect multiple 
levels of fear or uncertainty, with bulging eyes, knocking knees, and frowns, while the 
two end figures widely grin. One, the unit’s drummer, sways to his beat, and smiles at the 
viewer, while the other, holding a parade standard inscribed “Capt. Dan Bryant,” no 
doubt represents the troupe’s leader, eagerly mustering his troops. In the hazy 
background, tents are evident, one flying the union colors. Yet, a massive wooden sign 
overhead, which frames the scene, pronounces that these soldiers are not meant for battle. 
Instead, the sign proclaims, “Wanted – Raw Recruits – To Sing.” 
 Their song is one of enlistment, encouraging would-be soldiers to fight for the 
union, referred to as Columbia, and Abraham’s daughter. This curious sobriquet most 
likely refers both to Abraham Lincoln and to the biblical patriarch. Lincoln was the 
symbolic father of the union, and references to old-testament figures, like Moses and 
Abraham, were common in both authentic black music and popular parodies, with black 
Americans identifying with the enslaved Hebrews when they sang of “father Abraham.” 
This, however, is the only lyrical play toward imaginary blackness in “Raw Recruits.” 
The words lack minstrelsy’s usual dialect and avoid non-war humor and topics.  
The short song, written in a minor key, has the feeling of a work song, or almost a 
sea-shanty. It is short, and repetitive, with a simple melody that can be easily sung by  a 
large number of voices together. Performed by Bryant’s minstrels, this was likely a song 
for the whole troupe to sing together, and provides a more nuanced view of the minstrel 
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show during the war, which was beginning its rather long descent from popularity.24 
Perhaps, as Dennison suggests, plantation fantasies were no longer funny once soldiers 
risked their lives over slavery’s legal status. Here, a minstrel troupe found a more topical 
subject in prognostications of the Union victory. They also, in the days before black 
conscription, humorously imagined the existence of contraband troops. It is notable that 
the minstrel troupe still performed such non-darkie themed songs in blackface. In 1861, 
there were no real black regiments. Here, Bryant’s Minstrels could entertain the audience 
with the seemingly fanciful idea of black recruits, while still professing total confidence 
in the war’s future.  
 Before long, however, black soldiers became much more than a fanciful joke, 
with small numbers of African American troops fighting as early as 1862.25 In 1863, 
Secretary of War Stanton authorized the organization of black regiments in specific 
states, leading to the establishment of the Bureau of Colored Troops in May 1863. 
Eventually, nearly 200,000 black troops fought in the Civil War.26 Union propaganda 
machinery did its part to present the new recruits as a noble and brave addition to the 
ranks. The Supervisory Committee for Recruiting Colored Regiments of Philadelphia 
published Hymn to the Freedmen, with words by the poet George H. Boker and music 
purportedly composed by “A Contraband,” and arranged by J.P Rowbotham. This was 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 As Dennison explained, “the war cannot be solely blamed for diverting public attention 
elsewhere. There were subtler reasons for the decrement of the minstrel show during this period: 
public demand for fresh entertainment, boredom with the now painful subject of the slave.” 
Dennison, Scandalize My Name, 241. 
25 Ira Berlin, Joseph P. Reidy, and Leslie S. Rowland, eds. Freedom’s Soldiers: The Black 
Military Experience in the Civil War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), vii. 
26 Ibid, vii, 12. According to these authors’ research, 179,000 African Americans served in the 
army, and another 18,000 in the Navy, for a total of 197,000 black troops. 
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propaganda, intended to encourage more black men to sign up for service, and to court 
popular opinion about black soldiers. The cover by P.S. Duvall & Sons of Philadelphia 
(fig 31), aims to educate the public about black recruits, to celebrate their humanity and 
bravery, and to reassure those who feared this clear realignment of previously entrenched 
social barriers.  
 Like the bumbling recruits from Bryant’s Minstrels, these soldiers muster in an 
army camp. There the comparison ends as this image shuns the slapstick humor of “Raw 
Recruits.” This is no rag-tag band, but an orderly squad of soldiers in matching uniforms. 
They are not afraid or uncomfortable with their charge; they stand confidently, rifles at 
their sides. They are a real regiment, complete with colors and a drummer boy. There is 
no mugging, no exaggerated masks; no bulging eyes or stretching rubbery smiles, just 
earnest and handsome faces. Each is an individual, and a believable one at that. Though 
no specific regiment is listed as the source of this image, it is likely that this lithograph 
was based on an actual photograph of soldiers, as similar pictures of Pennsylvania 
soldiers that were used as recruitment posters have been linked to source photographs.27 
These are not caricatures, but believable men with differing heights, body types, and 
features. This variety not only suggests this is a real regiment but shows African 
American soldiers as brave and dedicated to a common cause. They are willing, young 
and old alike, to sacrifice their lives to the nation. Sacrifice overwrites the scene, as the 
song is dedicated to the widow of Colonel Charles W. Fribley, who died at the Battle of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Jerome S. Handler and Michael L. Tuite, Jr., “Retouching History: The Modern Falisification of a Civil 
War Photograph.” Originally published as the now defunct website www.retouchinghistory.org, this essay 
is now available on the authors University of Virginia website, 
http://people.virginia.edu/~jh3v/retouchinghistory/essay.html#1. Accessed February, 2014. 
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Olustee, leading the 8th US Colored Troops. A young white officer also leads these 
recruits, reminding the public that traditional order remained in the army, and in the 
Union, that the recruitment of black troops did not signify a wholesale realignment of 
society.  
 Together with the illustration, the lyrics soberly contemplate the cost of freedom. 
Rich with religious imagery, the hymn positions the freed slave as one uniquely prepared 
for military service, and as honor bound to use newfound freedom to liberate others: 
God has put the sword and rifle, Into labor-hardened hands, 
And we dare not stop or trifle, When our God Himself commands. 
We have cut our bonds asunder, As the mower cuts the grain, 
And the land shall fill with wonder, Ere they find them on again 
Then rally, rally, rally round the flag of liberty; 
We are men at last and soldiers, we are free, free, free.28  
The freedman need not fear risking life in the service of not only his fellow men, 
but his God: 
In the name of God, who heeds us, We will crush the tyrant’s power, 
And we trust to Him who leads us, In the battle’s bloody hour. 
He will take us safely over, He will heal our wounds with balm, 
And the blessed dead He’ll cover, In the hollow of his palm.29 
 
The repeating chorus at the song’s heart, gives voice to the quiet realism of 
Duvall’s illustration: “Then rally, rally, rally round the flag of liberty; We are men at last 
and soldiers, we are free, are free, are free.”30 This affirmation of African American 
humanity subtly draws on a favorite Union marching tune, “The Battle Cry of Freedom.” 
Written by George Root in 1862, the “Battle Cry,” also contrasts Northern freedom with 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 George H. Boker, “Hymn of the Freedman,” (Philadelphia: The Supervisory Committee for 
Recruiting Colored Regiments, 1864), verse 2. 
29 Ibid, verse 4. 
30 Ibid, chorus. 
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Southern tyranny while issuing a call to arms. Both songs also use rallying around the 
flag as a symbol of American freedom. Boker’s variations, however, open this call to 
arms to a wider populace. 
The Battle Cry for Freedom, opens with the rousing verse: “Yes we'll rally round 
the flag, boys, we'll rally once again, Shouting the battle cry of freedom.”31 Boker’s 
chorus uses similar phrasing, but noticeably omits the word “boys,” to focus instead on a 
declaration of black manhood: “We are men at last and soldiers, we are free, are free, are 
free.” In both tunes the flag is a symbol of liberty. Boker, giving voice to the soldiers 
pictured on the song’s cover, emphatically asserts that all now have access to the flag and 
its powers, “we are free, are free, are free.” Still, Boker and Dvual’s representations offer 
a problematic view of black humanity, and otherness. In the illustration black troops are 
individuals –they are believable men and soldiers. Yet, we have no indication that this 
represents an actual regiment or that likenesses were taken from life. The image is 
constructed to look like real soldiers presenting themselves, but it could be complete 
fantasy. A prominent white poet and eventual diplomat, who published his volume Poems 
of the War, in this same year, wrote the song’s lyrics, while a “Contraband,” is 
supposedly responsible for the song’s music. Boker speaks for the black soldiers, putting 
words into their mouths. Though evocative, the lyrics do not match the successful 
illustration in its representation of black personhood because they do not for a moment 
pretend to be anything but the work of a white writer. The song as a complete product 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 George F. Root, “The Battle Cry of Freedom,” (Chicago: Cady & Root, 1862), verse 1. 
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argues that a black man can be free, can put down his minstrel banjo and pick up a rifle, 
but can’t yet speak for himself. 
Boker’s “The Black Regiment,” published in Poems of the War, demonstrates his 
devotion to the subject. Both works extol the bravery and dedication of black soldiers and 
seek to convince others of the black soldier’s humanity. Both also preach the virtuous 
sacrifice of self as the most righteous proof and celebration of freedom: 
“Freedom!” their battle-cry, –  
“Freedom! or leave to die!” 
Ah! And they meant the word, 
Not as with us ‘tis heard, 
Not a mere party shout: 
They gave their spirits out; 
Trusted the end to God, 
And on the gory sod 
Rolled in triumphant blood. 
Glad to strike one free blow, 
Whether for weal or woe; 
Glad to breathe one free breath, 
Though on the lips of death. 
Praying –alas! In vain! – 
That they might fall again, 
So they could once more see 
That burst to liberty! 
This was what “freedom” lent 
To the black regiment.32 
While Boker’s “Hymn of the Freedman,” may be a confused representation of the 
black soldier, in no way should his verses read as anything other than whole-hearted 
endorsement of emancipation and the African American war effort. It should be born in 
mind, for example, that the celebration of self-sacrifice is not unique to the black soldier; 
it is not as though Boker portrays them as lesser lives, more easily expended. As 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 George H. Boker, from “The Black Regiment,” Poems of the War (Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 
1864), 101-102. 
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explained in the previous chapter, brave self-sacrifice was a central component of the 
Civil War, celebrated in fiction and verse. Flag bearers and drummer boys were easy 
targets for opposing troops, and the loss of such lives was commemorated in popular 
memory as virtuous sacrifice. So too, Boker presents black soldiers as courageous, even 
gallant.  
One salient characteristic of Boker’s hymn demonstrates his convictions: he did 
not write it in minstrel dialect. The Hymn is sung from the point of view of the black 
soldiers, and sections of “The Black Regiment,” are also written in first person, yet there 
is nothing in the phrasing or word choice to mark the voices as stereotypically black. 
Boker was a serious poet and was not writing for the minstrel stage. Nonetheless, this is a 
reminder how conflicted representations of black Americans were before and during the 
Civil War, and that while stereotypic dialect was the norm, there were individuals who 
made efforts to depict a noble American blackness. Raw Recruits, though still written in a 
somewhat humorous tone and containing the curious epithet “Abraham’s daughter,” 
likewise avoided the traditional plantation dialect favored by minstrelsy. “Hymn of the 
Freedman,” and “The Black Regiment,” placed elegantly written poetry in the mouths of 
ex-slaves. Even though popular songs had yet to project the possibility of a black man 
singing in his own voice, the effort to promote black recruits provided an opportunity for 
the representation of black America to become more earnest, perhaps even refined.  
Other reactions to black soldiers were far less positive, with songs published in 
both the North and the South that derided their effectiveness. The Invalid Corps, 
published in 1863 by Henry Tolman & Co. of Boston (Fig. 32), may recall Raw Recruits, 
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with its minstrel show lineup. However, it was published in 1863 when the idea of black 
soldiers would have seemed much less fantastic. The setting is vague and unspecific, 
although the faint form of a billowing Union flag can be seen in the background amidst a 
few slim trees. With the ragged and wounded figures in the foreground, soldiers wearing 
casts and wooden legs and supporting themselves with crutches, the background seems 
not just sketchy but ruined, the flag obscured not by atmospheric distance alone but 
perhaps cannon smoke.  
The lyrics, completely free of racial connotation, record the humorous physical 
deficiencies keeping this “Invalid Corps,” from the front. One is too fat, and the doctor 
fears he would “breed a famine,” among his comrades; another is so tall that the doctor 
does not have time to examine his whole body. A third is too short, and sent home to his 
mother. The humor, in other words, is always pointed toward bodily extremes. It is 
striking that in the middle of a horrifying war in which hundreds of thousands lost their 
lives and many were wounded and maimed, a humorous song would be performed 
making light of those who could not fight because of their body’s shape. The illustration, 
however, is the only aspect of the song explicitly performing race. While the tune does 
somewhat recall the popular song Dixie, now inextricably connected to the South, that 
song was popular on both sides of the Civil War. This illustration alone specifically links 
these ridiculous infirmities with blackness. Just as the government was recruiting 
freedmen in increasing numbers, this song illustration adds African lineage to the already 
list of reasons one would be unworthy of uniform. 
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As the minstrel show was largely a product of the North, Southern resistance to 
black soldiers as recorded in popular sheet music did not rely on the same type of 
imagery. We’re Coming Fodder Abraham, published in Nashville Tennessee and 
Louisville Kentucky in 1863 (Fig. 33), was sarcastically dedicated “To the new American 
Citizens of AFRICAN DESCENT.” Branded a “comic song,” it reports to have been 
written by an “intelligent contraband,” though the use of quotation marks and the 
typographical reversal of each “n” in this phrase let the viewer in on the joke. Subtitled, 
“We’re Coming – ‘In a Horn,’” the cover illustration shows a giant curving horn 
suspended from the sky by braided ropes, its larger end forming an open doorway into 
which troops march. The soldiers are too small for individual features, although they do 
not all look exactly alike. Many of them have dark skin, and all of them carry rifles. A 
Union flag flies in their midst brands them as Northern troops. 
In the 2nd verse, newly recruited black soldiers sing: 
De Conscript bill passed de house, From de top, to bottom, 
To send us down to Dixie Land, To Confisticate de Cotton, 
We’re coming Fodder Abraham, To make de army bigger, 
Come white folks behave yourself’s, And be good, as any Nigger.33    
Then, this curious repeating chorus follows all of the verses:  
We’re Coming Fodder Abraham,  
Sure as you are born, 
We’re coming Fodder Abraham, 
Coming in a horn.  
 
The words “in a horn,” underlined in the lyrics and appearing in quotations in the 
subtitle, are the key to understanding the song’s joke. “In a horn,” was a colloquialism, 	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spoken at the end of a phrase to humorously negate the speaker’s words.34 For readers in 
the twenty-first century, it could perhaps be equated to the practice, common in the 
1990s, of saying “not,” at the end of a statement in order to make a humorous and 
exaggerated exclamation. “In a horn,” repeating emphatically at the end of each chorus is 
a humorous reversal of whatever was sung before, a way to poke fun at the effectiveness 
of the newly expanded Union army. In the cover illustration, the mighty suspended horn 
functions in the same way. The regimented troops march willfully, though perhaps 
unknowingly, into the large open end of the horn. They emerge from the other side not 
only moving in the opposite direction but drastically diminished in size. The horn negates 
or reverses the soldiers’ movement, physical presence and strength. With this image, and 
this song, the Southern public could laugh at the idea of the contraband soldier, as just 
another Northern folly.  
Civil War sheet music offers the first glimpse of tension between picturing a 
newly defined African American citizenry and a persistent belief in black otherness. In 
some cases, artists conformed to minstrel tradition, replacing banjos and bones with rifles 
and bayonets. Yet, even in the instances where the freedman or contraband was portrayed 
as a fool, he still held a rifle, and as such was granted some semblance of personhood and 
manhood. Even a fool may be shown respect, when he shoulders a Springfield rifle. At 
the same time, the artistic decision to utilize minstrel staging to represent black soldiers 
refutes claims that the minstrel show as a white invention has no relationship to true 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 John Russell Bartlett, Dictionary of Americanisms (Cambridge: Press of John Wilson and Son, 
1859;1877) 203. The entry for “In a horn,” reads in part “a low phrase, now common, used to 
qualify a falsehood, equivalent to the English ‘over the left.’” Bartlett then provides several 
examples from period publications.  
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black experience. Whether or not minstrelsy depicted real African American life, its 
imagery was used to illustrate the experiences of real African Americans, beginning in 
the Civil War. For the rest of the century, popular songs drew both upon minstrelsy and 
the actual experiences of an evolving society that included African Americans. Otherness 
prevailed in these representations. Despite legal efforts toward greater equality, rarely if 
ever after the war would popular music utilize images as sympathetic as those Duval and 
Boker created for “Hymn of the Freedman.”  
 
Postwar Dreams and Nightmares 
 Judging from extant songs, Reconstruction was not seen as providing promising 
material for popular songs, though a few humorous tunes were published. These represent 
African Americans either as still subjugated to whites, or drawing upon social Darwinism 
and white fear, as inhuman monstrosities.  
The Carpet Bagger, by T.E. Garrett and Alfred von Rochow, published by Balmer 
& Weber of Saint Louis in 1868 (Fig. 34), makes a passing reference to freedmen, 
focusing more directly on the villainous title character. The weasel of a man flashes a 
crooked sneer and gestures toward the plundered goods in his bag. He is tall, and thin and 
wears a coat with tails long enough to drag in the dust. The palm tree in the background 
and the columns on the plantation house porch mirror his thin silhouette, giving the few 
other characters in the background, including one dark-skinned servant, a diminutive 
stature. The South, so it would seem, has stayed the same, yet the economy is controlled 
by a new entity instead of the aristocratic Southern slave owner. The new pillar of society 
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is the Northern opportunist, dashing in to make a quick buck. Is it a coincidence that this 
carpetbagger’s clothing suggests the figure of brother Jonathan, the pre-figuration of 
Uncle Sam in his top hat and tails? The American union, in this case, is the corrupt 
swindler. Perhaps this tall and lanky man with a top hat perched on his homely head 
recalls Abraham Lincoln. In either case, this picture appears sympathetic to Southern 
anxieties that their economic power had been confiscated as dowry for the remarriage 
between the Union and the confederacy.  
The freedman receives only marginal treatment as he stands in the background at 
the foot of the porch steps. He does not wave and call after the carpet-bagger as the white 
gentleman does, probably because unlike his old master he has no claim on the 
silverware, watches, and trinkets spilling from the scoundrel’s baggage. Yet, he does not 
hide on the porch as the two nearly invisible white women do. Has the freedman gained a 
new position in this imagined picture of the South, achieving some measure of public 
accessibility beyond that afforded women, but less than assumed by white men? More 
probably, he is where he has always been, and this scene is one largely unchanged. In this 
picture, the inclusion of a black figure may simply be a regional marker, meant to convey 
to the viewer that this scene is taking place in the South.  
  While no black figures immediately present themselves on the song’s cover, 
Reconstruction! Grand March, published in New Orleans in 1868 (Fig. 35), avoids the 
economic fallout of the Civil War to confront racial anxiety head on. It was, after all, in 
the same year that Charles Young composed his march that Louisiana, the state in which 
it was published, elected a former slave name Oscar J. Dunn Lieutenant Governor and 
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sent black representative John W. Menard to congress. The power shift represented by 
such elections no doubt inspired this dark fantasy of race, one of the earliest popular 
music illustrations in which racial guilt and fear were not sublimated with humor, but 
allowed to perform on center stage. 
 In this vivid indictment of the black franchise, created by P.S. Duval and Sons 
(the same firm to produce the sympathetic cover for “Hymn of the Freedman”), the upper 
register, labeled “AS IT SHOULD BE,” depicts a nondescript heavenly realm where 
winged angels gather for a celestial concert. Scenes of heavenly musicians are common 
in religious art, often symbolizing the harmony of the spheres, what religious 
philosophers since antiquity have seen as the divine organization in the forms and 
motions of universal bodies in the heavens. This is likely the metaphor intended here. 
According to this picture, if Reconstruction were “as it should be,” if human government 
echoed the divine order of the heavens, it would be uplifting, ennobling, peaceful, and 
harmonious. The order of human rule would reflect the order of the universe, where every 
star and planet revolves in its proper place. 
 The lower register, labeled “AS IT IS,” presents the antithesis of heavenly order; 
harmony and peace are supplanted by dissonance and mayhem in a chilling witch’s 
Sabbath. A central witch, with her enchanted broomstick slung around her neck, conducts 
the twisted music by torchlight. A great satanic serpent wraps around the central tree, 
holding the musical score from which the damned musicians play. The players and their 
song are infernal: a hog-headed man blows a horn and twists a ratcheted noisemaker; a 
ragged hag beats a barrel with a pair of thigh bones; a winged imp plays the pan-flute. 
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Joining in the performance, a host of demonic familiars, mostly unnatural hybrids of 
animal and human parts, gather to dance in the murky night. A satyr lecherously wags its 
tongue as it accosts a ring-tailed cat in the foreground; an alligator-like lizard paws at a 
printed score and opens its toothy maw to sing; skulls with batty wings flutter moth-like 
toward the torch’s flame; animated skeletons, dragons, or fleshless horses gambol to the 
devilish beat. Disorder, or more specifically unnatural order is evident not only in the 
monstrous gathering but also in each figure’s unnatural form. The great serpent writhing 
around the tree, looking so much like Eve’s original tempter, does not have a snake’s 
typical smooth face, but jutting vertical ears, a heavy brow, and bulging nostrils. The 
alligator in the foreground has fleshy doe’s ears and the unidentifiable feline seething 
beneath the satyr’s touch a raccoon tail. For the presumed audience of this song, 
Reconstruction was as unnatural as these beastly hybrids.  
Duvall’s image transcends parody, portraying Reconstruction not as wrong-
headed or mismanaged, but diabolical. Hidden in this terrifying imagery is a 
representation of both black personhood and otherness. Sarah Burns has described similar 
dark pictures as examples of: “…fear of the dark in white antebellum culture,” whereby a 
black figure may “…signify the power of blackness as a haunting, threatening, terrifying 
presence in a racially divided nation.”35 The witches, demons, and imps on the “Grand 
March,” are not portraits of black peoples, but represent African American otherness. In a 
Southern world rocked by emancipation and Reconstruction, giving blacks citizenship 
and the right to vote was tantamount to releasing the powers of hell onto the Earth. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 Sarah Burns, Painting the Dark Side: Art and the Gothic Imagination in Nineteenth-Century 
America, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 101. 
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The music of this march deserves a mention, not for its singularity but its 
insipidness. In D major, the same triumphal key Beethoven used for his 9th Symphony 
setting of “Ode to Joy,” and in which Handel composed the “Hallelujah Chorus,” Charles 
Young composed a staid and simple celebratory march. It is a nondescript and boring 
tune of slight melody and no harmonic imagination that nonetheless calls to mind a 
ceremonious event. For example, though it does not sound like it, it could be a last 
minute substitute for Elgar’s “Pomp and Circumstance,” at any graduation. There is 
nothing macabre about it, nor does it seek for the lofty sublime of angelic choirs –Duval’s 
gamboling hags and demons, picturing Reconstruction as an abomination, accomplish all 
of the song’s symbolic heavy lifting.  
The music comes closer to reflecting the simple harmony of the heavenly scene 
than the crooked macabre music of Reconstruction. The march fits within the 
prescriptions of traditional Western harmony and as such reflects the entrenched rules of 
music theory, symbolically endorsing the perceived power balance of the natural order of 
the universe. This march is every bit as bored and boring as the plain heavenly concert 
which represents government, “as it should be.” If Young was politically or morally 
opposed to Reconstruction, he does not make that case with his music, perfectly 
demonstrating the necessity of approaching popular song as a visual phenomenon. The 
terrifying malformed imps and demons exist between the animal and human orders, not 
unlike the popular nineteenth-century perception of blacks as inhuman or as animalistic. 
They are a fallen or perverted counterpoint to the elegant, refined, white angels above. 
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Not unlike the minstrel characters of the common stage, these witches and beasts dance 
to the rhythm of the bones. 
 Many other songs published after the war pictured newly recognized African 
American citizens by emphasizing difference between the races, while not naming 
Reconstruction as a subject. Stories of aged ex-slaves daydreaming of their time on the 
plantation and wishing for a return to an imagined simpler time are common. Scholars 
have argued that these songs of post-war longing, despite the fact that they feature 
freedmen pining for slavery, are not racist, but tap into “a general nostalgia for an 
imaginary agrarian past.”36 While I would agree that the popularity of these songs 
suggests that the music-buying public, as a large cross section of American society, 
identified with narratives of longing, they were not merely motivated by a desire to 
reclaim some imaginary past, but rather a longing for release from the social and political 
tensions which the war, emancipation, Reconstruction and reunification, hastened into 
popular consciousness. Many daydreaming songs were published in the mid to late 1870s 
as the country was tiring of Reconstruction. An elderly ex-slave proclaiming that he 
wished to return to his cabin in the South, or longed to be with his master again, would 
assuage the pain and guilt of a white society who had grown cold to the idea of 
accommodating freedmen into American society. While a freedman in a song was 
dreaming of returning to the plantation, the white audience buying and singing the song 
was dreaming of a time when they didn’t have to worry about race. It wasn’t that this 
public had necessarily changed its mind about slavery and emancipation, but simply that 	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they had through a long and bloody conflict, and a prolonged period of reunion and 
restitution, become apathetic to the plight of a people they did not really care to know or 
understand. 
These songs are related to a minstrel show trope wherein a character yearned for a 
home and family from which he had run away. As Dennison has explained, these 
antebellum songs of separation completely avoided the reality of slavery: “Constant 
repetition of the notion that either the slave or free black could move about at will in the 
United States endowed this fallacy with an aura of fact, while in fact their movements 
during this period were severely limited by most state laws.”37 The post-war songs of 
longing had a different tenor, but remain problematic in their historical context. They 
were written and take place after emancipation, but just as their antecedents make no 
attempt to recognize the constraints of enslavement, the later songs of longing do not 
acknowledge any benefits of freedom.38 By drawing upon minstrel tradition, they recalled 
a time when slaves were pictured as happy, fun-loving, and subservient.  
H.P. Danks’s My Ole Home in Alabama ‘Fo’ De War, published by G.D. Russell 
& Co. of Boston in 1876 (Fig. 36), is one such example, where a sweetly melancholy 
tune similar to “Londonderry Air,” the wistful melody of O Danny Boy, and an elegant 
cover illustration, accompany the story of an old ex-slave longing for his joyous pre-
emancipation life. Noticeably, though this is not a song from the minstrel stage, minstrel 
dialect has returned: 
I’s a gettin old an feeble, an my hair is turning gray 	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38Ibid, 263. 
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An my feet am weary roamin’ round de earth. 
An if I was only able I would soon be on my way 
Back to Dixie an de ole home of my birth; 
But dar ain’t no use in trying, for I knows I cannot go, 
An my heart is fill’d wid sadness an wid pain; 
For my heart is bin a sighin for de friends I used to know,  
For I’d like to see de ole home once again. 
Dar’s but little consolation for a darkey ole as me,  
Dar’s but one good place ob rest I eber saw; 
Down upon de ole plantation ‘twas as happy as could be,  
My ole home in Alabama, ‘fo de war.39  
Not only does the main character fail to recognize any benefit to his post-war freedom, he 
recalls the antebellum plantation as a place of rest and pleasure and as an integrated 
world where black and white Americans enjoyed one another’s company. In the final 
verse he sings: “Whar my heart would be so happy in de sunshine an de rain, Wid de 
white folks an de darkeys eber near.”40 
 The detailed cover illustration by J.E. Baker,41 adds greater depth to the central 
character than offered through the lyrics alone, by focusing not on his memories but an 
uncertain present. The ex-slave rests against a rough wooden wall, clasping a walking 
stick tightly in his left hand. With the bag tied to his waist, the walking stick recalls the 
trappings of the antebellum runaway slave type seen in broadsides and advertisements. 
Though he has been free for a decade, this man is shown as displaced, as a lonely drifter, 
little different from the spotted mutt who sniffs at his feet. We do not know where he has 
been in the years since the war, but the anchor and posters to his right, the barrels, and the 
faint outline of a ship’s rigging in the background, suggest he has come to the docks in 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 John T. Rutledge, “My Ole Home in Alabama ‘Fo’ De War,” (Boston: G.D. Russell & CO., 
1875). Music by H. P. Danks. 
40 Ibid. 
41 J.E. Baker is likely Joseph E. Baker, an artist and lithographer active in Boston at the time. 
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hope of returning to his home and his past. A poster advertising a steamer for Mobile 
suggests he is indeed Alabama bound, yet his arrested momentum does not bode well for 
the journey. 
 A young dockworker in the background lugs barrels with a smile on his face, his 
shirt sleeves rolled up to the elbow suggesting either sweaty work or hot weather. The ex-
slave, however, seems chilled as he draws his left arm up across his body. A gust of wind 
tugs at his scarf, not only demonstrating the cold against which he guards himself, but 
showing a man blown back and forth by the changing of the winds. This wind will blow 
him no further, the ship cannot take him where he longs to go. The young worker smiles 
toward him, but he does not return the greeting, instead fixing on a vision in the sky. He 
sees an elegantly dressed man and woman strolling arm in arm in front of a faintly 
outlined porch. Perhaps he sees himself on the arm of his long lost love, though the lyrics 
do not mention a girl of his dreams. Instead, the song focuses on the peaceful joys of 
working the plantation and the mutual respect between blacks and whites in the 
antebellum South. From the shocked look on his face, it appears he is not merely 
remembering this idyllic past, but picturing it with his waking eyes, as though tired from 
ceaseless wandering he finally wishes to lay aside mortality in favor of a heavenly realm, 
like the plantation he used to know. 
 While this freedman’s dream of reunion with the past is a far cry from the night 
terror of Reconstruction! Grand March, there are underlying iconographic connections 
which demonstrate the persistent figuration of African Americans as racial others. Both 
illustrations juxtapose an earthly reality with a heavenly vision, and in both cases that 
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which differentiates what is from what “should be,” what people experience from what 
they long for, is the social engineering of Reconstruction. These pictures represent the 
new reality of post-war society as constant struggle at best, mayhem at worst, and 
remember the plantation life of the enslaved as an Eden, or even a heavenly reward.  
It is worth noting, however, that songs of longing for a remembered past did not 
only feature black characters. Comparing My Ole Home in Alabama, to a white song of 
longing indicates the different ways that whiteness and blackness were visually pictured 
in similar emotional situations, at the exact same historical moment. Take Me Back to 
Home & Mother, by Arthur W. French and William A. Huntley, published by Cory 
Brothers in 1875 with an illustration by Thomas Hunter lithographers of Philadelphia 
(Fig. 37) shows a weary wanderer sitting by the side of the road, dreaming of the past. 
Though a white man, he is identified as a wanderer by the kerchief on a stick that he has 
set on the ground while he rests. Unlike the typical black character engaged in the 
melancholic work of longing, there is nothing particularly shabby about his clothing or 
character; his clothes are not fine, but neither are they threadbare, and his soft boyish face 
is completed by a neatly trimmed mustache. He nonetheless has travelled far, as he leans 
back his tired body into the trees and shrubs at the wayside. Perhaps his heart is heavier 
than his head, as an inset picture above shows a remembered cottage with a white picket 
fence. Above the roof, a small flock of birds fly, perhaps returning to a nest barely visible 
on the chimney on the house’s right side. So too, this young, now worldly, traveller 
wishes to return to the safety and comfort of his maternal home. In front of the house, but 
within the protective enclosure of the picket fence, the young man and his mother 
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embrace. If not for the title and the lyrics clear assertion that, “…on Earth there is no 
other, Kindness like a mother’s care,” one might presume this to be the picture of a 
romantic reunion.42 One cannot mistake the intimacy of the scene, with its close view of 
the home and the tightly embracing couple. 
 Like the songs with black characters who long for a lost past, this song describes 
the past as a time of ideal peace while warning of the fleeting happiness of the modern 
world. However, while this young man speaks fondly of the past, nothing in his song 
insists that his desire is to remain only a dream. He talks of friends and siblings and his 
mother as existing in the past, but implies that it is only his wandering that has taken him 
away from them. There is no mention of death or heaven, but only of a desire to return to 
a world that was. This world, it seems, could still be, unlike the imagined longings of ex-
slaves, who in popular music desire to return to thoroughly lost world, where work on the 
plantation was fulfilling and ennobling.  
 Take Me Back to Home & Mother, does not mention specific geographical details, 
yet the brick house with a chimney at each gabled end certainly seems more Virginia than 
New England, suggesting that the young man left his Southern home for excitement or 
perhaps financial reward in the North. For the black figures in popular songs, a return to 
their home is impossible, a dream of some fantastic paradise of rewarding work on the 
plantation, while for white wanderers, home is the calming influence of mother, far 
removed from toil and financial interests. Juxtaposing the black song’s of longing with 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Arthur W. French and William A. Huntley, Take Me Back to Home & Mother (Providence: 
Cory Bros., 1875). 
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this white song superimposes the plantation system over the role of loving parents and 
tellingly puts the freedman in the position of a wayward child. 
The illustration, used as the cover for both My Dear Savannah Home, and My 
Home in Alabama, published by Oliver Ditson of Boston in 1881 (Fig. 38), inserts the 
social and economic hierarchy of the plantation more aggressively while still picturing 
freedmen as a disaffected and dissatisfied people. An aging freedman sits in a shabby 
interior with a banjo across his lap. His clothes are worn, the torn edge at the cuff of his 
pant legs mimicking the tattered sheet stretched across the bed in the corner. The room 
itself is cell-like, with decaying and cracked plaster walls. As in the previous examples, 
the picture’s upper register is filled with a vision separated from the real world by a 
rolling bank of clouds. In this memory, a small group of slaves work in a cotton field. No 
overseers or slave owners are visible, no white people are seen at all. Yet, looming large 
in the background a gleaming plantation house signifies their presence. White power is 
always watchful from this magisterial refuge on the horizon.  
 The freedman stares back at the viewer accusingly. His furrowed brow and weary 
pose make him seem exasperated. He did not choose this reality –he did not trade his life 
in a beautiful rural valley for this dingy room in the city. Even the manner in which he 
holds his banjo is pathetic, as he leans one elbow on its neck and grasps it near the drum, 
strangling its strings. The instrument, once associated so strongly with the plantation, is 
now silent. The plantation itself, once figuring prominently in the white fantasies of the 
minstrel stage, is a memory, albeit a powerful one. Is the small patch of light on the 
floorboards streaming in from the window in the back wall of this dim space, or does 
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light rain down from the man’s plantation memories? Like his counterpart of My Ole 
Home in Alabama ‘Fo’ De War, the man is trapped in a world more cosmopolitan than he 
would like, the towers and dome in the background showing the urban setting. The city, 
so it would seem, is harsh and unwelcoming to freedman, who in most songs of longing 
are wanderers hoping to find some semblance of their past joys. Yet, the man in My 
Home in Alabama is neither wanderer nor traveler. He carries no kerchief on a stick but 
his old banjo, a reminder of the past. 
This transitional picture was published in the 1880s. While it longs for a lost or 
imagined past of rural peace between the races maintained by the watchful eye of white 
rule, it also imagines the freedman not in motion, but in the city. He is staying put; there 
is no return to the world that once was. Soon, a new type of song would flourish that 
presented a new type of urban African American, not a freedmen pining for the past, but 
a young savage clawing through the city streets. In this song of longing, the old ex-slave 
still clings to his memories, embodied in his old banjo, hoping perhaps that he might play 
it again and remember the songs and dances of his youth. In the “coon songs,” of the 80s 
and 90s, white fear and guilt exploded into popular entertainment, creating the violent 
coon, who laid down the banjo for a razor. 
 
Coon Songs: Picturing White Fear at the Nadir of American Race Relations 
 Raymond Logan famously described the 1880s and 1890s, the period between the 
end of Reconstruction and the turn of the century, as the “…nadir of American race 
relations.” Marred by Jim Crow laws and the rolling back of black suffrage, it is no 
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surprise that these years witnessed the white imagination picturing a new type of race 
crisis during the so-called coon song craze. Coon songs were not sung as part of an 
evening-long minstrel show, the popularity of which had been waning since the war. 
Instead, these songs, which featured more devastating caricatures than the most 
troublesome minstrel tune, were either stand-alone popular songs or musical numbers 
performed as part of a musical or variety show on the vaudeville stage. Coon songs were 
very successful, some examples selling in the millions.43 That so much capital was 
expended producing and consuming such violently racist songs argues that this was 
indeed the low point in American race relations, as these were without doubt the low 
point in American popular music. 
 Musically, the songs were upbeat and syncopated, offering, in the words of James 
Dormon, “…appealing, foot-tapping, time-clapping rhythms accompanying the 
ostensibly funny descriptive lyrics. This was in a word happy music, despite the grossly 
offensive lyrics as judged by modern sensibilities.”44 As the name suggests, they 
described the lifestyle and pastimes of coons –urban blacks who spent their time, money, 
and affections frivolously. The term coon had been associated with black stereotype at 
least since the arrival of Zip Coon before minstrelsy’s heyday, yet apparently was not a 
regularly used epithet for the general black population until the 1880s.45 As described in 
the songs, coons were the fictionalized answer to the longstanding question of what 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Dormon, explained of their popularity, “Fred Fisher’s ‘If the Man in the Moon Were a Coon,’ 
sold over three million copies in sheet music form, and this was not exceptional.” Dormon, 
“Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks,” 453. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid, 452; Dennison, Scandalize My Name, 281.  Dennison further offers that coon was used as 
a slang term for the whigs in the 1840s,  
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would happen once slaves were freed and black Americans entered society not as 
property but persons. Minstrel characters had been humorous and ignorant, but generally 
nonthreatening. They were contained within white culture, enslaved in reality, 
symbolically and ritualistically caged in the minstrel show. Coons, however, were 
anything but contained – they were fictional embodiments of white fear stalking the city 
streets. 
 To Dormon, the coon was “not only ignorant and indolent, but also devoid of 
honesty or personal honor, given to drunkenness and gambling, utterly without ambition, 
sensuous, libidinous, even lascivious.”46 For Dennison, the coon song continued the 
takedown of black masculinity begun with the prancing dandies of the minstrel stage: 
“…[c]omposers found in the ‘coon song,’ an effectual means by which the black image 
could be rendered impotent; in particular the black male was psychologically castrated in 
this manner more efficiently (and eventually more brutally) than had been achieved up to 
that point by any imagery.”47 This brutal attack utilized pictures that were anything but 
impotent, representing black men not only as comical and foolish, but as animalist brutes. 
They were the murderous descendents of minstrelsy’s tailcoat wearing dandies, wielding 
straight razors instead of banjos. 
 De Coon Dat Had De Razor, written by Sam Lucas and published in 1885 by 
White, Smith & Company of Boston and Chicago, showcases many of the genre’s worst 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Ibid, 455.  
47 Dennison, Scandalize My Name, 289. 
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elements (Fig. 39). 48 Its tale is unnervingly violent, shocking to later audiences not only 
for its gore but for the fact that such brutality could be considered humorous and was 
judged by the songwriter, publisher, and presumably the audience as appropriate for a 
popular song. Over music that Finson described as the type of “cheerful and spirited 
march that seems to have become endemic to songs about urban blacks by this time,”49 
the singer describes a razor fight breaking out at a dance at the home of Susie Simpkons, 
“where dem coons all carry razors.”50 Horace Jinks, the titular character, gets into a fight 
with Johny Frazier, for no specified reason, although the dance setting and the presence 
of women as supporting characters implies they were arguing over a girl. With no explicit 
provocation:  
He carved poor Johny’s coat tail off, Den cut him to de fat: 
He cut his ear clear off his head, Den cut his beaver hat. 
Aunt Hannah said, “for gracious sake you’ll kill poor Johny Frazier.” 
But de coon he didn’t notice her, But slashed on wid de razor.51 
The murderous Jinks terrifies all in attendance. The women “cry,” and the men (called 
simply coons) “fly,” none apparently able or willing to stop the bloodbath. Even 
policeman Haiser, who suddenly appears in the third verse for rhyming convenience, is 
afraid to intervene explaining, “I ‘aint gwine to touch dat coon, For he has got a razor.”52 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 On the song’s cover, the lyrics are attributed to one Prof. Wm. F. Quown, though Finson 
suggests then name is a comical riff on “Coon” and that the words were also written by Lucas. 
Finson, The Voices that are Gone, 227. 
49 Ibid, 228. 
50 Sam Lucas, “De Coon Dat Had De Razor,” (Chicago and Boston: White, Smith & Company, 
1885). 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
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 In the cover illustration Jinks is no longer in Simpkons’s hut, but standing 
defiantly out on the public sidewalk. He leaves havoc in his wake, as men flail and stream 
in every direction. A small flock of chickens, an animal often associated with black 
stereotypes, scramble to his left. There is no sign of Frazier, who one would surmise lies 
in pools of blood in some close hovel, attended by wailing women. Jinks seems bold but 
calm. As Finson points out, he wears the stylish costume of a dandy, the coat tails, top 
hat, and high collar of Zip Coon, but also holds a new implement of terror, a massive 
cleaver-sized razor in his right hand. 53 While the picture lacks the song’s gore –there is 
no blood on his razor, no victim piled in a messy heap on the cobblestone street –it brings 
the terror to a new location, out of the hut, out of the enclosed world of a black dance 
party to the public street. While those performing the song, laughing and singing along in 
the family parlor, might feel removed from the narrative in the lyrics, the picture’s story 
takes place in everyone’s space, on any sidewalk, in any part of town. The coon of the 
song seems bent on destroying his own society, and the policeman’s lack of action could 
be read as the white establishment’s disavowal of any role in controlling or intervening in 
the black existence. The coon in the picture, however, stalks the city streets, not as an 
unhinged maniac, but a bold and defiant threat. He glares back at the viewer, his 
exaggerated lips stretching in a definitive frown as he weighs his future and ours, his 
razor hanging as the scales of a partial justice. 
 It may be difficult for a later audience to see how thoroughly such violent songs 
were woven into the musical culture of the family home and parlor. Consider the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Finson, The Voices that are Gone, 227. 
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advertisements on this song’s back cover (Fig. 40). The same company that published 
this bloody tale also sold sacred songs, songs about temperance, songs of sentiment and 
of the home. Not only did they publish them, they advertized them here; the same person 
who would laugh at Horace Jinks’s rampage might also play piano in the local church on 
Sunday. It is not only possible, but probable that at least in some homes, De Coon Dat 
Had De Razor, sat on the family piano next to a copy of That Little Church Around the 
Corner, or Father, Pray With Me Tonight. 
 The cover illustration for May Irwin’s Bully Song, written by Charles E. 
Trevathan for the play The Widow Jones, and published in 1896 (Fig. 41), lacks setting 
entirely, depicting only a massive black man in mid stride, brandishing an open razor. He 
is humorously dressed to the nines, wearing spats, striped pants, a loud plaid jacket, and 
an outrageously oversized polka-dotted yellow bowtie. Yet, his stature and gait suggest a 
figure neither elegant nor bold, but lumbering, melancholy, and dim-witted. His left arm 
and left leg move forward at the same time, suggesting a slow staggering shuffle as he 
swings his body from one side than the other. This awkward mobility, together with the 
thick dark hair that covers his hands and face make him seem more ape than human. 
Perhaps this ape-like quality causes his gaze to look less assertive and more plaintive. He 
looks back, not like Jinks as a man on fire, but as though he is caught, not only in our 
gaze but in his world, trapped in his motions and actions as an animate but uncalculating 
monster.  
 The song’s protagonist is hunting around town with his razor, looking for a new 
bully who has been picking fights. There is no personal connection between these two, no 
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reason they should be fighting. When he finds this new bully he plans to “carve him 
deep” and “to carve dat nigger’s bones, Just a lookin’ for dat bully, to hear his groans.”54 
He is eventually successful, as the final verse records that the doctor and nurse “put him 
in a hearse; a cyclone couldn’t have tore him up much worse.” The Bully Song, and its 
illustration depict African Americans as barely human, if human at all; as violent 
monsters with murder baked into their bones. In this particular song, the violence is male 
on male, though the bully song as a type often implied sexual violence as well. As 
Dennison explains, “[b]ully songs tried to convey and to dispel by humor the threat posed 
by the black male, who was, it was widely believed, possessed of superior sexual powers. 
The subject of these songs dominated his women, exploited, and sometimes brutalized 
them.”55 Much might be read, in fact, into this man’s simian characteristics, linking the 
black male’s violent and sexual appetites to the unbridled impulses of jungle beasts. 
 This song bears an intriguing inscription beneath the bully’s long, flat foot: 
“Supplement to THE JOURNAL, NEW YORK, Frontispiece Copyright 1896 by W.R. 
Hearst.” As mentioned in the introduction, newspapers occasionally printed and 
circulated sheet music. Another edition of this song published by White-Smith Music 
Publishing Co., of Boston also exists, but with a different and less dramatic cover. This 
edition had a large audience, as the average Sunday circulation for The Journal in April 
1896 was 238,986 copies.56 This is not to say that nearly 240,000 people actually played 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Charles E. Trevathan, “May Irwin’s Bully Song,” (New York: The New York Journal, 1896). 
55 Dennison, Scandalize My Name, 372. 
56 American Newspaper Directory, December Issue, (New York: George P. Rowell & Co., 
Publishers, 1897), 646. The directory’s official entry for The Journal simply gives them an A 
rating, signifying an average circulation of over 75,000 copies, but refers the reader to the 
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or sang this song, but that over 200,000 copies of this picture and tune flooded the streets 
of New York City on just one day in 1896. It is impossible to know how many 
individuals encountered the song at the theater or in private performances at home; how 
many saw this devastating picture as they flipped through their morning news. 
 Not all coon songs featured razor-wielding dandies, or focused so specifically on 
the perceived violence of African Americans. Many very popular coon songs, such as 
Ernest Hogan’s All Coons Look Alike to Me, of 1896, were, while still problematic in 
their representation of blackness, more light-hearted in their comedy.57 In fact, Hogan 
later regretted having written his hit despite its popularity.58 Still, the razor is a very 
common element in coon songs, whether it takes center stage in scenes of extreme 
violence or serves as a simple visual addition to a cover illustration, becoming a type of 
shorthand, an attribute attached to any song or figure to signify blackness. 
 The cover illustration of Irving Lewis and Isabell D’Armond’s, Everybody’s 
Pickin’ on Me! published by Jerome H. Remick & Co. of New York in 1907 (Fig. 42), 
shows how the razor became an attribute of blackness itself, abstracted from narrative 
necessity. In Thomas Rousseau’s illustration a tall and thin black man with an 
exaggerated clownish frown stands at the picture’s far left, staring off into the distance 
with wide, lidless eyes. His long plaid coat accentuates the length of his arms which hang 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
publication’s own announcement of circulation figures, printed on the opposite page of the 
volume.  
57 This song’s title may be misleading to later audiences, as these words are not being said by a 
white character, but by a black woman who has dumped one beau for another.  Her affections are 
fickle, and she explains she will date any man who spends money on her, since she explains, “All 
coons look alike to me.” 
58 Lemons, J. Stanley “Black Stereotype as Reflected in Popular Culture, 1880-1920,” American 
Quarterly, Vol. 29, No. 2 (Spring, 1977), 107. 
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to his sides, lending him an ape-like appearance. His sadness is evident, not only because 
of his frown, but the blankness of his stare. He does not look back to the viewer but into 
nothingness, into a void the viewer cannot perceive. We are not given a sense of the 
interior world that haunts the man, though the artist’s choice to have him look left gives 
the impression that he looks behind and not ahead, as though he is fixated on the past.  
 To the figure’s left, a heraldic shield floats in space. It is divided in quarters, each 
section bearing an insignia drawn from popular perceptions of black Americans. The top 
left quarter shows a watermelon in front of a pale pink background. Though probably not 
intended to carry any deeper meaning, this is the same pink used to color the man’s 
mouth, suggesting the supposed African American propensity for eating the fruit. The top 
right quarter displays a chicken, another stereotypical food. The lower left quarter shows 
two dice, a reference to gambling; the lower right a straight razor, open just enough to 
reveal its gleaming blade. As is common with coats of arms, a motto scroll hangs beneath 
the shield. It is blank, as though the person or family to whom this coat of arms belongs 
has no tradition, no culture, and no code.  
 The emblems on this shield do not come from the song itself. The comic tune 
describes a despondent figure named Henry, who feels the world mistreats him. He offers 
few specifics saying only: “A friend’s a friend when a friend’s in need, But everybody 
helps everybody else but me.”59 Henry resolves to hide behind a tree with a shotgun, and 
“pick off everybody what’s pickin’ on me.” The singer, presumably a friend of Henry’s, 
threatens to stop him by getting the police, which Henry interprets as simply another 	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personal slight. While the song’s tale is one of potential violence, there is no threat from a 
razor, no chickens or melons, and only a brief reference to gambling. How then to make 
sense of the coat of arms? The emblems emblazoned on the shield signify blackness as 
negotiated outside of this one illustration. In other words, this coat of arms speaks to a 
conception of stereotypical blackness which this song invokes through the inclusion of 
these symbols, rather than representing it through specific character or narrative 
elements. 
 This was not the first popular song to bring together the emblems from this coat 
of arms in a non-narrative symbol to represent blackness. Heelan and Helf’s Every Race 
Has a Flag but the Coon, published in 1900 by Joseph W. Stern & Co. of New York, 
defines African American through symbols removed from a specific narrative. Though it 
lacks a dynamic cover illustration, its lyrics are full of symbols, as the leader of the 
fictional Blackville Club, disgusted that his organization represents the only ethnic group 
without its own flag, proposes to design a banner: 
He says, “Now I’ll suggest a flag that ought to win a prize,  
Just take a flannel shirt and paint it red,  
Then draw a chicken on it, with two poker dice for eyes,  
An’ have it wavin’ razors ‘round its head; 
To make it quaint, you’ve got to paint 
A possum, with a pork chop in his teeth, 
To give it tone, a big hambone, 
You sketch upon a banjo underneath.60 
 
This flag and the coat of arms from the previous song are composite symbols, 
constructed from emblems abstracted from other sources in order to represent blackness. 	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Thus the songs’ meanings are not entirely contained within the songs themselves, but 
relate to an interconnected web of signification, to streams of images, words, experiences, 
and popular conceptions of what white audiences thought it meant to be black.  
Somebody’s Done Me Wrong, by Marshall Walker and Will E. Skidmore, 
published in 1918 by Skidmore Music co. of Kansas City Missouri (Fig. 43), returns the 
razor to its explicitly violent context, while still associating it with a network of symbolic 
tropes. The illustration for this song, in which a preacher publicly condemns and 
threatens a deacon of his church for seducing his wife, depicts the preacher at the pulpit 
glowering down into the congregation. Though a handgun is strapped to the side of his 
pulpit, he clings to a razor as though it holds some talismanic power. The stained-glass 
window in the rear wall of the church depicts no biblical figures, but a chicken, a pair of 
dice, and the four suits from a deck of playing cards. This same network of racist symbols 
have moved from a social or municipal grounding to the theological, depicting a black 
church as a place of low and libidinous activities such as gambling and sexual seduction, 
as a perverted hall of worship where even the preachers are violence and untrustworthy. 
These supposed stereotypical traits are here represented as so deeply ingrained in the race 
that they are of religious importance. Again, the preacher’s razor does not come from the 
lyrics either, yet is no mere symbol in colored glass –it is a weapon once more in the 
hand of a violent coon.  
As a stereotype largely created by popular music, the coon was a violent creature, 
fond of easy money and fast women. But, where did he get his razor? The other elements 
of coon “culture” can be traced to earlier minstrel songs and existing stereotypes. The 
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coon even dressed, in many cases, just as his dandy progenitors Dandy Jim and Zip Coon. 
But, when tracing the evolution of black figures in American popular song, the razor 
seems to come from nowhere –and demands to be accounted for. While the white public 
may have been indulging in fantastic fears by creating these violent coons, the razor was 
not only a tool of black violence. Rather, because of its connection to barbering, the razor 
signified something else greatly feared by many white Americans: black social mobility 
and eventual racial equality.  
 
“The keen edge of the razor did fearful work” 
 “Simon Ray, a negro barber, caught Martha Walker, a negro woman, by the hair 
last night and drew a razor with all his might across the back of her neck, driving the 
keen blade down to the spinal column and almost severing her head from her body.”61 So 
begins the dramatic account of an 1898 razor attack. Covered in grand yellow style by 
The Atlanta Constitution, the assault was reportedly not premeditated, or even the act of a 
jealous lover. Rather, Ray “couldn’t control his temper” in what began as a verbal 
confrontation with a woman he did not know, and responded to her abuse with a swift 
blade. 
The woman’s head had to be held onto her shoulders by a policeman while the 
ambulance was being summoned, and she cried out that her head was off and 
begged the people standing around to put it back on. Several times her head fell 
forward and would have choked her to death had the officer not quickly caught it 
and held it in place… A crowd quickly gathered, and the negro(sic) women 
became frenzied at seeing the bloody garments of the victim and the frightful 
gaping wound in the back of the neck, and while the victim wailed and chanted a 	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prayer, they sang a sort of wild refrain, which sounded like the cries of the Indians 
over their dead. The scene was weird and depressing.62 
 
The assailant was not an unbridled maniac, but as an unpredictable and 
remorseless character, unwilling to excuse or defend his actions. After the attack he 
calmly folded his razor, put it back in his pocket, and walked away. When a passerby 
asked who had injured the woman, he replied unflinchingly, “I did it, by G-d, with my 
razor.”  
As this one story demonstrates, if one was to judge from a quick search of 
historical newspapers, it was not only in popular songs that blacks wielded razors as 
weapons. While most accounts lack the Constitution’s flamboyance, the language used to 
describe these attacks is evocative and sensationalistic. Still, it would be problematic at 
best to use these articles as documentary evidence of violence in the nineteenth century, 
especially as others have already demonstrated the imbalanced nature of such reporting.63 
However, a correlation between razor attacks as reported in newspapers and the depiction 
of black violence in popular coon songs can be demonstrated with a quick reading of 
several examples. 
An intoxicated negro man in Washington DC “ran amok with a razor” and was 
apprehended by police only after cutting two people;64 a man in New York City, jealous 
over sharing his wife’s affections, “used his razor freely” and “nearly disemboweled” his 
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rival;65 a “negro desperado” in Washington DC, attacked another man in a saloon “with 
almost no provocation.”66 In Dresden Tennessee, “Jordan Thompson, colored, cut a white 
man with a razor and fled. He was pursued by officers, who, on his refusal to surrender, 
shot him dead.”67 It is assumed the victim not only survived, but was not seriously injured 
in the attack, as the newspaper account would no doubt have reported otherwise. In 
Valdosta Georgia, the Negro community was “very much alarmed” with the appearance 
of a so-called “colored Jack the Ripper” who emerged at dark of night to attack both 
women and men.68  
Most of these were minor news items, covered in single-paragraph articles. 
However, these accounts largely correspond to coons’ behavior in popular song. In 
several cases the violence resulted from what proper middle-class society at the time 
would consider improper behaviors or vices, such as drinking too much or cheating on a 
lover. In all cases assailants were rash and quick to seek violent retribution. As previously 
shown, coons in song were dishonest, given to drink, and lascivious. As Dormon reports, 
they were “…razor-wielding savages, routinely attacking one another at the slightest 
provocation as a normal function of their uninhibited social lives.”69 In perhaps the most 
disturbing newspaper accounts, the attacks were completely unpredictable, the assailants 
even unknown, suggesting that unthinking brutish monsters were stalking the streets. 
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Like De Coon Dat Had De Razor, and the bully of May Irwin’s song, these disturbing 
murderers did not need a reason to draw their keen blades. 
Commonalities between coon songs and period newspaper stories are revealed 
when comparing the example of Simon Ray, the murderous barber, to De Coon Dat Had 
De Razor. Ray attacked with little provocation, reportedly because he was angry with 
how Martha Walker was talking to him. After the brutal attack, he calmly walked away, 
and responded to questions without justifying his actions. The crowd that developed at 
the scene, specifically made up of black women, reportedly made a wild noise, crying as 
“the Indians over their dead.” Horace Jinks, De Coon Dat had De Razor, also attacked 
with little provocation, in fact no reason is given in the song. After the fight, all the 
“coons” fled the scene, but the black women were described as “crying” over Johny 
Frazier. In the cover illustration, Jinks appears after the attack, standing calmly with his 
razor in his hand. While he does not pocket the razor to escape, like Ray, his attitude, 
body language, and stance make it clear that he offers no excuse, owning his murderous 
actions with defiance. Both stories also feature a policeman, though in the song he too is 
frightened of Jinks and runs away, while an officer named DeBray successfully brought 
Ray to justice. 
The events in the song cannot be connected to the news article as Jinks’s rampage 
pre-dates Ray’s attack by thirteen years. However, by placing these narratives in dialog 
with one another, one sees that both were participating in a popular construction of black 
violence, by combining actual occurrences with the public’s imagination and taste for 
sensational stories. As Wood described, news accounts of black violence were clearly 
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exaggerated at this time.70 The account of Simon Ray and Martha Walker, while no doubt 
based on a true occurrence, is clearly exaggerated. For example, Walker was nearly 
beheaded, her neck so deeply slashed that the police officer had to hold her head on her 
shoulders, yet she was still able to scream at bystanders, begging them to help her put her 
head back on. While I do not doubt that Ray attacked Walker, I also do not doubt that the 
unnamed journalist covering the story, took a great deal of creative license. 
Reading accounts of razor violence in newspapers near the turn of the century 
reveals a near obsession with racial and ethnic details. Many more examples could have 
been cited, but after four or five unique elements are hard to come by. For example, very 
few accounts can be found where the razor assailant is white, and in nearly all of these 
cases, it is an Italian man. It seems enlightening for the argument at hand, that at a time 
when Italians were immigrating to the United States in greatly increased numbers, they 
began to feature in newspaper accounts in the same ways as African Americans and are 
represented exhibiting the same moral weaknesses typically ascribed to blacks. Italians 
struck out with their razors after over-indulging in alcohol, when squabbling over 
gambling, or when fighting over women.71 In other words, it seems that razor violence, at 
least as represented in the media, was within the special purview of the racial or ethnic 
other. 
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One final newspaper article, published in 1905, sheds light on this brotherhood of 
razor violence, and is worth quoting at some length. Apparently in response to proposed 
concealed weapon restrictions in New York City, an unnamed “Southerner” is quoted: 
The razor has been the negro’s(sic) weapon for a good many generations. His use 
of it for offense and defense goes back to the days of slavery. Firearms were 
forbidden to the slaves, and they naturally took to a weapon that was easily 
concealed and that had an innocent use. The razor was just the thing. The slave 
always had the excuse that he needed his razor for shaving, so that the master 
could not reasonable deprive him of it… I hear that the Italians, frightened by the 
punishment bestowed for carrying the ordinary concealed deadly weapons of their 
race, have learned from the negroes(sic) to carry razors. As likely as not the 
Italians will find some way of making the razor an effective weapon for their 
purposes.72 
  
Razor fighting, as represented in newspapers and on popular sheet music, was 
symbolically associated with ethnic and racial otherness. While those associations may 
have originated with actual razor attacks, the extent to which razor violence was in reality 
confined to certain ethnic groups is impossible to ascertain. Yet, digging into the 
signification of black razor imagery brings symbolic reactions to black social mobility to 
the fore. While the violent imagery of a coon wielding a razor in sheet music seems to 
emerge suddenly without musical precedent in the 1880s, black men had been wielding 
razors in America for over a century, as barbers. The late-nineteenth-century symbolic 
representation of razor violence as a degenerate street “culture” particular to blacks and a 
few additional ethnic “others” can be connected to the tradition of black barbering in the 
New World, resonating with mainstream America’s fear of black economic success and 
social equality. 
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 As documented by Douglas Walter Bristol Jr., in Colonial America, it was 
common for slave owners to have a “waiting man” who was not only a house slave, but a 
personal valet and sometime confidant, who “went from being a plantation lieutenant 
directing other slaves one moment to blacking his master’s shoes the next and moved 
between the closed world of the plantation and the diverse society in town.”73 This 
liminal figure, who at times enjoyed and benefited from a closer society with his master, 
for Bristol is progenitor of a proud yet contested figure in African American culture.  The 
waiting man is the ur-black barber, beginning a centuries-long tradition which continues 
to the present day.  
 In antebellum America, black barbering transitioned from an obligation of 
enslavement to a professional service, as freed blacks opened their own shops, catering 
primarily to white men. The customers enjoyed a familiarity, even a “barbershop 
friendship” with the proprietors, though such relationships were never understood to 
suggest social equality.74 When white men went to barbershops, they talked with each 
other and with their black hosts about their lives and experiences, engaging in racially 
formalized yet relaxed social rituals that “established standards for manhood and 
respectability.”75 At the same time, black barbers could achieve a new level of economic 
success that was unusual for their race at the time. They experienced the “trappings of 
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middle-class respectability” could afford good homes and fine possessions, and could 
provide comfort and stability for their families. 76 
 Black barbers worked not only for personal gain or to support their own families, 
but to lift up their communities. They were trained through an artisanal system, wherein 
young boys apprenticed, advanced to earning wages as journeymen, and hoped to be 
accepted as masters of their trade.77 Barbers then formed professional and fraternal 
organizations, which for example provided funds for the funerals of their brethren.78 
Barbering was a way of life through which many African American men found not only 
success and stability, but social fulfillment. It was one of the few professions open to 
African Americans that offered this level of upward mobility.79 
 By 1855 black barbers outpaced the numbers of African Americans in most other 
skilled labor professions.80 The dominance of black barbershops, however, faced cultural 
and demographic challenges. Some black leaders, including Frederick Douglass and 
David Walker, publicly denounced service professions such as barbering for being 
menial, and keeping black Americans from more elevated and intellectual pursuits.81 
Black barbers also sometimes faced intense criticism for courting white customers after 
the war, when segregation forced them to explicitly choose the race of their clientele. 
These barbers rejected the notion that they were traitors on the grounds that they were 
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businessmen, and that their success uplifted their communities and their race.82 Indeed, 
gilded-age barbershops, many with black proprietors, became part of a growing luxury 
service industry. The black barber found himself at the center of an even more elevated 
and refined social sphere.83 Yet, many factors including the deterioration of race relations 
during and after Reconstruction and increased competition from European immigrants, 
lead to a decline in the number of African American owned barbershops catering 
exclusively to white patrons.84 
 Black barbers faced resistance not only from Civil Rights leaders. A white 
populace ever vigilant against the threat of black ascendance feared that freed blacks 
achieving a higher social class might eventually erase the separation between the races. 
Social equality, black economic power, and suffrage, all played on white fears of what 
Wood called the “Africanization” of society: “the fear that the South would become a 
black man’s country, with Negroes in public office, Negroes in places of business and 
commerce, Negroes in the churches and schools, Negroes controlling every aspect of 
life.”85 The South, however, was not unique in its fear, as whites in the North before the 
war had generally little contact with African Americans, and after the war largely 
subscribed to the point of view that America had always been and should always be a 
white nation.86 In short, when a white customer may have on occasion shivered at the 
touch of a black barber’s razor, he feared not only the cutting edge of a sharp blade, but 
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the possibility that the black man’s razor represented the social and economic power to 
wound, perhaps kill, white America. 
 In several notable instances, fear of the black barber’s social ascendance was 
symbolically explored in mid-century literature. Most famously, multiple scholars have 
argued that Edgar Allan Poe’s 1841 story The Murders in the Rue Morgue, celebrated as 
the genesis of modern detective fiction, is a nightmarish exposition of racial fear.87 In a 
twist ending, the murderer is revealed to be an orangutan brandishing his master’s razor. 
Orangutans and other great apes were frequently compared to black people in the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. Most shocking was the apparently common belief 
that orangutan’s lusted after human women, leading to the conclusion that, in Lemire’s 
words, “…nothing made [blacks and orangutans] more similar than the type of desire 
they each supposedly had for the women above them in the Chain of Being.”88 In fact, 
Poe connects the specter of sexual violation and race mixing to black upward mobility, as 
the orangutan’s razor is a tool for attacking a mother and her daughter in a bedroom. 
Fetterley further elaborates, that the Orangutan commits the murder at night, in a 
bedroom and that: “One of the bodies has been thrust up a chimney, an image evocative 
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of rape.”89 The orangutan, as described in the story, is an animal out of control, deemed 
not culpable for its actions because of a lack of understanding. Still, as Lemire succinctly 
argues: “By making a barbering razor the chief murder weapon, Poe draws on the 
perceived similarities between blacks and simians in order to claim as dangerous the 
possibility of upward mobility that black barbering signaled for so many whites at the 
time.”90 Blacks, in this context, are perceived as a threat, not because they are planning an 
overthrow of the white power structure, but because like a dumb animal, they may use 
the power symbolized by the barber’s razor to wreak unintentional havoc. How closely 
this prefigures May Irwin’s ape-like bully, who seeks violence with his razor! What was 
once a tool of success becomes a fearful weapon when wielded by a savage hand. 
In his 1855 novella Benito Cereno, Herman Melville tells a story very different 
from Poe’s, which also features a memorable exploration of the barber’s razor. In the 
story, slaves aboard the ship San Dominick overthrow the crew committing numerous 
acts of murder and violence. When Amaso Delano, captain of another ship, The 
Bachelor’s Delight, boards the vessel, the slaves, wishing to maintain control of the ship, 
pretend that they are still in enslaved. Babo, the leader of the revolt, acts the part of 
Captain Benito Cereno’s doting personal slave. While Delano can tell that something is 
amiss, he is unable to divine the true situation, and marvels at Babo’s care for his master. 
In a memorable scene, Babo insists on shaving Cereno, and Delano watches as the slave 
lathers his master, and draws his razor. What Delano does not suspect at the time, is that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
89 Fetterley, “Reading About Reading,” 156. 
90 Lemire,”Miscegenation,” 108-109. 
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this shaving charade is Babo’s reminder to Cereno of who is in charge, of who holds the 
power of life and death aboard the San Dominick.  
Again, the barber’s razor in the hands of a black man represents a terrifying, and 
in this case unlawful exercise of power. This is not, as in Poe’s tale, the black man as an 
unthinking beast, reacting to base instincts only as it strikes out with more power than it 
should ever have wielded. Now, the black man is murderous, and conniving. The razor is 
a tool of deception, which Babo uses to pretend that he is still under Cereno’s control. He 
shaves his master not because he must, but because he wishes for a brief time to maintain 
the image of a subservient waiting man. He is biding his time, waiting for a moment 
when Delano’s back is turned, or when he leaves the ship, when the razor will become a 
murderous blade.  
While nothing in popular music prepared the audience for the murderous coon 
with a razor in his hand, the black man with a razor had been a contested symbol of 
African American upward mobility for much of the nineteenth century. In the 1880s and 
1890s, during the so-called coon song craze, black barbers, while declining in numbers, 
were still finding financial success operating luxury barbershops that catered to wealthy 
and influential white men. The violent and degrading imagery from coon song 
illustrations that feature black men wielding razors, like “Murders in the Rue Morgue” 
and Benito Cereno, rely on the razor’s signification as a tool for black mobility. For many 
Americans, black success was tied to threats of race amalgamation, and the 
“Africanization” of the United States. Coon songs that depicted blacks with razors as 
humorously low brutes or foolish and libidinous murderers, can not only be read as 
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eruptions of white fear, but as attempts to mock, belittle, and subvert the razor as a tool 
for black ascendance. It is worth repeating that the number of black barbershops in the 
United States began to decline after the Civil War in part because of European 
immigrants opening their own white barber shops. This was the same moment when 
newspapers began describing the black and Italian races as uniquely inclined toward 
razor violence. The razor as a weapon was tied in the popular imagination to racial 
otherness, and class mobility, whether in yellow journalism, detective fiction, or coon 
songs.  
 
Conclusion 
 The representation of black men in sheet music illustration during the nineteenth 
century not only relied upon stereotype, but took part in creating successful and widely 
traded images of racial otherness. As popular music is a medium of the moment, 
ephemeral in not only its physical form but in its choice of subjects, songwriters, 
publishers, and illustrators were able to experiment with sheet music, fantasizing about 
the American experience with black peoples, and about the meaning of blackness itself in 
the years immediately surrounding the devastation of the Civil War. Characters such as 
Jim Crow and Zip Coon were the genesis of American blackface minstrelsy, codifying 
the plantation darkie and black dandy stereotypes. The expanded minstrel show of the 
1840s and 1850s achieved great success, becoming an early example of popular culture in 
the United States, while creating sheet music with illustrations that not only recorded the 
mechanics of minstrel stage craft, but pedaled carefree plantation fantasies. Reacting to 
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the escalation of abolitionist and anti-abolitionist sentiment in the years leading up to the 
war, these pictures, and the minstrel show as an entertainment complex, were not 
innocuous entertainment, but formative social ritual through which white audiences 
conceptualized black otherness, justifying the subjugation and degradation of black 
peoples. Sheet music illustration, with its focus on the stage and artifice, emphasized 
performance and the putting on of blackness, further dividing and defining black and 
white as inherently separate races. 
 During the Civil War, popular music illustration documented changing and 
competing opinions about black soldiers, at first imagined as humorous and bumbling 
minstrel show characters. In these examples, minstrel-type figures were used to describe 
explicitly real contemporary peoples, pushing back against the minstrel fantasy of the 
plantation. As the union escalated the enlistment of black troops, sheet music illustration 
departed from the minstrel tradition, venturing to depict black soldiers as persons and 
men –perhaps the first examples of popular sheet music depicting actual black people 
rather than blackface characters. Representations of blacks in realistic situations, and as 
believably real people, did not last after the war, as popular songs engaged 
Reconstruction through a trope of dreaming. At worst, black characters were depicted as 
malformed nightmare creatures, keeping beat with the infernal music of a witches 
Sabbath. At best, they were hapless wanderers, daydreaming of their carefree days 
singing on the plantation. In either case, the suggestion of a dream state removes the 
images from the real world, as if the American populace was unable or unwilling to 
awake after the war, to face the new day of emancipation. Yet, even these altered states, 
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while no longer relying on the minstrel show for their iconography, severely separate the 
races, showing white men and women in heavenly realms, and freedmen wandering in a 
dreary world.  
 The Civil War, for all its destruction and terror, encouraged some hopeful 
ruminations on race, as minstrel characters, though still in most cases degrading parodies, 
traded banjos for rifles becoming in the words of the Hymn, “men at last, and soldiers.” 
The true tragedy came after the war, when white America, fueled by social anxiety and 
fears of amalgamation, imagined the barber’s razor, once a tool for social uplift, as a 
murderous blade. Ultimately, nineteenth-century America preferred imagining black 
bullies stalking the streets than black barbers and other upwardly mobile professionals, 
struggling slowly toward equality.  
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Fig. 24. E.V. Craig for Endicott Lith., Jim Crow (New York: Firth and Hall). Courtesy of 
the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins 
University. 
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Fig. 25. Unknown artist, Jim Crow (New York: E. Riley). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy 
Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 26. Endicott lith., Zip Coon (New York: J.L. Hewitt & Co, 1830-35). American 
Antiquarian Society. 
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Fig. 27. Unknown artist, Music of the Ethiopian Serenaders (New York: William Hall & 
Son, 1847. Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 28. Thayer & Co., lith., Songs of the Virginia Serenaders (Boston: Keith’s Music 
Publishing House, 1844). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The 
Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 29. Thayer & Co., lith., The Celebrated Negro Melodies as sung by the Virginia 
Minstrels (Boston: George P. Reed, 1843). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of 
Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 30. Sarony, Major & Knapp, lith., Raw Recruits (New York: Firth, Poind & Co., 
1861). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 31. P.S. Duval & Son, lith., Hymn of the Freedman, words by George H. Boker, 
music by “A Contraband.” (Philadelphia: The Supervisory Committee for Recruiting 
Colored Regiments, 1864). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, 
The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 32. Bufford’s lith., The Invalid Corps, by Frank Wilder (Boston: Henry Tolman & 
Co., 1863). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 33. Unknown artist, We’re Coming Fodder Abraham (Nashville, C.T. Beauman, 
1863). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 34. F. Welcker and A. McLean, lith., The Carpet Bagger, words by T.E. Garrett, 
music by Alfred von Rochow (St. Louis: Balmer & Weber, 1868). Courtesy of the Lester 
S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins 
University. 
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Fig. 35. P.S. Duval & Son, lith., Reconstruction Grand March (New Orleans: A.E. 
Blackmar, 1868). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The 
Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 36. Unknown artist, My Ole Home in Alabama ‘Fo’ De War, by H.P. Danks (Boston: 
G.D. Russell & Co., 1875). The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet 
Music, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 37. Thomas Hunter, lith., Take Me Back to Home & Mother, words by Arthur W. 
French, music by William A. Huntley (Providence: Cory Bros., 1875). Collection of the 
author. 
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Fig. 38. Unknown artist, My Dear Savannah Home, by H.P. Danks (Boston: Oliver 
Ditson Company, 1881). The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet 
Music, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 39. Unknown artist, De Coon Dat Had De Razor, by Sam Lucas (Boston: White, 
Smith & Company, 1885. Sheet Music Collection, The John Hay Library, Brown 
University. 
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Fig. 40. De Coon Dat Had De Razor, back cover.  
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Fig. 41. Forbes Company, lith., May Irwin’s Bully Song, by Charles E. Trevathan (New 
York: The Journal, New York, 1895). The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated 
American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, 
Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 42. Thomas Rousseau, lith., Everybody’s Pickin’ On Me, words by Irving Lewis, 
music by Isabell D’Armond (New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1907). The Sam 
DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National 
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 43. Unknown artist, Somebody’s Done Me Wrong, words by Marshall Walker, music 
by Will E. Skidmore (Kansas City: Skidmore Music Co., 1918). The Sam DeVincent 
Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National Museum of 
American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Chapter 3: Hoopskirts and Handlebars; Gender Construction and Transgression in 
Victorian America 
 
The public experience of gender, especially as it related to outward performance 
and dress, was more complicated in late-nineteenth-century America than is popularly 
believed. Then as now, gender was under construction, with boundaries continuously 
being negotiated, drawn, and transgressed. Thanks primarily to feminist scholars’ 
engagement with the historical, social, and cultural construction of gender, since the 
1970s excellent work has consistently been published on gender roles in Victorian 
America and Britain, challenging the notion of a monolithic masculinity and femininity. 
Despite persistent popular imaginings of thoroughly separated feminine/domestic and 
masculine/public social spheres and an entrenched simplistic view of Victorian manliness 
and patriarchy, recent and contemporary scholarship posits multiple masculinities and 
femininities. As noted by Marc C. Carnes and Clyde Griffin, “…it appears that a far 
wider range of male behaviors and gender roles was acceptable during the mid-nineteenth 
century than a century later.”1 The same could be said of women, who did not, in fact, 
always stay in their proscribed place. As Nancy Cott observed, “It is important to stress 
the extent to which women were present in public –on the street, in the workplace, in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Mark C. Carnes and Clyde Griffin, “Introduction,” Meanings for Masculinity: Constructions of 
Masculinity in Victorian America, eds. Mark C. Carnes and Clyde Griffin, (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1990), 6. 
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courts.”2 Men and women were not locked within inherited or perceived norms of 
gender-based behaviors, but rather reacted to these inherited constructions with various 
personal and public performances of self. By examining representations of such actions 
and reactions, it can be demonstrated that widely held beliefs in fixed definitions of 
manliness and womanliness perceptibly was shifting throughout the nineteenth century. 
To sort through the many possible locations and performances in which gender 
was asserted, transgressed, contested, and constructed, this chapter focuses on two visual 
tropes in late-nineteenth-century American illustrated song: men and women cross-
dressing, and the politics of gender surrounding the popularization of the bicycle. The 
first theme, while relating to dramatic performance tradition, provides critical access to a 
complicated set of situations; in some cases it was deemed appropriate for a man to wear 
a dress or a woman to wear trousers, while in others such acts of transvesting were a 
challenge to the accepted social order. The second equally complex theme touches on 
issues of fashion, sport, transportation, and the structuring of post-war American 
masculinity. In fact, Civil War ghosts are visible in both of these case studies, as a 
coupling of gender and power was invoked in the intellectual and ideological battle 
between the states, and the definitions of gender more openly questioned and more 
forcefully asserted in the modern American society inaugurated by the war’s conclusion.  
Consider a man in a red dress, admiring himself in an ornately framed mirror (Fig. 
44). With his palms flat against the white marble vanity top, he stretches onto his tip toes 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Nancy Cott, “On Men’s History and Women’s History,” in Carnes and Griffin, Meanings for 
Masculinity, 207. Her next sentence, of equal importance to understand the thrust of her argument 
for reconsidering the gendering of history continues: “But one must also ask Which women were 
in public, When and Why? and Who saw them there?” 
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to take in more of the reflecting glass, wanting to see more than his delicately perched hat 
with its two long red feathers and his elaborately twined hair-do, a massive golden-brown 
ball, swollen like an insect’s abdomen. Viewed from behind, his entire head takes on the 
shape of a grand bug, the hat feathers becoming antennae or wings sweeping back, the 
loose dangling braid a long tail, perhaps a stinger, stretching down his back. His dress is 
rucked up past the knee revealing a cage-like hoopskirt and the man’s plain gray slacks. 
In a paired work (Fig. 45), a woman wearing a men’s suit, complete with top hat, 
watch chain, and walking stick, strolls down a public street. Unlike her male 
counterpart’s private demonstration before a transformative looking glass, this woman 
performs gender in front of the world. Two young girls look adoringly on the “boy.” 
These two do not merely observe him, but swoon at his presence; one girl leans on her 
friend’s shoulder and both cock their heads coyly to the side. They revel in the youthful 
intimacy of being attracted to the same boy. They giggle together as he walks by, or 
perhaps commiserate in their shared longing for his affection. 
A third picture features three cyclists, two female wheelers and a bicycle cop in 
hot pursuit (Fig. 46). “Miss Wise” and “Miss Foolish,” so identified by the names on 
their handlebars, are riding at night, and the latter has no lantern. The policeman rides up 
between them, stretching his arm out to claw after Foolish, who perhaps has ignored a 
local statute against cycling after dark without a lantern. But, is this her only foolish act? 
The women are opposite in more than their lantern usage, most glaringly, in their choice 
of attire, their performance of self, and their personal styling of gender.  
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Even a quick glance at these pictures demonstrates that nineteenth-century 
Americans did not merely inhabit a natural and inherent sense of maleness or femaleness, 
but constantly enacted and performed gender. As James Eli Adams explained, there is 
“…[an] intractable element of theatricality in all masculine self-fashioning, which 
inevitably makes appeal to an audience, real or imagined.”3 In other words, gender was 
not given, but rather something enacted, a style that would be put on for the approval or 
acknowledgement of another. This focus on performance and audience suggests a 
temporal element to gender, that it cannot so much be what one is or does at an instant, 
but an ever-changing conversation between individuals and society. As Herbert Sussman 
put it: “For the Victorians, manhood is not an essence but a plot, a condition whose 
achievement and whose maintenance forms a narrative over time.”4 A revised picture of 
Victorian gender, then, offers something not static but fluid –not a solid set of 
characteristics rooted in an immovable patriarchy, but “an unstable equilibrium,”5 a 
constant flux of communicating performances. 
While many writers have contributed to this historical and cultural reappraisal of 
gender, many have done so by examining a common field of social institutions and 
cultural products. For example, compelling scholarship has come from historians and 
scholars of literature; their case studies therefore examine institutional structures in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 James Eli Adams, Dandies and Desert Saints: Styles of Victorian Masculinity (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 1995), 11. 
4 Herbert Sussman, Victorian Masculinities: Manhood and Masculine Poetics in Early Victorian 
Literature and Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 13. 
5 Ibid, 15. 
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vein of Foucault,6 or mine the canon of Western literature.7 Such valuable studies 
unfortunately neglect the products of America’s popular culture machinery, which offer 
insight into a large section of society that may have been unintentionally ignored in 
earlier investigations. For example, the introduction of one excellent study suggests that 
gender was only a concern of the middle and upper classes, as those working in factories 
and sweatshops, “gave the issue little thought.”8 What other possible conclusion could 
one come to by analyzing the works of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood or Thomas 
Carlyle? A turn to the popular, perhaps, can broaden the discussion, and add compelling 
voices to the dialog of American gender in the nineteenth century.  
Illustrated sheet music frequently featured images of gender styled, situating 
masculine and feminine negotiations and performances in a very large setting indeed. The 
three pictures mentioned above exemplify the gendered iconography of illustrated song, 
and introduce the arguments to follow. Even if most consumers saw these pictures as 
humor pure and simple, the songs still pictured the mutability of gender norms, bringing 
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the general awareness of gender’s constructions and transgressions into the open air. The 
two transvesters, one male one female, humorously subvert the supposed trappings of 
masculinity and femininity in order to poke fun at both genders as they play and playact 
in the spaces in between the inherited and the assumed.9 Miss Foolish exists in a very 
different historical moment. While she is not transvesting, she still embodies the potential 
dangers of playing with the mutability of gender in Victorian America, as she sets out 
splay-legged on her bicycle in a cycling suit instead of a long dress, such as the one worn 
by the more Miss Wise. Women who rode bicycles, in the view of some late-nineteenth-
century commentators, rode them into certain danger –especially those who would do so 
to flout the norms of womanly behavior.  
 Just as it participated in the popular construction and perception of race in the 
nineteenth century, popular song illustration was also a laboratory for picturing gender, 
for representing and constructing popular conceptions of masculinity and femininity. To 
demonstrate music’s facility in picturing complicated and sometimes competing 
conceptions of gender, I will present two separate but interconnected case studies. Taken 
together, these different arguments address the changing attitudes regarding the norms of 
gender performance between the Civil War and the turn of the century. The first, inspired 
by H. Angelo’s comic songs I Wish that I’d Been Born a Girl and I Wish I’d Been Born a 
Boy, is an in-depth analysis of how music pictures provided a place, on the stage and in 
the imagination, for considering the differences between women and men from a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 I am intentionally using the term transvesters rather than transvestites in order to focus on their 
act of cross-dressing rather than on questions of sexuality.  
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surprising point of view, as consumers of the late nineteenth century imagined how and 
why it was different when a man dressed like a woman, and a woman dressed like a man. 
Cross-dressing in theater, though popular at the time, was not novel. Yet, the meanings of 
such performances change over time and, though many of these songs were meant to be 
humorous, they also introduce questions of sexuality and gender subculture in nineteenth-
century America, adding a popular voice to the literary investigations of non-normative 
Victorian gender experience. Theatrical cross-dressing, however, does not account for the 
public’s only perception of drag performance at this time, as I argue that cross-dressing 
pictures on songs in the 1860s would remind many Americans of the Civil War. A man in 
a dress would perhaps appear comic, deceitful, even evil, mirroring the widely repeated 
story of Jefferson Davis being captured in hoopskirts, while a woman in drag could be a 
romantic or even patriotic figure, recalling the women who donned men’s clothes to 
enlist. That these transvesting pictures, for all their gendered complexity, remain light-
hearted and do not indicate deep sexual tensions, suggests that definitions of gender were 
still perceived as static by the general sheet-music-buying public in the years immediately 
after the Civil War. There was no great risk, so it would seem, in picturing a man in a 
dress, or a woman in pants, even when those transgressions related to deeper 
performances of lifestyle. 
My second case study, however, demonstrates exactly what later-nineteenth-
century commentators thought was at risk in representations of non-normative gender 
performance, at a time when out of crisis of self-determination, masculinity and 
femininity were much more flamboyantly performed. A new nineteenth-century 
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invention, the bicycle, opened possibilities for personal transportation, exercise, and 
entertainment, for men and women. Yet, whether cycling was proper for women was 
hotly debated, with some regarding female cyclists as causing “irritation and discomfort, 
if not more serious mischief” for traditional American society.10 By examining the history 
of men and women on bicycles as depicted in sheet music illustration, I will explore the 
public’s declining faith in the permanence of normative gender definitions and roles. The 
bicycle became a floating signifier, attaching itself to numerous social, political, and 
cultural expressions of modernity’s successes and potential failures.11 and popular songs 
capitalized on the craze by featuring cycling themes and images, and in so doing 
documented one of the most powerful axial shifts in American social history as women 
demanded greater autonomy and space, and the right to take off their hoopskirts and wear 
not men’s suits but trousers of their own.  
 
Hoopskirts: cross-dressing in popular song 
I Wish that I’d Been Born a Girl: a Gentleman’s Comic Song, (Fig. 44) by H. 
Angelo was published by Marsh & Bubna of Philadelphia in 1867, with a colorful 
lithographic cover by J. N. Rosenthal of Philadelphia depicting a man in a hoopskirt. The 
dress can’t completely hide his broad shoulders and thick arms, but he smiles at his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 I’m taking this quote out of its original context, from “The Saddle of the Lady’s Bicycle,” The 
British Medical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1809 (Aug. 31, 1895), p. 51, where it is referring to the 
bicycle’s perceived effect on female sexuality, which I address below, and applying it to a larger 
social scope, which I feel was truly at the heart of many such fearful comments.  
11 As Richard Harmond wrote in, “Progress or Flight: An Interpretation of the American Cycle 
Craze of the 1890s,” Journal of Social History, Vol. 5, No. 2 (Winter, 1971-1972), 252, the 
bicycle was a way of expressing various, “…current fears and beliefs.” 
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performance, suggesting that he appears womanly enough for his own needs, whatever 
those may be. A second look at his facial expression, however, casts a darker tone over 
the picture. The edges of his mouth turn down into shadowed creases, suggesting a 
disgusted grimace rather than a smile. His hat pulled down far over his brow hides his 
eyes so they are merely small black holes peering out from the center of the mirror; they 
reveal nothing of his character or emotion, giving his face a sinister mask-like 
appearance.  
 In this illustration the artist created three subtly contrasting views of the subject: 
the man himself, his reflection in the mirror, and his shadow against the wall. In the first 
view the man is shown from behind. This vantage point reveals something significant that 
the others omit, male legs visible within a cage-like hoopskirt. Only the left side of his 
face is visible, enough to see that his cheek is rouged; whether with makeup or 
embarrassment is impossible to tell. In the second view, the reflection is shown only from 
the waist up, offering a view of the man’s full face, his intense but unreadable leer. Little 
is revealed about his psychology, or emotional state. Is he angry, or happy? His reflection 
does not bare the same pinked cheek visible in the first view from behind. While this is 
likely a variation in the coloring and not intended to add depth to the image’s narrative, it 
fleetingly posits a dissonance where the man sees himself as something different than he 
is, even in this moment of make-believe. Neither of the first two views reveal any detail 
of this space beyond the mirror, the presumably interior space dissolving in rolling gray 
shadows. This is only an apparition, a fleeting imagined moment, a fickle and uncertain 
reflection. 
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 The third view of the man provides the most complicated version of the private 
performance. In his shadow cast against the wall to his right, the feathers in the man’s hat 
no longer sweep back along his head, but jut straight from his brow, jabbing upward as 
two sharp horns. His nose and chin are elongated and exaggerated creating the profile of 
a witchy crone with a long hooked nose, or even a spectral horned demon. This murky 
figure hangs low against the wall, its face level with the man’s neck, lurking toward him 
in a vulnerable moment. Behind the shadow, barely discernible from the wall itself, is 
what may be the gentleman’s vest or waistcoat, a row of buttons its only defining feature. 
No doubt he shed this in order to put on the close-fitting dress. The malevolent shadow 
figure lingers in this liminal space between the man’s discarded masculinity and the 
pretended woman he has become, perhaps suggesting even in this intentionally comic 
scene the potential danger of transgressing gender. 
 Though a deep reading of this illustration reveals some latent uneasiness 
regarding gender-crossing performances, even of a private nature, the song itself was 
created with humorous intent. As the title explains, this is a “gentleman’s comic song” in 
which a man imagines how he would behave differently than “... many young girls do” if 
he had been born a girl.12 Among the offenses jokingly singled out are that girls take two 
seats on public transportation with the voluminous fabric of their dresses forcing “old 
folks” to stand, persuade their fathers to buy them pianos in order to attract male attention 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 H. Angelo, “I Wish That I’d Been Born a Girl: A Gentleman’s Comic Song,” (Philadelphia: 
Marsh and Bubna Music Publishers, 1867). 
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despite their family’s economic misfortune, and have more than one beau, favoring 
mustaches and “dandy show” over common sense and stability.13  
 Intriguing inconsistencies emerge when reading the illustration and lyrics 
together. In the first and second verses of the song, the singer explains that he would not 
put on airs by standing for hours looking at himself in the mirror, or puff out his hair until 
it was, “big as pumpkins, Waterfalls, Beneath a queer shap’d hat.”14 Yet, the illustration 
represents exactly those behaviors, the pumpkin sized hairdo on obvious display. More 
important, however, is the question of gender as the lyrical conceit of the song is that the 
singer imagines what it would be like if he were female, if he had actually been born a 
girl. Yet, the cover shows not a woman but a man transvesting. If the cover were to 
illustrate the song’s lyrics, it could show a girl demonstrating “typical” female behavior 
primping and admiring her elaborate hair in front of the mirror, or a girl representing the 
singer’s imagined other self acting with more restraint or decorum. As it is, the 
illustration achieves the exact opposite, showing a man putting on humorous female 
affectation. While this inconsistency can be thought of as creating tension between the 
lyrical and visual ideas at play, in another sense the cover properly illustrates the song’s 
intention, though not its specific content or imagery. By merely looking at the illustration 
a viewer might be able to understand that this would be a humorous and sarcastic song 
about male and female custom and manners, from a male point of view. 
 The song would be sung by a vocal soloist and ensemble, as the verses are written 
in a single voice and the chorus breaks out into four-part harmony. One can imagine the 
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male singer, perhaps in drag, singing the verses full of humorous female behaviors, only 
to be joined by a chorus of other male voices uniting on the words, “I wish that I’d been 
born a girl, You’d best believe it’s true; I wouldn’t put on airs. O No! As most of young 
girls do.” Not only would the audience, no doubt, find humor in a company of men 
bellowing out such a chorus, but the verses contain additional gendered comedy. At the 
end of each phrase, the lead performer sings a wordless descant, a kind of trilling 
birdsong-like refrain high in the register, written higher in fact than any other part in the 
song. These silly, frilly additions to the melody would not signify femininity, but an over-
the-top, almost campy, stylized girlishness, as a male performer in an affected high voice 
twittered on stage.  
 H. Angelo was not only interested in skewering women as in the same year he 
also published the pendant song, I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy: Ladies Comic Song, 
(Fig. 45). While the music of the song is very different from its companion piece, 
especially in that it lacks the sing-along chorus, the cover illustrations make a dynamic 
comparison. Like the man whose pants are visible beneath his hitched-up hoopskirt, the 
main figure in this scene is transvesting. Her charade, however, is more convincing, or 
the revelation of her born sex more subtle. The top hat cocked handsomely to the side at 
second glance seems almost crammed down over a bundle of curly hair. The face, despite 
the thin costume mustache, is smooth, narrow, and arguably more feminine than the faces 
of the three confirmed women in the background. The figure’s left hand, having just 
plucked the cigar from her mouth, is flexed at the wrist with the fingers fanned out in a 
stereotypically dainty gesture. More telling, however, is the womanly hourglass shape 
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apparent beneath the brown and tan suit, highlighted dramatically at the breast and the 
lower abdomen. The public setting of a street makes the implied amorous narrative with 
the two young admirers all the more intriguing. If it is obvious to the viewer, and perhaps 
to the single disapproving backward-glancing woman, that the central figure is a young 
woman and not a man, how does the viewer understand the sexual fluttering of the two 
young women in the foreground? Can this illustration be seen as representing same-sex 
attraction in nineteenth-century America, or is it simply a curious artifact of popular 
song? As will be shown, the line between cross-dressing on the stage and homosexual 
subcultures in Victorian America could be very thin, the latter being not unknown to the 
general public. 
 The mirror image of its twin, in this song a woman sings about the humorous 
failings of young men by imagining how she would behave differently than most if she 
had been born a boy. For example, she wouldn’t wear an artificially dainty mustache, or 
sport a large watch and fob. Of course, as before, the illustration shows a woman, not a 
man, performing exactly the tropes she rejects. Unlike Angelo’s other song, this image, 
while contradicting the lyrical content of the song, does not so much illustrate the song’s 
comic intent. Rather than allowing the viewer to quickly ascertain the humor of a man in 
a hoopskirt, this picture provides the viewer with a more convincing and potentially more 
confusing performance. The woman does not pose privately in front of a mirror, but takes 
her experiment to the street. Once there, her performance is convincing enough to cause 
two unsuspecting young women to flirt with her. Or, in spite of the only momentarily 
successful ruse, two young girls look adoringly at a beautiful woman. 
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 An American audience in 1866 would have been prepared to view this man in a 
hoopskirt and this woman in a men’s suit by various competing modes of gender 
performance that included cross-dressing. Rather than viewing them in isolation, the 
consumers drawn to these pictures and songs would have seen them as resonating with 
other similar images and performances with which they were familiar, causing them to 
signify differently to different audiences, or at different times. The most likely cross-
dressing reference for most at this time would be the popular theater.  
Angelo dedicated I Wish That I’d Been Born a Girl, to Tom Vance, a comic 
vocalist who performed in New York as part of “Wood’s Theatre Comique.”15 Vance was 
a popular enough performer to have collections of his best-known numbers published in 
Tom Vance’s Circus Songster and Tom Vance’s Kom-e-Kill Songster in 1855 and 1866 
respectively.16 Whether he sang Angelo’s tune on the stage to great acclaim or never 
performed it at all, this dedication establishes these songs as part of a theatrical tradition. 
If Vance did sing it in on stage, he may have done so in drag. While no source describes 
his performances in detail, cross-dressing on the stage was long a component of popular 
theater and was common on the American stage. 
 One popular cross-dressing performer of the day was William Lingard, who 
wrote, performed, and published multiple songs in the 1860s, at the same time as 
Angelo’s dedication to Vance. Walking Down Broadway, (Fig. 47) published by Wiliiam 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 T. Allston Brown, A History of the New York Stage: From the First Performance in 1731 to 
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lyrics of popular songs without accompanying musical notation. It should be noted that Tom 
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A. Pond and Company of New York in 1868, features a colored lithograph by Major and 
Knapp of Broadway, of Lingard in a green floor-length gown, his masculine face peering 
out from beneath a wig of blond ringlets. The picture’s caption explains that this is, “Wm. 
Lingard In His Great Character Songs.” A list of these songs, including On the Beach at 
Long Branch, and Captain Jinks, appears below. For Lingard, drag was not a full-time 
pursuit, though judging from the fact that several of the songs listed on this sheet were 
published with the same cross-dressing cover, it was a significant and popular part of his 
act. For songs such as Captain Jinks of the Horse Brigade, a first person male comic 
song, this long green dress would certainly not have been worn. This is a portrait of 
Lingard in character for a specific stage performance, and contrasts with the uncertain 
and private demonstration from the cover of Angelo’s song. Though I Wish I’d Been 
Born a Girl was dedicated to a known performer, there is no indication that its illustration 
was meant to represent Vance in drag on the stage. 
Lingard’s career demonstrates the existing tradition of theatrical cross-dressing as 
it was practiced by many performers of the nineteenth century, as he donned women’s 
clothing for specific songs, often for humorous intent. However, according to some 
scholars, the century also witnessed an evolution in gendered performances where men 
dressed as women and women as men no longer out of pure convention or to suit a role, 
but as a self-conscious choice that reflected shifting attitudes about gender and sexuality. 
Lynne Garafola has examined a trend in Parisian ballet from the 1830s to the 1850s, 
when the so-called “danseuse en travesti,” a woman dressing as a man, partnered with 
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ballerina to perform roles previously filled by men.17 Among the figure types typically 
performed by the travesty dancer were young sailors and toreadors, in other words, 
romantic leads. Though these women danced virile characters, the performance was not 
intended to convince the audience that the dancer was a man. Rather, the audience would 
see the travesty dancer as both a woman and man, perhaps feeling desire for both, as male 
audiences found themselves in the position of being attracted to male characters, and 
female audiences to female dancers.18 Published by Oliver Ditson and Company of 
Boston in 1868 with a cover lithograph by Buffords, The Celebrated Cancan Dance, 
(Fig. 48) portrays such a performance. Madmoiselles Morlacchi and Baretta, identified in 
the caption, pose in the foreground, holding each other in the postures of their 
“celebrated” dance. Clearly, they are both women –no effort has been made to hide their 
gender, as they wear jeweled earrings and lengths of curling dark hair pile up on top of 
their heads. Yet, one of them wears a dress with billowing voluminous skirts, the other a 
pair of short breaches and a matching short-sleeve waistcoat. A romantic landscape 
behind them provides some drama context, as a swirling forest leads back to a slender 
gothic tower in the distance. Greater romance is generated by the two young dancers 
themselves who despite the distance in their embrace look longingly into each other’ 
eyes. As an American artifact published in Boston after the war, this song and its image 
argue that the travesty dancer as a phenomenon was known outside of Europe and lasted 
later into the Century than Garafola’s study indicates, as famous dancers travelled and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 See Lynne Garafola, “The Travesty Dancer in 19th-Century Ballet,” in Lesley Ferris, ed., 
Crossing the Stage: Controversies on Cross-Dressing (London & New York: Routledge, 1993). 
18 Ibid, 100. 
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performed internationally. Here as in Paris, audiences would have been challenged by 
these gender performances as male and female audience members potentially found 
themselves drawn to the feminine physique and strong romantic roles of cross-dressing 
women. 
 Ballet was not the only theatrical setting in which cross-dressing performers 
challenged tradition, as Laurence Senelick’s research into cross-dressing on the popular 
variety stage demonstrates. Senelick argues that male impersonation, women performing 
as men, was much more common in the US than in Europe, where “…traditionally 
women were welcome in active professions, especially with their men at war, and the 
frontier provided a chance of upward mobility by means of transvestitism.”19 The same 
could be said of the military, as Blanton and Cook have demonstrated that some women 
cross-dressed to enlist purely for the three-month salary of thirty-nine dollars, which far 
outstripped the pay in traditional female occupations.20 Therefore, the somewhat more 
relaxed or open-minded attitude toward male impersonation on the stage correlates with a 
cultural environment in which relatively large numbers of women were “passing” as men 
for reasons both romantic and economical.  
 A Roguish Boy is Love, (Fig. 49) with music by E.G.B. Holder and words by 
George Cooper, published by Koppitz, Prufer & Co. of Boston and Wm. Pond and Co. of 
New York in 1869, featured a cover illustration of cross-dressing Elsie Holt. Similar to 
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Lingard’s works, this same illustrated cover accompanied several of “Elsie Holt’s 
Celebrated Songs” and offers a portrait of Holt in character. She stands sideways in front 
of a landscape, framed with stylized curling tree limbs and creeping vines. Unlike the 
imaginary figure from I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy, who reveals her womanly shape 
by wearing a tailored suit, Holt wears a loose-fitting men’s coat, presumably to hide her 
curves. Her left gloved hand holds a burning cigar, and a top hat crowns her head. Her 
hair, however, streams from underneath her hat. Performed by Holt and Sallie Holman, 
this “ladie’s Serio-Comic Song” personifies love as a fickle male, who beckons and 
betrays, entices and denies, never behaving as you wish. As a sad and sappy romantic 
song performed by two women, one in drag, this performance operated on multiple 
levels. First, the audience could simply enjoy a young boy and girl singing a simple 
romance about the capricious nature of love. At the same time, not unlike a ballet with 
travesty dancers, male and female audience members could potentially find themselves 
being attracted to an actor or a character of their same sex. Additionally, the lyrics take 
on a bitter irony when sung by two women rather than a woman and a man. Not only are 
these two young women singing about the uncertainty of love, they are singing about the 
hot and cold affections they have experienced.  
 Though Elise Holt evidently found acclaim in men’s clothes, she was certainly 
not the first. Annie Hindle, who Senelick calls “…the first out-and-out male impersonator 
New York’s stage had ever seen…” brought her performances to American theaters for 
the first time in 1867, the same year that Angelo published, I Wish That I’d Been Born a 
Boy. She had a successful stage career singing humorous songs in men’s clothes, yet her 
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performance was more than comedic. In 1886 she assumed the name Charles Hindle to 
marry one of her dressers, a woman named Annie Ryan.21 The two eventually retired to a 
cottage in New Jersey, where they both were known to dress as women. Ella Wasner, 
another male impersonator of the theater who learned the trade as Hindle’s dresser, also 
enjoyed great professional popularity and pursued women on and off the stage.22 In these 
high-profile cases at least, Senelick convincingly argues that cross-dressing on the 
America stage after the Civil War was linked both with women who desired economic 
and social equality and with a burgeoning homosexual subculture.  
 Angelo’s songs performed within a historical moment and a cultural context 
informed by theatrical cross-dressings, both male to female and female to male. The 
preceding decades had witnessed an evolution in Ballet that crossed over into popular 
sheet music publishing, where young women in pants roles confused and excited adoring 
audiences. Singing performers such as William Lingard, Elise Holt, and possibly Tom 
Vance, followed theatrical convention by dressing in drag when it suited character or the 
humorous tone of the song, while for other performers, Ella Wasner and Annie Hindle 
among them, cross-dressing on the stage intertwined with gender subculture and personal 
lifestyle. Still, I Wish That I’d Been Born a Girl, and I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy, 
differ from comparable examples, primarily because of their cover imagery. Unlike A 
Roguish Boy is Love, and Walking Down Broadway, their covers are not portraits of 
known performers. Instead, they are imaginative narrative pictures that present dynamic 
and contradictory views of cross-dressing figures, who are not specific characters. 
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22 Ibid.  
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However, because they are not specifically tied to actual performers, the images float 
more freely within a matrix of cross-dressing signification. For an audience still working 
through the cultural and physical pain of the Civil War, the pictures would readily recall 
real and folkloric accounts of cross-dressing from recent history.  
 The rise of the illustrated press in the mid-nineteenth century ensured that the 
American Civil War would be fought not only on the battlefield but in the minds and 
memories of those on the home front. From the war’s beginning, cartoons in northern 
publications portrayed the American South as a vulnerable land besieged by diabolical 
powers. Among the figures most frequently singled-out to stand for this demonic 
exploitation was Confederate President Jefferson Davis, who played across the pages of 
Harper’s Weekly, and from there into Northern consciousness, as a traitorous devil, the 
embodiment of terror and deceit. By war’s end, however, as the South experienced both 
economic and military collapse, Davis’s figure underwent a dramatic transformation from 
monstrous villain to emasculated and fallen foe. Through this process, the symbol of a 
man in a dress would to nineteenth-century viewers come to represent betrayal, 
cowardice, and treachery. 
 In a Harper’s Weekly Cartoon from October 26, 1861, captioned “Jeff Davis 
Reaping the Harvest” (Fig. 50), the Confederate President stalks through a weedy field, 
his hulking form consuming much of the picture frame. With his left hand, a splayed and 
grasping claw, he gathers an obscene crop of slender stalks sprouting human skulls 
instead of ears of corn or wheat. Though these gathered shafts are cleanly severed by the 
sickle in his right hand, the grain stalks themselves seem animated as leaves and stalks 
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become writhing tentacles by the reaper’s shoulder, struggling against his grasp and 
wriggling in pain. The harvest will be plentiful, as all around Davis are more stalks heavy 
with skulls. Some sag under the weight of their fruit, looking like small submissive 
figures with their heads dutifully bowed. Other skulls stare out at the viewer with their 
minute hollow eyes and mouths. Davis himself, though no doubt grimly reaping, is not 
made out in a black cloak but rather dressed as a military leader, his epaulettes stretching 
out from his shoulders like tiny black wings. His face, not the hooded unseen specter of a 
traditional death figure, is terrifying in its bold visibility and blankness. His mouth is 
stoic, set in a subtle frown, while his bulging eyes glare out, nearly all white to the 
viewer, with pinhole pupils. He appears ghoulish, perhaps to twenty-first-century eyes a 
zombie. He is an infernal automaton who harvests without emotion.  
 A slender and swampy tree arches up into the sky behind the harvest. With its 
dripping vines and short jabbing thorn-like limbs it could almost be an overgrown stalk, 
one monstrous shoot too thick by far to be sliced by Davis’s sickle. Instead of a skull, a 
waiting vulture perches at the head of the tree. Behind, a snaking line of black wings 
stream from the horizon, no doubt other dark birds coming to feast. But, on what carrion 
do they intend to feed? Perhaps, on the harvested sheaves, yet a single noose dangles 
teasingly from the tree. While this could be merely a stylistic inclusion to suggest to a 
northern viewership the monstrosity of the confederacy, the noose also looms above 
Davis, suggesting the outcome of his treachery. It is a northern wish (not fulfilled), that 
Davis himself will be part of this deathly harvest. It is worth noting that related imagery 
recurs in Civil War visual culture, most famously in Timothy O’Sullivan photograph, 
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Harvest of Death, published in Gardner’s Photographic Sketchbook of the Civil War. 
Winslow Homer’s post-war oil painting The Veteran in a New Field (1865) continued the 
tradition, with a haunting image of harvest. These pictures, and their titles, remind the 
viewer that the issues of state’s rights and slavery at the heart of the war were tied to the 
South’s agriculturally based economic power. 
Images like this cartoon encouraged the northern viewer to conceptualize the 
enemy not as a brother, a clear concern in a war that pitted once close fellows against one 
another, but as a demonic other, a mindless destroyer possessed with dark power, 
obsessed with exploiting lives and resources in accumulating wealth. Similar imagery 
combining horror and economic elements was used in a March 13, 1862 cartoon entitled 
“The Inauguration at Richmond” (Fig. 51). Here Davis, a giant skeletal king, Holds aloft 
a Jolly Roger and a burning torch of desolation, enthroned on a bale of cotton and a 
whiskey barrel dais. Between his legs sits a black man, representing slavery. Much 
smaller than the monstrous king, he seems a royal plaything, a court jester. Situated as he 
is between Davis’s open legs, he is also the unnatural child born of tyranny. Though a 
drunken mob celebrate around the throne, a haggard woman holding her emaciated child, 
burning buildings, a gallows, and the crippled weathered masts of a trading ship all 
convey the same message of terror, deceit, and economic exploitation.  
 Through such picturess, the visual culture of the Northern popular press 
established a cohesive image of Jefferson Davis as the personification of the 
Confederacy, not as a stand-in for the Southern land or people, but as a gothic figurehead 
for social and economic treachery. That these pictures often utilized terrifying imagery 
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speaks to Sarah Burns’s argument that American race relations in the nineteenth century 
were often pictured through horror illustrations.23 Though southern slaves are not always 
visually present in these scenes, the mere use of terror imagery might have encoded the 
pictures with racial unease. However, by war’s end the visual culture of Jefferson Davis 
dramatically shifted. Davis, again standing for confederate movements at large, was no 
longer a threat, but a cowed opponent fit to be reviled. More than this, the reports of his 
capture capitalized on picturing gender transgression as an act of treachery. 
 Immediately following Davis’s capture by Union forces on May 10th 1865, the 
press circulated the story that the confederate president was apprehended dressed as a 
woman. General Wilson’s dispatch regarding the capture sent to Secretary of War 
Stanton, as published in Harper’s Weekly, explained:  
The captors report that he hastily put on one of his wife's dresses and started for 
the woods, closely followed by our men, who at first thought him a woman, but 
seeing his boots while he was running, they suspected his sex at once. The race 
was a short one, and the rebel President was soon brought to bay.24 
  
Even the veracity of this simplest version of the tale that he “hastily put on one of his 
wife’s dresses has been challenged over the years. Yet, at the time, Davis was 
immediately depicted in cartoons, stories, and songs in full hoopskirts and a woman’s 
bonnet. These pictures demonstrate that in popular perception his dress was not the result 
of a hasty accident but a deliberate and deceitful cross-dressing to evade capture. And, as 
Nina Silber has successfully argued: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 See Sarah Burns, Painting the Dark Side: Art and the Gothic Imagination in Nineteenth-
Century America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), especially Chapter 4, “The 
Deepest Dark,” for an exploration of terror imagery and race.  
24 Gen. J.H. Wilson, quoted in “Capture of Davis,” Harper’s Weekly, May 27, 1865, 321.  
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What is significant here is not the accuracy of these accounts, but the way in 
which Northerners adopter, propagated and embellished the tale of the 
Confederate president, fashioning an image that thoroughly confirmed their 
gendered conceptions of the postwar South.25 
 
As Silber explains, conceptions of gender had already played a significant role in the 
sectionalist ideologies preceding the war, and the details of Davis’s reported capture 
would go on to participate in the gendering of the war and its outcome.26 
The same Harper’s issue which published Wilson’s report, included on a separate 
page a cartoon entitled, “Jefferson Davis as an Unprotected Woman!” (Fig. 52), perhaps 
the earliest picturing of this infamous drag performance. Surrounded by Union forces, 
Davis appears confused and embarrassed. In the crook of his right elbow he carries a 
hatbox marked CSA and his bonnet has slipped off his head revealing his short bristling 
hair and beard. The skeletal hoop underneath his skirt, his boots, and pant legs are also 
visible as the soldiers gather close and bend down to gape at the revealed liar. The 
Northern troops tower over the shrunken and emasculated figure. 
 Mark Neely Jr., Harold Holzer, and Gabor S. Boritt suggest that while all images 
of Davis in drag play on sexual violation and submission, some pursue this 
uncomfortable territory more aggressively than others.27 Hilton and Company’s 1865 
Lithograph, The Head of the Confederacy on a New Base, (Fig. 53) is one such picture. 
One soldier yanks Davis’s dress from behind as he falls to the ground, a dagger in one 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Nina Silber, “Intemperate Men, Spiteful Women, and Jefferson Davis: Northern Views of the 
Defeated South,” American Quarterly, Vol. 41, No. 4 (Dec., 1989), 625. 
26 Ibid, 616. 
27 Mark E. Neely, Harold Holzer and Gabor S. Boritt, The Confederate Image: Prints of the Lost 
Cause (Chapel Hill: UNC Chapel Hill Press, 1987), 83. 
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hand a pistol in the other. The capturing officer brandishes his own sword and pistol as he 
approaches the fallen leader from between his spread legs. The iconography 
unquestionably suggests rape, while Davis’s own saber thrusting up from the ground 
between his legs raises the question of castration.28 
 Some images attempted to offer more documentary weight to Davis’s gender 
performance. Next to a June 17th 1865 article further supporting the story of Davis’s 
cross-dressing escape attempt, Harper’s Weekly published an image entitled, “The 
Clothes in Which Davis Disguised Himself. (From a photo taken at the War Department 
by Alexander Gardner” (Fig. 54). The same crucial elements of the story are intact: the 
viewer sees a woman’s dress and head covering; the skirt is hitched up to one side 
revealing the hoop-skirt and men’s boots. As the caption explains, this picture doesn’t 
represent the capture itself, but merely shows the clothes outfitted on a blank-faced 
mannequin. Nonetheless, a gloved had holds the shawl close around the face, suggesting 
an action of concealment. Based as it is upon an official photograph taken in the war 
department, this image is meant to be a document supporting the widely circulating story. 
The accompanying text explains that not everyone had believed the reports, something 
this photo would help to clear up:  
There is no longer any doubt about Davis having been disguised in women’s 
clothing at the time of his capture. Major-General Wilson thus confirms what he 
first gave as a report: “The Story of Davis’s ignoble attempt at flight is even more 
ignoble than I told it. Mrs. Davis and her sister, Miss Howell, after having clothed 
him in a dress of the former, and put on his head a woman’s head-dress, started 
out, one holding each arm, and besought colonel Pritchard’s men, in most piteous 
terms, to let them take their ‘poor old mother out of the way of the firing.’29  
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29 “Capture of Davis,” Harper’s Weekly, June 17, 1865, 373. 
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The account goes on to specify that the officers discovered the “old woman” was Davis 
because of his visible boots.  
 The success of these stories and pictures even caught the attention of the great 
spectacle monger of the nineteenth century, PT Barnum, who outfitted a mannequin with 
appropriate attire for his American Museum. Christened “The Belle of Richmond,” the 
mannequin suffered an ill fate as described in a news story of the July 13th 1865 fire that 
destroyed the museum.30 When the fire broke out, an effort was made to save several wax 
figures, including the Belle: 
Mr. Harrison says that one man had the Jeff. Davis effigy in his arms and fought 
vigorously to preserve the worthless thing, as though it were a gem of rare value. 
On reaching the balcony the man, perceiving that either the inanimate Jeff or 
himself must go by the board, hurled the scarecrow to the iconoclasts in the street. 
As Jeff made his perilous descent, his petticoats again played him false, and as the 
wind blew them about, the imposture of the figure was exposed. The flight of 
dummy Jeff was the cause of great merriment among the multitude, who saluted 
the queer-looking thing with cheers and uncontrollable laughter. The figure was 
instantly seized, and bundled off to a lamp-post in Fulton-street, near St. Paul's 
Church-yard, and there formally hanged, the actors in this mock tragedy shouting 
the threadbare refrain, commencing the "sour apple" tree.31 
 
The Sour Apple Tree, apparently, sung to the tune of The Battle Hymn of the Republic, or 
John Brown’s Body, though later published with a new tune by J. W. Turner, had been a 
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October 2011.    
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popular northern song for most of the war,32 and described hanging Davis from the titular 
shrub: 
The Yankee boys have caught him! The traitor old Jeff D. 
I wonder if they’ll hang him to “The Sour Apple Tree!” 
Don’t you think it will be right! And justice I declare! 
To hang him up “to dry,” my boys and dangle in the air! 
 
 In the song’s cover illustration (Fig. 55), Davis runs through a rolling landscape 
with a dagger in one hand and a bag of gold in the other. These attributes are not merely 
fanciful as Davis was captured with a knife, and upon leaving Richmond had ordered the 
remaining Southern treasury emptied. With his bonnet tied tight under his chin, he looks 
every bit the old woman, except for his clearly visible spurred boots. The Union troops 
have not found him yet but his time is nearly up, evidenced by the noose dangling from a 
massive tree above his head. The instrumental Jeff Davis Retreat March, (Fig. 56) depicts 
a similar scene, with Davis running toward the woods, carrying a knife and a bag 
presumably filled with gold. As he hastens away from the oncoming mounted troops, the 
bonnet slips from his head, revealing his hair and beard. As in many other images his 
skirt is hitching up, snagged on a low-growing plant, revealing a full hoopskirt and boots. 
The same basic iconography graces the cover of Jeff in Petticoats: A Song for Our Times, 
(Fig. 57).  
 Davis, however, was not the only Civil War leader who cross-dressed in popular 
pictures. In a cartoon titled “The Naughty Boy Gotham Who Would Not Take The Draft” 
(Fig. 58) from the November 1, 1863 issue of Frank Leslie’s Budget of Fun, Abraham 
Lincoln wears a flowing housedress as he tends a fussing child in a high chair. In the 
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midst of a tantrum, the child has kicked its bowl marked “draft” to the floor. “Mammy 
Lincoln” intones, “There now, you bad boy, acting that way, when your little sister Penn 
takes hers like a lady.” Behind the highchair, a clearly suffering girl marked Philadelphia 
stalks from the room crying, her hands clenched to her chest. Referring to the 1863 drafts, 
which resulted in bloody riots, especially in New York City, the cartoon portrays Lincoln 
as an unfit mother unable to control her children. Other similar images demonstrate how 
common it was to picture a political figure in a dress as a way of mocking their 
leadership and policies, and Silber has shown that the Civil War itself was often framed 
as an ideological battle of competing Northern and Southern masculinities, resulting in 
one side or the other portraying the other’s male leaders as involved in counterfeit forms 
of manliness.33  
It must be remembered, however, that in Davis’s case, he was actually believed to 
have run for his life in women’s clothes, which says much about the Northern mindset at 
the end of the war.34 For Davis, the South’s imminent collapse was the kindling that 
allowed the exaggerated imagery of hoopskirts and bonnets to take fire. As Mark E. 
Neely, Harold Holzer and Gabor S. Boritt have noted with regard to the proliferation of 
Davis imagery after his capture, “Lee was already a hero in the South and was gaining 
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34 In a curious twist, Abraham Lincoln when president elect, in response to a subsequently 
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and a scotch cap. Satirical images of a lanky figure covered head to toe in a tightly wrapped 
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respect in the North, Jefferson Davis was little more than a caricature for most 
Americans, North and South.”35 Southern generals were respected as gentlemen of honor, 
while Davis continued to stand for treachery and cowardice.  
The public acceptance of the cross-dressing Davis story was galvanized by the 
picture press, popular song, and public demonstrations, such as the hanging of the Belle 
of Richmond in New York City. In nearly every case, the visual culture reenactments of 
this real or imagined scenario involved a man in a woman’s dress, with the skirt hitched 
up to reveal the hoop, and men’s boots or slacks. The cover of Angelo’s song, published 
within two years of Davis’s capture, utilizes similar iconography; the central figure of a 
man in a dress and revealed hoop-skirt. The image of Jefferson Davis in the press 
transitioned during the Civil War from the monstrous to the humorous camp of his 
capture. So too, I Wish that I’d Been Born a Girl, includes both a humorous image of a 
cross-dressing man and a lingering terror suggested by the man’s shadow with its 
distorted, demonic visage. There is no need to claim falsely that the lithograph for 
Angelo’s song represents Davis. Yet, considering Davis’s widespread image in popular 
print, the iconography of this cover would remind many potential musical consumers in 
1867 of Jefferson Davis and his infamous flight, recalling stories of counterfeit 
masculinity, treachery and dishonor. 
 While it does not relate to the same vibrant visual culture as its male twin, the 
cover of I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy, may also have reminded consumers of Civil 
War transvesting. As DeAnne Blanton and Laruen M. Cook have shown, many women 
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fought in drag in the American Civil War.36 The authors have documented 250 cases, 
though they argue that the actual number would be much higher as such soldiers were 
breaking the law and therefore made every attempt to hide their identities. Certainly other 
women attempted to enlist, but were turned away at conscription, while others remain 
unknown even in death. Even more significant, however, is the authors’ argument that 
knowledge of these cross-dressing soldiers was actually wide-spread. They write: 
“Although individual distaff soldiers for the most part endeavored to serve in secrecy, the 
fact that women adopted male identities and performed all the duties of soldiers in the 
armies of the North and the South was no secret during the Civil War.”37 At the same 
time, both factual and fictional stories of cross-dressing “warrior women” were popular 
in the press and on the stage. 
 Some women gave themselves away simply by looking or acting in a way that 
was perceived as unusual by other soldiers. More typically, they were discovered when 
wounded or killed. Blanton and Cook have documented female soldiers among the 
casualties in an impressive number of battles, including on the hallowed ground of 
Antietam and Gettysburg. Those discovered when wounded often received kinder 
treatment than those discovered in daily interaction among the ranks, and on several 
occasions those killed in action were allowed the honor of being buried along with their 
comrades on the battlefield.38 
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 Women went to war for many different reasons, including for excitement, or, in 
the words of Blanton and Cook, “…to escape the confines of their sex.”39 However, the 
authors explain that those women whose stories were told in the press received different 
treatment depending on their reason for service. Those who fought out of patriotism or in 
order to be reunited with a lover or family member, in other words those who took up 
their charade out of devotion to some greater romantic ideal such as love, were treated 
well while those who sought only the excitement of the battlefield were met with 
suspicion.40 The public fascination with cross-dressing soldiers continued after 
Appomattox, and the post-war years witnessed the publication of numerous fictions and 
histories of women soldiers.41 I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy, published in 1867, may 
have benefited from this generally positive interest in cross-dressing women. While like 
its twin this song is intended to address comically the foolishness of young men, its cover 
image participated in a larger interest in female to male gender performance. Unlike the 
hidden and deceitful performance of Jefferson Davis and the gentleman’s comic song, 
this cover is more positive and romantic, with the woman walking openly on a public 
street, which corresponds with the public’s general support of women who donned men’s 
clothes to fight for love or love of country. 
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Gender-bending Conclusions 
The illustrations on Angelo’s songs signified gender in multiple ways, as 
representational tropes from visual culture and popular history complicated and energized 
the coding and construction of masculinity and femininity after the Civil War. By 
illustrating I Wish That I’d Been Born a Girl, not with a convincing woman but instead 
an obvious man in a dress, J.N. Rosenthal lithographers tapped into the visual 
representation of Jefferson Davis in drag, as a deceiver and an emasculated thief, popular 
in the picture press of the day. Likewise, those who purchased or saw I Wish That I’d 
Been Born a Boy, were culturally prepared to see a woman dressed in men’s clothing not 
as an evil or deceitful figure, but as one romantically devoted, motivated through 
patriotism and love. Both songs also related to popular comedic performances of their 
time that included stage drag. These performances, while socially permissible because of 
their theatrical grounding and ostensible humor, reveal Victorian homosexual subcultures 
and occasions of actual gender passing as some women sought social or economic 
opportunity and equality in trousers. In both cases, the humorous gender-bending in a 
simple sheet music cover illustration expands conventional perceptions of Victorian 
gender norms. By picturing confusing and competing definitions of masculine and 
feminine, they challenge the traditional view of a monolithic masculinity and femininity 
in the nineteenth century. At the same time, as artifacts of popular culture, and therefore 
pictures tuned to the social awareness of a broad section of American society, these 
pictures refute the assertions of some gender scholars that those not of the cultural elite 
were unaware of gender’s mutability.  
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Handlebars: the sexual politics of cycling in popular song 
While cross-dressing imagery provides one frame for viewing post-war gender 
performance, pictures of everyday practices can also reveal deeply conflicted ideas about 
gender and society. Sheet music illustration is an ideal medium for picturing the 
everyday, as songs were written about every conceivable topic. Fads and innovations 
were of particular interest to music publishers, who hoped that topical songs would pique 
public interest, and knew that even momentary sensations could lead to impressive sales. 
Not surprisingly, the arrival of a cultural phenomenon as far-reaching as the bicycle 
produced a significant number of images related to popular music. By virtue of its 
physicality, the dangers of its operation, and the democratizing effect it eventually was 
seen to have on society, the bicycle was almost immediately a gendered machine, and 
sheet music illustrations of bicycle songs provide documentation of shifting gender 
definitions in the late nineteenth century. As the bicycle and its cultural power evolved, 
so do illustrations of the gendered relationship between men and women and their 
wheels. Pictures from the 1860s suggest a casualness and ease in depictions of gender, 
suggesting that gender norms were generally entrenched and perceived as immutable –a 
woman on a bicycle in 1868 might hurt herself physically, or socially, but would do so in 
a characteristically feminine way. By the 1880s, wheeling was appropriated as an 
exclusively masculine pastime, a leisure activity for only the manliest of gentleman. 
Women largely disappear from the scene, as men stake a claim for the persistence of a 
strong, performable style of manliness, reflecting an underlying uncertainty of the 
meaning of masculinity in post-Civil War America. In the 1890s, with the introduction of 
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the safety bicycle, women returned to the songs, as sexual fantasies and cautionary 
examples. As women fought for social standing and personal freedom, popular songs 
pushed against the shifting tide, by picturing the sort of women would successfully ride 
into the twentieth century. 
The first bicycle, called a dandy horse, was invented in Europe in the early 
nineteenth century, and arrived in America by 1819.42 It consisted of a simple wooden 
frame with two metal wheels. As it had no pedals, leaving riders to propel themselves by 
foot, the term velocipede was eventually used to describe this and other bicycle-like 
machines. Though various evolutions occurred over the years, the first major innovation 
came in the 1860s with the addition of a crank drive and pedals resulting in a velocipede 
colloquially called the boneshaker because of its rough ride. Most scholars agree that to 
this point cycling was largely a masculine sport as riding a wheel held potential not only 
for discomfort, but for real physical danger. 
 Despite the fact that women constituted a minority of all cyclists, popular song 
illustrations featuring boneshakers often play on gender, many of them including 
wheelwomen among the velocipede enthusiasts. The examples that follow do not offer 
evidence so concrete as to encourage scholars to reconsider the masculine framework of 
early cycling. Nonetheless, that the image of women cycling, whether portrayed as 
humorous, scandalous, or as curiously commonplace, so frequently appeared in popular 
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music suggests that decades before the bicycle craze of the 1890s, Americans were 
comfortable thinking about women on wheels.  
 Charles Koppitz’s Velocipede, an instrumental galop (a dance meant to recall the 
rhythm of a charging horse), published in 1869 by Koppitz, Prufer & Co. of Boston, 
features an elaborate cover illustration by A. Trechsler and Co. of Boston that reveals a 
surprisingly nuanced picture of American wheeling (Fig. 59). The two wheelmen in the 
foreground, one in a light-colored suit, the other wearing darker tones, perform before a 
large crowd in a tree-filled landscape, probably a park. That the crowd of male and 
female adult onlookers stand behind a wooden guardrail suggests that this is a man-made 
path or track, while the riders’ reveal that they are racing.  
 The music also effectively creates a feeling of the race, with a persistently rolling 
left-hand figure of melodic minor seconds played in sixteen notes, suggesting perpetually 
spinning wheels. While this rolling characteristic dominates the song, a short contrasting 
section switches up the rhythm, with the left hand playing half notes and the right hand 
taking over the song’s movement with eighth notes. This section seems harmonically 
ambiguous, which taken together with the slightly slower rhythm creates a sense of 
hesitation or uncertainty, perhaps representing the middle of a race when the outcome is 
most uncertain. For the end, however, the rolling left-hand figure returns, as the riders’ 
last push for the finish line. 
The illustration successfully captures an impression of speed. The mustachioed 
man in the light suit appears to be traveling fast as his tie and jacket flutter behind him in 
the wind. He is no match, however, for his showboating opponent, who pushes ahead and 
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lifts his feet from the pedals, triumphantly waving his hat at the viewer. Judging by their 
furrowed brows and cold glances, the other men in the race, including the man in the light 
suit and a gentlemen coming from behind in a top hat, are unimpressed with their 
compatriot’s bravado.  
There is, however, another racer of great interest, a woman whose hat ribbons 
stream behind her along with loose strands of her hair, who flashes a smile at all the 
shenanigans. Perhaps she is entertained by the leader or simply by the thrill of competing 
with a pack of men in the open air. Not just any man would be comfortable on the track, 
judging from the spectator seen over the woman’s left shoulder, who is so shocked by the 
event’s excitement that his hat pops from his head. Still, the lithographer seems to have 
thought little of including a woman in the race. She plays a minor role, and is not shown 
winning or outright losing –she is part of the pack, and not singled out in any way to 
seem humorous or the butt of a joke. Because she is not the subject, her place and 
participation are all the more significant. She is a normal part of the scene, implying 
either that women were participating in emerging velocipede culture, or that the general 
public was happy imagining that they could. In fact, a small number of women did take 
part in a velocipede race from Paris to Rouen in 1868, demonstrating that while it was not 
the rule, co-ed velocipede races were not unknown.43 
The illustration from another Velocipede Galop (Fig. 60), published by William 
Pond & Co. of New York in 1869, offers what may, save for a few details, be read as the 
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continuation of this same race. Also produced by Trechsler of Boston, the picture shows a 
group of cyclists and spectators gathered at a tree-lined track for an exciting race. The 
main figures’ clothes do not identify them as players in the previous image, so it would 
be a stretch to consider this a true sequel. In fact, the music is written by a different 
composer, and has a completely different character, being much more an elegant, at times 
even florid, dance, and lacking almost entirely the race-like suggestions of the previous 
tune. Still, the illustration functions as a fitting conclusion to the last picture, as a man has 
pitched violently from his velocipede to land on top of the still spinning wheels. As his 
hat has not yet hit the ground, the viewer is witnessing the climax of the action. The man 
has pitched forward head first from the boneshaker, forfeiting his position and allowing a 
woman to seize the lead. She does so with genteel celebration, waving her handkerchief 
over her shoulder at her toppled opponent. By their facial expressions, the other riders are 
amused at the accident, as are the man and woman standing closest to the guardrail 
behind the female champion, who smile and applaud. So much delight resulting from a 
rider’s serious fall suggests that like the similar figure in the prior image, this man had 
prematurely celebrated his position in the race with some sporting buffoonery. The 
woman in first place –not the only woman riding– is canny and clearheaded in taking 
advantage of the man’s prideful end. 
Sinclair Lithographers’ cover of The Velocipede Set (Fig. 61), published by Lee & 
Walker of Philadelphia in 1869, offers a strikingly feminine view of cycling. Three of the 
five cyclists pictured are women, including the large central figure of a rosy-cheeked 
maiden wheeling through a rolling landscape. The ribbons on her hat and waist, along 
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with the hem of her dress, flutter from her boneshaker’s speed. Behind her, a large 
building, perhaps a grand home, is partially obscured by vegetation. There is no 
indication as to whether this is her own home vanishing in the background, but a young 
woman from a wealthy family who lived in such a mansion would have the means and 
leisure time to ride a velocipede. She is explicitly depicted riding her velocipede away 
from the physical structure of the house, perhaps symbolically from the confines of 
domesticity. That many Americans feared young women would mount bicycles and ride 
out of the safe sphere of the home and into degradation is a well-demonstrated fact to be 
addressed later. The house in the background could also be read as exerting a limiting 
gravitational pull on the girl; she is not moving out of her social sphere but relegated to 
practicing her wheel adjacent to home, as though she is a young child told not to leave the 
front yard. Whether she is a nascent feminist or simply enjoying her toy, she seems 
uneasy, even unsteady on this velocipede. Its large wheels and frame would not have 
been easy to mount alone, and it seems only a matter of time before she will fall. The two 
male riders in the lower vignettes seem even closer to falling, not because of their 
relationship to their wheels, but because the artist’s attempt to depict them in motion is 
unsuccessful, creating awkwardly frozen figures uneasily defying gravity. 
 Despite the presence of women in these early cycling pictures, Victorian popular 
song was no hothouse for American feminism. Many boneshaker songs depict no women 
at all or cast them in more humiliating supporting roles. Other songs are not so casual in 
including women in a harmless afternoon race as were the two previously discussed 
Velocipede Galop pieces, instead implying that a woman would only ride a velocipede to 
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her degradation. Such is the case with The Velocipede (Fig. 62), published by McGray’s 
Music Store of San Francisco in 1869. Billed as an “exciting song,” “written, –and sung 
nightly to delighted audiences at Maguire’s Opera House, San Francisco, by Joe Murphy, 
the Great” the song is presented from the point of view of a bitter youth who has lost his 
girl over a boneshaker. The cover illustration by Britton & Grey of San Francisco 
conveys the basics of the story. A happy young couple were walking through the town 
when a “confounded wretch on his velocipede… flew thro’ the street with the greatest of 
ease.” From his wheel, he caught her eye, and she ran off to join him, leaving her beau on 
the street.  
 Though the song speaks of others in the streets, of a “throng” which no doubt 
gathers to watch the cyclist, the cover illustration shows only the three main characters on 
a hastily sketched thoroughfare. The jilted protagonist stands in the background clutching 
the side of his head in shock, his open left hand still warm from his fickle lady’s gasp. In 
the foreground, the wheelman manages his velocipede with one hand, encircling his prize 
with his left arm. She waves to her former love with an inscrutable or even calloused look 
on her face. Though the scene was likely simplified to keep the image uncluttered with 
unimportant figures, it also expresses the protagonist’s psychological experience of the 
situation. All else, the crowds of people, the city itself, disappear, as he fixates on her 
devastating betrayal.  
 While the cover illustration focuses on the presumably shocking image of a 
woman being swept up onto the back of a velocipede by a stranger –though the lyrics 
explain she was willing, this is not far from an abduction scene –the song moves past the 
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excitement of a forbidden ride to recount the girl’s fall from grace. The singer explains 
that she was from a wealthy family and he had been overjoyed that in her heart he “had 
taken the lead.” After their unceremonious parting, he goes to her parents for help. They 
tell him that already having heard of their daughter’s exploits, they sent her to jail! She 
returns late at night, packs a bag, and elopes with the wheelman to San Jose. Her release 
from prison and reunion with her new man bring short-lived happiness, which the singer 
expounds with sardonic glee: 
But now she’s a widow and wears widows weeds, 
How are you Miss Velocipede!  
The cause of his death he was running a race, 
Running around the race track, 
His foot had slipped off, and he fell on his face, 
Turned a flip flap and then broke his back. 
 
Not simply an “exciting song” this is a cautionary tale. While the cyclist loses his life, the 
thrust of the moralizing is not toward his unsafe wheeling, but rather directed at the 
wealthy young woman. By going off with an “exciting” man on a boneshaker and leaving 
behind the boy her parents preferred, she wrought her own downfall. She spent time in 
jail, and eventually has through her choices been brought so low that she wraps herself in 
“widows weeds.” Still, her fall from grace itself confirms gendered norms, as she 
becomes a tragic fallen woman.  
 A decade after the boneshaker’s introduction, bicycle makers revealed another 
innovation with a memorable silhouette. The ordinary, also called a penny-farthing, is 
most famous for its massive front wheel that reached heights of a meter or more. The rear 
wheel was small by comparison. The rider perched on a saddle nearly at the top of the big 
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wheel, directly above the front axle. The large wheel, coupled with the innovation of 
rubber tires, made the penny-farthing a more comfortable and faster ride. However, the 
rider’s precarious balance as high as five feet in the air made falling forward over the 
handlebars, a “header,” a likely outcome. Therefore, while the ordinary was a smoother 
ride than the boneshaker, it was no less dangerous. The difficulty of mounting its massive 
wheel also made the ordinary a harder bicycle for Victorian women to ride in their 
voluminous skirts, meaning that cycling became even more a realm of masculine 
adventure. 
 The ordinary’s emergence into the market also marked the institutionalization of 
American cycling, as Col. Albert A. Pope became the first American to manufacture 
bicycles in his Boston factory. Concurrent with homegrown manufacturing, American 
cycling received a cultural boom when it developed representation and a voice, thanks to 
the emergence of cycling clubs. The most prominent was the League of American 
Wheelman (LAW), which worked, in the words of Historian Michael Taylor, “…to 
promote greater appreciation and awareness of cycling, to encourage cycling-friendly 
legislation, to stand behind cyclists who felt they had been mistreated by state and local 
governments or other entities...”44 Among the chief concerns for the LAW, and other 
bicycle clubs, was campaigning for safe roads, which led to the LAW publishing Good 
Roads magazine. This developed into one of the most enduring legacies of American 
bicycle clubs, as years before the emergence of the automobile, private citizens banded 
together to lobby for well-maintained roadways. 
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 Each bicycle club had its own membership standards and procedures, but like 
other organizations of the time most were restricted to white men. Some clubs did allow 
women to join without question while others considered them only as “honorary 
members.”45 Christine Dando argues that this could be problematic for women wishing to 
take part in serious cycling, as clubs were not merely social organizations but became, 
“gatekeepers of spatial knowledge” by commissioning maps of bicycling routes for the 
exclusive use of their members.46 For women adventurous enough to challenge a certain 
level of social stigma by mounting a penny-farthing, who lived in a location that had a 
progressive club, cycling was still a possibility. That the biggest and most influential club 
in the country had a gendered exclusion built into its name (the League of American 
Wheelmen) symbolized that for the time, most Americans regarded the wheel as a man’s 
preoccupation. 
 The manliness of cycling is on display in the Thomas Hunter Lithographers’ 
illustration of Wilhelm Diedrichs’s instrumental Bicycle Glide (Fig. 63), published in 
Philadelphia in 1880. “Respectfully Dedicated to the Philadelphia Bicycle Club,” this is 
an upbeat and elegant waltz full of sweeping eighth-note melodies played by the right 
hand, which often range high above the treble clef. This lilting dance-like quality is far 
from the earlier galops, which better replicated the bumpy ride of a boneshaker, and 
which all seemed dedicated to the subject of racing. This is no race, but a leisurely 
afternoon glide along the Schuylkill River. Against a backdrop of other athletic 
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masculine endeavors, represented by the rowers on the river in the background, multiple 
wheelmen are visible on the road. The foremost cyclist rides a massive wheel –if he were 
to dismount, the seat would hang above his head. He has mastered the wheel, so he rides 
in comfort and ease.  
 Bicycle clubs of the 1880s, such as the one pictured on the cover of Bicycle Glide, 
were usually restricted to male membership, they provided an opportunity to enact, 
perform, and observe manliness not only for the initiates of the club itself but for the 
general populace. Charles E. Pratt, bicycling enthusiast and author of The American 
Bicycler, formed the first club in America, the Boston club, and based their activities and 
organization on the Civil War cavalry experiences of bicycle manufacturer Albert Pope.47 
Members wore uniforms, held offices and ranks, and rode in strict formation. A sample 
set of club rules published in Pratt’s The American Bicycler: For the Observer, the 
Learner, and the Expert, outlines some of the offices and their responsibilities: 
[The captain] shall command the club in its meets and excursions, and shall 
decide upon the route, rate of speed, and all other matters therewith connected… 
The sub-captains shall each assist the captain… In club excursions, they shall see 
that the orders of the captain are obeyed; and, when the captain deems it desirable 
to divide the club, they shall hold themselves in readiness to assume the command 
of the subdivisions appointed to them.48 
 
Guides and buglers were appointed to ride alongside the captain and sub-captains. The 
former would be dispatched ahead to scout terrain or make arrangements for meals and 
lodging, while the latter transmitted the captains orders to the club using familiar military 
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calls such as reveille, which signaled the beginning of the day and boots and saddles, the 
command for club members to mount their wheels.49  
Pratt and Pope’s version of cycling was highly influential. Sociologist Glen 
Norcliffe described the riding and masculine performance of the Pratt influenced 
Montreal Club thus: 
…large numbers were attending club rides which might be informal while in the 
countryside, but became more formal in town where the Captain with the help of 
the lieutenants and buglers, led the wheelmen in cavalry-like formations, the 
members usually following in pairs… They were expected to mount, execute 
turns, speed up, slow down, and dismount in formation with military precision on 
whistle or bugle command from the Captain. When on public view, they were 
expected to ‘put on a good show,’ thereby displaying the modern technology 
embedded in the bicycle in the best possible way.50 
 
Much more than simply a display of cycling prowess, these club members were 
demonstrating a control of technology and of their bodies. 
 The illustration of Bicycle Glide conveys the intertwining of physical and 
technological mastery, the cyclist’s triumph over nature, and the display of manliness. In 
the lower register, the new style bicycle controls the road as riders tower over pedestrians 
and carriages. One wheelman careens too close to a couple in a buggy, causing their 
horse to rear up in fear. This altercation is a reminder of the real danger of riding an 
ordinary as serious injuries and even deaths occurred when wheelmen had accidents with 
horses and carriages, or simply took a “header” over their handlebars, and fell to the 
road.51 This too was part of the masculine framework of cycling, as riders were meant to 
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take such risks in stride, or as Mackintosh and Norcliffe explained, “like medieval 
knights at a jousting tournament, club members who suffered injuries during rides were 
expected to endure them without complaint.”52 This acute observation is supported by 
another similar bicycle song, Knights of the Wheel, (Fig. 64) dedicated to the officers and 
members of the Albany Bicycle Club in 1884, featuring a handsome stoic in a lavishly 
decorated uniform, who rides a wheel so large he seems to stand erect, rather than sit, as 
he pedals.  
Above the wheelmen in Bicycle Glide, another machine in the garden, a belching 
locomotive, races over a bridge styled like an ancient aqueduct. Positioned at the apex of 
the illustration, the railroad may symbolize man’s crowning technological achievement. 
Yet, relegated to the background and therefore diminutive in size, this train is easily 
eclipsed by the gliding bicycles, especially the foremost wheelman whose verticality 
(surely his head must be ten feet from the ground) is emphasized by his placement 
directly in front of the bridge’s soaring pier. The railroad, though mighty, is tied to its 
iron tracks, while the cyclist moves freely on nearly any road. Surprisingly, bicycles at 
the turn of the century were considered by some to be the ultimate in man’s mastery of 
technology and speed. In 1899, Charles M. Murphy was able to ride his bicycle faster 
than one mile a minute by drafting behind a locomotive.53 At the end of the trial, he 
crashed into the back of the train, leading the New York Times to report: 
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Charles M. Murphy of Brooklyn yesterday drove a bicycle a mile faster than any 
human being ever before drove any kind of machine and proved that human 
muscle can, for a short distance at least, excel the best power of steam and steel 
and iron.54 
 
While Murphy’s time trial was still two decades away at the publishing of Bicycle 
Glide, the song’s illustration is no less a celebration of the potential energy of the human 
body being released through careful control and mastery of the modern technology of the 
bicycle. 
The wheelman, or knight of the wheel, embodies an individual athletic struggle 
within and against the natural world. As Ellen Gruber Harvey explained when reviewing 
bicycle advertisements and wheel-related fiction of the 1890s, “the bicycle is imagined 
not as a machine in the garden, but part of the garden.”55 Here, bicycles are machines 
with which men are shown experiencing the garden in a new way. As Christina Dando 
has shown, to ride a bicycle was to come to understand natural space in a fully embodied, 
intensely physical way. These men are athletes, struggling in and against nature as much 
as against their own physicality. The artist appropriately imagined these wheelmen 
enjoying the same outdoor space Thomas Eakins memorialized in Max Schmitt in a 
Single Scull in 1871. Though Schmidt and the wheelmen were pictured on opposite sides 
of the Schuylkill River Viaduct, it is visible in the background of both images, the rowers 
in this illustration are in precisely the same location as Schmitt. For the Philadelphia 
Bicycle Club, and the Pennsylvania Barge Club (of which Schmitt was member), the 
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Schuylkill River was a perfect place to experience nature through masculine exercise, 
gliding under bridges built to extend the reach of man by rail. 
 In 1885, bicycle makers introduced the safety bicycle, which as its name suggests 
was marketed as a safe alternative to existing models. Featuring two equally sized wheels 
with rubber tires and a diamond-shaped frame, the safety is the direct ancestor of today’s 
bicycles and was the machine that ushered in the great bicycle craze of the 1890s. As 
Richard Harmond explained, many factors contributed to the craze, including medical 
research of the 1880s and 1890s that recommended exercise as a corrective for the lack of 
physical exertion in modern lifestyles and, surprisingly, the depression of the 1890s.56 
Bicycle manufacture and sales were one of the few industries that flourished during this 
period, as modifications in construction that made bicycles lighter and safer also made 
them more affordable; therefore a larger portion of society was financially able to ride. 
During this period of economic hardship, the bicycle was viewed as a “democratic 
machine”; unlike horse and carriage, it was available to a large populace.57 Whether on 
horseback, in a carriage, or riding a wheel, all travelled the same road. 
 As the bicycle became less expensive, and easier to ride thanks to its manageable 
weight and size, there were fewer justifications for women’s exclusion from the cycling 
world, and more cycling clubs began welcoming women to the wheel. Intriguingly, some 
men chose to cling to their penny-farthings, and to the trappings of masculinity the 
highwheel suggested, but were soon relegated to obscurity.58 A general social inclusivity 
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was the new trend in the cycling world, which may not be too surprising as at the same 
time women were making major headway in other social battles. Consider, for example, 
that in the 1890s the four newest states to join the American union, Wyoming, Colorado, 
Utah, and Idaho, all granted women the right to vote.59  While the bicycle did not in any 
direct way lead to these tentative motions toward equality, there is no question that the 
Women’s Rights Movement was another powerful social factor in the bicycle’s growing 
acceptance. While many prominent social leaders, including Susan B. Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, praised the bicycle for the power and freedom women could find 
on wheels, others feared the effects riding would have on individual women, on the 
family, and on society at large. 60 
 Feminist and reformer Charlotte Smith famously pronounced: “…the bicycle is 
the devil’s advance agent morally and physically in thousands of instances.”61 While most 
doctors believed that physical activity was safe and desirable for all, some feared 
bicycling would have a negative effect on women, specifically pertaining to child-
bearing. Could spending hours on the bicycle saddle make women barren? More 
troubling for some commentators, including certain medical doctors, was the possibility 
that the bicycle saddle was not causing pain but improper pleasure. As an unknown 
author in the British Medical Journal explained, “The position (of a woman on a bicycle 
saddle) is an unnatural one, and may, combined with the incessant movement of the legs, 
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cause irritation and discomfort, if not more serious mischief.”62 Ellen Gruber Harvey has 
collected multiple sources from medical journals in the 1890s claiming that women were 
using bicycles for sexual pleasure by adjusting the saddle’s horn to a particular angle or 
leaning forward in an “improper” riding posture.63  
 Different methods were utilized to curtail these pernicious behaviors, which no 
doubt existed much more in fearful fantasy than in reality. A few bicycle makers 
produced side-saddle models, while others modified the bicycle seat itself. These 
alterations were largely unsuccessful, as women continued to purchase and ride regular 
bicycles. The more effective course of correction, so it would seem, was indirect 
ideological pressure in advertisements, fiction, and the popular press. According to 
Harvey, though bicycle and cycling themed ads of the 1890s depict men riding in many 
different postures, women were almost always depicted riding with a straight back, head 
held high, while guides for female cyclists also encouraged riding sitting straight up, as 
this was considered a more attractive posture for women. 64  In fact, besides the drop 
frame which allowed women in skirts to more easily mount their wheel, one of the few 
differences between men’s and women’s bicycles were women’s handle bars, mounted 
higher to encourage sitting upright. Though these ads and guides do not directly address 
the fear of sexual perversion, their promotion of ladylike posture seems specifically to 
diffuse these concerns.  
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 Published in 1897 by Joseph W. Stern & Co. of New York, Rosey’s Scorcher 
(Fig. 65), composed by George Rosey (credited as G. M. Rosenberg in the copyright 
data), is dedicated to the LAW, and features a stunning illustration of a vivacious young 
woman racing on her safety.  Though she rides in profile, her bicycle on full display, she 
turns her face to smile at the viewer as her hair streams out behind her. Above her head 
and feathered hat, wispy tendrils, almost smoke-like, weave in and out of the bright red 
letters that spell out the title “SCORCHER.” Like her hair, these visible indications of 
wind testify to her speed, as does the mustachioed male in the background, who is bent 
over his handlebars either because he is out of breath or he is digging in at an attempt to 
overtake his female competitor. Despite her apparent speed she isn’t physically taxed, but 
appears to enjoy herself and be engaged sensually in her ride. Though she is not slumped 
over her handlebars, not as dramatically bent as her male shadow, she nonetheless leans 
forward into the wind. Viewed from the side, she clearly sits in what some, including the 
unnamed doctor quoted earlier, would consider an “improper posture.” Tilted forward on 
the saddle, she looks toward the viewer with a knowing grin. To an audience who had 
seen advertisements and read guidebooks of women riding in proper attitude, in order 
both to appear beautiful and prevent sexual mischief, this young woman would be riding 
in an un-ladylike manner.  
 The word scorcher itself, part of turn-of-the-century cycling slang, deserves 
attention. From their research, Mackintosh and Norcliffe define a scorcher as “…fearless 
young male riders…” who pushed themselves to the limit, seeking the extremes of 
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speed.65 These young men were described as, “…early practitioners of ‘badass’ 
masculinity.”66 Yet, there is nothing particularly exciting or fearless in the music of this 
relatively light-hearted instrumental march. It has a pleasant somewhat militaristic tone, 
which transforms into a slightly more driving march by the final cadence, yet it musically 
it suggests little “’badass’ masculinity.” What then is to be made of an illustration that 
pairs the slang term scorcher with a an attractive and speedy young woman, who might 
be tilting just a bit too far forward for the sake of Victorian propriety? She is not, I would 
argue, meant to suggest a real woman, even though by 1897 more women were cycling, 
either on their own or in clubs. Instead, she is a male fantasy, a late-nineteenth-century 
equivalent of a bikini-clad calendar girl spread out on a hotrod’s gleaming hood. With a 
smile and a subtle lean in the saddle, she embraces the taboo sexuality that some 
imagined women were seeking on their bicycles, and does so while outpacing a male 
companion! Riding faster and further, she is a fantasy for members of the LAW, to whom 
this song was dedicated, a young girl who has taken control of her own sexuality while 
simultaneously mastering the masculinized world of sport cycling. 
Fantasies such as Rosey’s Scorcher aside, the paranoid reaction to the supposedly 
sexual lure of the women’s bicycle, as Harvey explained, was symptomatic of larger fears 
founded of shifting social powers. The bicycle was one tool that women could use to 
expand their cultural and political reach, stretching away from the prescriptions of 
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Victorian society.67 Women were experiencing space, interacting with a larger social 
world, and finding personal power and freedom beyond the watchful eye of traditional 
patriarchy. As Patricia Marks wrote: 
…the woman on wheels may decide where she wants to go and what she plans to 
do when she gets there, regardless of a male companion, or lack of one. Her 
influence on the world is more immediate; no longer confined to the home or 
hoping to escape from the vicissitudes of earning a living, she actively seeks new 
experience and intends to have some impact on the world around her.68 
 
Even traditional gendered rituals, such as courtship, changed as young couples began 
venturing out on the wheel, without a chaperone.69 For some, this too indicated that 
women were seeking too much sexual freedom, as a woman who would accept a young 
man’s invitation of an unaccompanied ride in the country, might accept other overtures. 
The implications were clear that, not unlike the ill-fated woman who was swept onto the 
back of a boneshaker in Murphy’s humorous moralizing song The Velocipede, young 
women who took to the wheel might ride it into physical, social, or sexual harm. For 
conservative voices, social and political empowerment were intertwined with these 
various forms of “serious mischief” which might be found on a fateful bicycle ride. 
 Written and published by Theodore A. Metz in 1895, Get Your Lamps Lit! (Fig. 
46), with its colorful illustration by J.E. Rosenthall, signifies the slippage of gender 
norms in multiple ways as it counsels women, in both image and lyrics, about how to 
properly ride a bicycle. Metz dedicated the song not to a person, but to a specific product, 
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the Search-Light Lantern, a popular lantern that, according to its copy in the 1897 Sears 
Roebuck Catalogue (Fig. 66), had been “adopted by he US Government.”70 The song was 
not the product of an advertising agency, yet it is hard to imagine that Metz, later known 
for such popular tunes as A Hot Time in the Old Town, was writing out of personal 
devotion to one of the many bicycle lanterns that sprung up in response to new laws 
enacted to prevent unsafe riding in the dark.71 
 The lantern itself hangs in space in the top right corner of the illustration, 
projecting a wide wedge of light onto the song’s title. The artist rendered the lantern in 
great detail, even including the hinged bracket by which it would attach to the bicycle’s 
frame. Below this, a narrative scene with three cycling figures shows the lantern in 
action. On the right, “Miss Wise” has her Search-Light lantern properly affixed and 
illuminated. To her right “Miss Foolish” rides without illumination. The policeman rides 
up between the women to apprehend Foolish, his own lantern an unblinking red eye 
staring back at the viewer. Is riding at night Miss Foolish’s only foolish act? 
 Miss Wise and Miss Foolish are opposite in more than their lantern usage. Wise is 
pretty, thin, and dressed in a full-skirted light-colored dress. She almost appears to be 
riding her bicycle side-saddle, though this is highly unlikely for a woman of the 1890s. 
Miss Foolish, on the other hand, is homely, even mannish and stout, and wears not a 
dress but a suit of bloomers, what the song calls a “bicycle suit.” Miss Wise pedals 
slightly to her left, so that she does not face the viewer and looks beyond the picture to 
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the viewer’s right. Miss Foolish moves straight for the viewer, offering an unflattering 
view of her spread legs straddling the bicycle frame. Ostensibly, she is foolish for 
ignoring the laws about riding at night without a lantern. But, considering the layering of 
iconography in this picture and the many gendered meanings of women riding bicycles, it 
can be implied that she is foolish for many more reasons, including for wearing an 
unflattering and unfeminine suit, and for flaunting her physical form in an 
unsophisticated, graceless and potentially sexual pose. 
 The problem of what women should wear when wheeling was of considered 
significance. While many wore a dress, others ventured out in numerous types of split-leg 
outfits, including the bloomer, which had been invented in the 1850s but had a sudden 
resurgence thanks to the bicycle. As Aronson argued, “The effect of the bicycle on 
women’s clothing was truly revolutionary –within a period of two or three years the 
bicycle gave American women the liberty to dress which reformers had been seeking for 
generations.”72 Still, that freedom was hard-fought and under constant attack from 
arbiters of Victorian propriety and the social norm. For example, in Wheels of Change, 
Macy references a list of “Don’ts for Women Wheelers” that was published in the Omaha 
Daily Bee on September 1, 1895.73 Among the pieces of advice are those intended to 
preserve feminine delicacy and propriety, such as “Don’t say ‘Feel my muscle,’” and 
“Don’t imagine everybody is looking at you.” The most telling piece of advice however, 
clearly implies a gender-bending subtext to bicycle suits: “Don’t try to ride in your 
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brother’s clothes ‘to see how it feels.’” It is clear that women who chose to ride in 
anything other than traditionally feminine dress were believed by a vocal portion of the 
population to be tempting themselves with dangerous gender games. 
 This list of “don’ts” was in fact published as part of a full-page miscellany of 
bicycle pieces entitled “Army of the Common Wheel.” A perusal of the other items 
demonstrates a persistent tension about women’s bicycling attire. One story, “Busted Her 
Bloomers,” tells of a rider who takes a header coming down a hill.74 A group of men rush 
over to help him up, only to be embarrassed by the revelation that it is a women in 
bloomers. The men retreat embarrassed as several women hurry over to help the rider pin 
her busted bloomers back together. For this woman wheeler, wearing bloomers led to 
being mistaken for a man and brought embarrassment not only on her but on the group of 
well-meaning young men who saw her in a compromised situation. The next story tells of 
a “bloomer ball” thrown by women in Brooklyn. This article proclaims that bloomers are 
here to stay, but only after carefully acknowledging that no harm came to any of the 
women attending the ball in their bloomers. 75  The implication –that wearing bloomers 
could invite some unspecified violence. The next humorous item tells of a husband so 
desperate to stop his wife from riding in a bicycle suit that he puts bloomers on all of the 
chickens in their yard and tells his wife that’s how she looks when she rides.76 His “Cure 
for the Bloomer Craze,” as the story is called, was successful. Why a “craze” that has just 
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been acknowledged for its staying power needs a “cure” goes without saying in the 
article.  
 While cycling may have given women firmer grounding for demanding freedom 
of choice in what to wear, popular stories and songs were still quick to imply that there 
was something wrong with a woman in split trousers. She might be mistaken for a boy or 
embarrassed in a compromising situation that revealed her sex. She might simply look 
unattractive, like a chicken scratching around in the dirt. Or, like the women at the 
bloomer ball in Brooklyn, she might be in danger of unnamed violence. Miss Foolish in 
Get Your Lamps Lit, is putting herself at such risk, her choice of clothing somehow 
inviting a deviant’s attack. In fact, the policeman takes on a sinister quality in the 
illustration. His red lantern does not so much illuminate the scene, as it casts off mere 
pinpricks of light compared to Miss Wise’s stalwart Search-Light. He is, in fact, mostly 
concealed by the dark, his lantern shining out from the level of his crotch becoming a 
beam-like phallus that guides his actions. It seems unlikely that a policeman would grab a 
moving cyclist in such a manner, especially when the spokes in the bicycle wheels 
suggest they are travelling with speed. While he is obviously a policeman, the creeping 
hand reaching over her shoulder in the dark brings to mind some predatory figure, a Jack 
the Ripper on wheels.  
That this scene is not taken directly from the lyrics makes the illustration all the 
more curious, though there are similar but markedly different narratives in several verses. 
In one, a father rides out into the night to catch his daughter and her boyfriend who are 
eloping. He is apprehended and thrown in jail for riding at night without a lantern. In 
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another verse a young girl, who was “awfully anxious to wear” her new bloomer bicycle 
suit, goes out riding when her father isn’t there –a tacit signification that wearing 
bloomers or riding a bicycle, or both, were undesirable activities. When a police officer 
sees her, he merely calls after her that if she doesn’t get a lantern she will have to pay a 
fine –far from the menacing grab of the copper in the cover illustration. Rosenthal’s 
picture accomplishes much more than the song’s intention of promoting the safe use of 
bicycle lanterns, by suggesting that there are women who ride bicycles in proper and 
improper ways. Considering the layers of gendered behavior depicted, the lantern is 
really an afterthought. The right way for a woman to ride is to look and dress feminine 
and to sit up straight. The wrong way is to put on bloomers revealing your spreading legs 
or to slump forward improperly. Those using bicycles the wrong way are in danger of 
physical attack, or perhaps of becoming too masculine. 
Bicycle-riding, bloomer-wearing New Women were flirting with the boundaries 
of masculinity –the bicycle suit being merely an attribute for what some saw as an 
unwholesome sexual transformation. As Marks explained: 
The question of whether the New Woman was manly or womanly was 
considerable more than a social concern; in fact the same arguments were applied 
to athletics as to formal education. Both mental and physical exertion were 
believed to detract from womanly functions. Just as the educated girl was 
expected to unbalance her resources so that she would be unable, for example, to 
nurse her children successfully, the athletic girl was expected to grow either spare 
and thin or over muscular, in any case misshapen.77 
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Miss Foolish, when compared with the ideal and classically statuesque Miss Wise, is this 
masculinized, misshapen New Woman of conservative fears. The policeman, a symbolic 
figure representing not only period masculinity but the legal establishment, and as such 
the perceived natural rule and social structure upholding moral and ethical standards, puts 
an end to her ride. There is no future for Miss Foolish, only feminine, graceful, and 
demure Miss Wise has a path out of the picture, and into the future –wearing an ankle-
length dress. 
 
Conclusions 
 Sheet music illustrations in the 1860s, even when showing men and women in 
what might be thought of as non-normative gender performances, suggest a popular 
belief in the immutability of gender definitions. In order for Angelo’s comic songs and 
their illustrations to be funny, they rely on the fact that the general audience would not be 
troubled by a man in a dress or a woman in trousers, because their perception of gender 
was of something fixed and unchanging, even if it was reinforced or enacted through 
public performance. Similarly, Jefferson Davis and Abraham Lincoln could only be 
parodied wearing dresses, and cross-dressing female soldiers in the Civil War could only 
be romanticized, because popular definitions of gender were perceived as being secure.  
This security, however, did not last long, as by the 1880s the hyper-masculine 
posturing of highwheel captains and knights suggests an underlying uncertainty about 
masculinity. What had always been performed through daily interactions and 
innumerable personal choices of dress and behavior, now had to be flamboyantly 
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displayed on racing wheels, to the accompanying tune of blaring bugles. So too, pictures 
of women riding safeties in the 1880s and 1890s, document an evolving perception of 
femininity. Women on bicycles were performing a new kind of womanliness, one 
physically engaged, technologically savvy, and socially emergent. In fearful recognition 
of these broadening borders, popular song depicted either male fantasies of sexualized 
female scorchers, or specters of warning, “misshapen” in their bicycle suits, implying that 
only one kind of woman would safely ride her wheel into the future, one in a dress, 
clinging to the norms of Victorian womanhood.  
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Fig. 44. L.N. Rosenthal, lith., I Wish That I’d Been Born a Girl, by H. Angelo 
(Philadelphia: Marsh & Bubna, 1867). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet 
Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 45. L. N. Rosenthal, lith., I Wish That I’d Been Born a Boy (Cincinnati: J.J. 
Dobmeyer, 1867). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The 
Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 46. J.E. Rosenthal, Get Your Lamps Lit, by Theo A. Metz (New York: Theo A. Metz, 
1895). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 47. Major & Knapp, lith., Walking Down Broadway, by William Lingard (New 
York: William A. Pond, 1868). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, 
The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 48. Buddords, lith., The Celebrated Cancan Dance, by P. Giorza (Boston: Oliver 
Ditson, 1868). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 49. Baker and Davenport, lith., A Roguish Boy is Love, words by George Cooper, 
music by E.G.B. Holder (Boston: Koppitz, Prufer & Co., 1869). Courtesy of the Lester S. 
Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University.  
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Fig. 50. Unknown artist, “Jeff Davis Reaping the Harvest,” in Harper’s Weekly, October 
26, 1861. 
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Fig. 51. Unknown artist, “The Inauguration at Richmond,” in Harper’s Weekly, March 
13, 1862. 
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Fig. 52. Unknown artist, “Jefferson Davis as an Unprotected Female!” in Harper’s 
Weekly, May 10, 1865. 
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Fig. 53. Hilton & Company, The Head of the Confederacy on a New Base, 1865. 
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Fig. 54. Unknown artist, “The Clothes in Which Davis Disguised Himself,” in Harper’s 
Weekly, June 17, 1865. 
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Fig. 55. H.F. Greene engr., The Sour Apple Tree, by J.W. Turner (Boston: Oliver Ditson, 
1865). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 56. Unknown artist, Jeff. Davis Retreat March (Philadelphia: Louis Meyer, 1865). 
Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The 
Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 57. H.C. Eno, lith., Jeff in Petticoats: A Song for the Times, words by George 
Cooper, music by Henry Tucker (New York: William A. Pond, 1865). Courtesy of the 
Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The Johns Hopkins 
University. 
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Fig. 58. Unknown artist, “The Naughty Boy Gotham, Who Would not Take the Draft,” in 
Frank Leslie’s Budget of Fun, November 1, 1863. Courtesy of HarpWeek.com.  
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Fig. 59. A. Trochsler, lith., Velocipede, by Charles Koppitz (Boston: Koppits, Prufer & 
Co., 1869). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 60. A. Trochsler, lith., Velocipede Galop, by G. Operti (New York: William A. 
Pond, 1869). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 61. T. Sinclair, lith., The Velocipede Set, by E. Mack (Philadelphia: Lee & Walker, 
1869). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, 
The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 62. The Velocipede, by Joe Murphy (San Francisco: M. Gray’s Music Store, 1869). 
Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The 
Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 63. Thomas Hunter, lith., Bicycle Glide, by W. Diederich (Philadelphia: Lee & 
Walker, 1880). Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan 
Libraries, The Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 64. Knights of the Wheel, by W.J. Holding (Albany: C. E. Wendell & Co., 1884). 
Courtesy of the Lester S. Levy Collection of Sheet Music, The Sheridan Libraries, The 
Johns Hopkins University. 
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Fig. 65. Unknown artist, Rosey’s Scorcher, by George Rosey (New York: Jos. Stern & 
Co., 1897). The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music, 
Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 66. Search Light Bicycle Lantern Advertisement, in 1897 Sears Roebuck Catalogue, 
617.  
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Chapter 4: “There Were Giants in the Earth”: Monsters of the First World War 
 
When war broke out in Europe in 1914, the American public, in the words of 
historian Robert Zieger, felt “gratitude for the existence of the Atlantic Ocean…”1 
Though Americans were never of one mind about the European conflict, and were even 
more uncertain about their nation’s potential roll in the aftermath of what was widely 
predicted to be a short war, geographical and to some extent cultural separations between 
Europe and the new world allowed the young nation a certain level of indecision about 
the war’s global stakes. As Zieger articulated: “the historic American stance of aloofness 
from European events and the simple fact that the war had no direct physical impact on 
America encouraged ambivalence and detachment.” 2 America was nonetheless in a 
unique international position concerning their neutrality, in part because of what historian 
Earnest May called the country’s “enormous latent power.”3 In other words, the 
American public was generally enthusiastic about not being forced into action, while the 
international community eagerly anticipated any move from the young and soon to be 
dominant nation.  
 While the ocean was initially viewed as a protection, an obstacle preventing 
European invasion, it soon became a source of fear, as German U-boat campaigns tipped 
American neutrality against the Central Powers. Many historians mark the May 7, 1915 
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sinking of the Lusitania as a definitive moment in America’s pre-war neutrality. The loss 
of American life on the open seas encouraged greater interest in Theodore Roosevelt and 
Leonard Wood’s preparedness movement, though a public still largely uninterested in 
war were not completely sure what they should be preparing for.4 Some saw the war as an 
opportunity to rebuild Amerca’s stagnant Army, while others saw in the preparedness 
movement a chance to “make over American society.”5 At the same time, President 
Wilson, though outraged at Germany’s actions, remained deeply committed to neutrality. 
While Wilson’s administration, like the American public, was of several minds 
about the way forward, the president ran for reelection in 1916 on a platform of peace, 
and responded to subsequent U-boat crises with what May called a strategy of “patience 
and delay,” insisting, as Zieger explained, that “America had an obligation to use its 
moral standing and diplomatic leadership to end the war.”6 May argued that Wilson was 
motivated not only by his personal devotion to peace and a great sense of duty in leading 
the country in the right direction, but was also very aware of the public’s divided opinion 
about the war, and truly hoped to avoid military action against Germany at any cost.7 
While Wilson believed American had a special and decisive role to play, he looked 
forward to the end of the war when, according to Secretary of War Newton Baker’s 
portrayal of Wilson’s vision, “the exhausted European powers would turn to him, as our 
representative, to use our great spiritual and material power to aid them in constructing a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 John Patrick Finnegan, Against the Specter of a Dragon: The Campaign for American Military 
Preparedness, 1914-1917 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1974), 38. 
5 Ibid, 3. 
6 May, 170; Zieger, 27.  
7 Ibid.  
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plan of life… which they would be unable to find themselves, blinded by passion, and 
grief, and disappointment.”8 Germany’s pronouncement of continual U-boat activities, 
however, eventually dissuaded Wilson from his rosy vision of an international future 
graced by America’s exceptionalism, and the international leadership of a young and 
mighty nation un-blemished by the bloody conflict. As American neutrality gave way to 
declared war, pictures played a powerful role in symbolizing who America was fighting, 
and with what. 
On April 2, 1917, in reaction to Germany’s announcement of unrestricted warfare 
and the release of the so-called Zimmerman telegram, named for the Foreign Secretary of 
the German Empire, Arthur Zimmerman, which detailed Germany’s efforts to encourage 
Mexico to fight against the United States, Wilson addressed a joint session of Congress to 
make the case for war. Central in his remarks, and certainly in his mind, was the 
transformation of the Atlantic Ocean from a zone of protection to an active threat: 
Vessels of every kind, whatever their flag, their character, their cargo, their 
destination, their errand, have been ruthlessly sent to the bottom without warning 
and without thought of help or mercy for those on board, the vessels of friendly 
neutrals along with those of belligerents. Even hospital ships and ships carrying 
relief to the sorely bereaved and stricken people of Belgium, though the latter 
were provided with safe conduct through the proscribed areas by the German 
Government itself and were distinguished by unmistakable marks of identity, 
have been sunk with the same reckless lack of compassion or of principle.9 
 
 While congress overwhelmingly supported the president’s rationale, voting to 
declare war on April 6, 1917, Wilson knew the American people would need further 
convincing, and by executive order created the Committee on Public Information on 
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9 Woodrow Wilson, “President Wilson’s Declaration of War Message to Congress, April 2, 1917; 
Records of the United States Senate; Record Group 46; National Archives. 
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April 13.10 Charged with swaying popular opinion in favor of the nation’s entrance into 
the war, the CPI merged the immediate threat of submarine attack with the 
sensationalistic imagery that had been used to describe Germany’s European campaigns, 
such as “The Rape of Belgium.” The American people had been exposed to accounts and 
images of conflict for over two years, including British propaganda in various media 
distributed in hopes of encouraging American involvement in the war.11 The British film, 
The Battle of the Somme, for example, depicted wounded soldiers being carried through 
maze-like networks of trenches, and showed the dead and dying lying on the open 
battlefield as soldiers stacked corpses in preparation for burial. Images of war dead were 
known before the First World War, but the cinematic depiction of battle leant an 
immediacy and narrative sweep to these pictures, as audiences experienced the 
geographic particulars of the frontlines as though they were imbedded with the troops, 
though safely separated from harm by the movie screen. 
 The CPI’s famous 1917 poster “Destroy This Mad Brute; Enlist,” (Fig. 67) is a 
superb example of the committee’s work, synthesizing symbolic iconography with the 
actual threat implied what America had already seen of the destructive war. A monstrous 
gorilla climbs from the ocean onto American soil. On the horizon, Europe lay in ruins, 
already pulverized by the brute’s club, which is labeled “Kultur.” He sweeps a swooning 
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young woman into his left arm. His muscular hand pulls down her loosely flowing shift, 
exposing her breasts, suggesting physical and moral violation. In panic, or a faint, she 
throws her hands to cover her face, her curling and unkempt hair streaming out as if she 
has been thrashing violently. The beast’s face is on full view, his staring bright yellow 
eyes vibrant beneath his heavy protruding brow, upon which a spiked helmet labeled 
“militarism,” rests. He salivates and snarls, and his cavernous howling mouth is terrifying 
in spite of the humorously caricatured mustache of Kaiser Wilhelm stretching out from 
his upper lip. The CPI’s message was clear, that if Germany could not be stopped on the 
open sea, monstrous Teutonic beasts would bring the Rape of Belgium to the New World.  
 Another CPI image, advertising propaganda pamphlets for educating the masses 
on the “essential war facts,” which the caption “Hohenzollern Dream,” features a titanic 
German soldier stomping his way through the Manhattan skyline (Fig. 68).12 He is not 
only massive in height –judging from the Statue of Liberty behind him in the harbor he is 
at least 1,000 feet tall –but in girth, with a giant belly, and thick meaty hands. Though he 
is a giant human, he is not far removed from the gorilla, a seemingly mindless monster 
emerging from the sea to smash his way across America. It is worth noting, however, that 
while his hulking boot is poised to destroy ships and skyscrapers, the Statue of Liberty is 
preserved behind him, a symbolic reminder of America’s resilience in the face of fear. 
As cultural producers like the CPI were intent on convincing the public of 
Germany’s power and reach through the use of such monstrous imagery, a competing 
race of American giants assuaged fears by testifying to America’s own might. Sheet 
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music illustration, though not officially propaganda or a product of the CPI, participated 
in this beastly warfare, by picturing American monsters and machines fit to subdue any 
snarling brute from the sea.  As was discussed in the Introduction and Chapter 1, war can 
be an engine for cultural production, providing a focus to popular endeavors such as the 
music industry. Accordingly, wide varieties of subjects exist in sheet music illustrations 
of the First World War, many of them relating to traditional gender roles and specific 
gendered types of war work. As gender studies scholar Frances H. Early observed, “War 
brings gender definitions into bold relief, and social constructions of manliness and 
womanliness often have been central to the process of war making.”13 Thus, alongside 
sentimental pictures of mothers knitting fireside and toddlers kneeling in prayer for daddy 
on the Western Front, pictures of America’s might and nascent imperialism emerge, 
embodied by figures both symbolic and actual. Patriotic male giants and monstrous 
machines are presented as America’s answer to German savagery.  
 Our Sammy Boys, (Fig. 69) by G. Allyn Rockwell and Guy Call, published by 
Encore Music Publishers of Westfield Massachusetts in 1917, tackles the threat of the 
German U-boat with pictures of America’s modern firepower.14 Cloven in two halves by 
an allied gunship, the submarine in the foreground becomes a screaming mouth ripped at 
the hinge, as reflections of the red sky and artillery explosions become slick bloody trails 
in the water. Gory waterspouts out on the horizon testify to other similar allied victories. 
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This oceanic violence is taken directly from the song’s lyrics, which make reference to 
“Sammies on the ocean,” and avow the goal to “Give freedom to the sea,” by clearing it 
of U-boats.15 Above the ocean, a separate circular inset image attests to America’s 
prowess in the skies, as an airborne gunner strafes a jagged trench of soldiers, the dug-in 
zagging lines of the ditch made wound-like with red explosions. The entire illustration is 
a bloody affair as firework-like explosions fill the sky with billowing smoke and massive 
gun barrels as the ship and the airplane belch lava-red streams. The soldiers in the trench, 
the only humans visible in the scene, defend themselves with an anti-aircraft gun. This is 
a war of modern weapons, with man and machine pitted one against the other. According 
to this picture, America’s weapons are more than matched to the threat of German 
submarines. But, what would American employ against the brutish gorilla of German 
militarism and culture, or the thousand-foot-tall Hun?  
 World War I was fought not only by modern weapons and machines, but through 
the deployment of highly charged symbolic pictures. The symbolic warfare of 
propaganda played an essential part in attempting to shape American public opinion, as 
there were many citizens of German ancestry and Wilson’s administration needed to 
carefully delineate what America was fighting against. In Zieger’s wording of Wilson’s 
perspective, Germany’s “war-mongery autocracy,” and not the German people had 
already declared war against the American public through their U-boat campaings.16 
Official propaganda and popular culture imagery pictured Germany’s government and its 
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militaristic agenda in a number of symbolic forms, including, as has already been shown, 
terrifying monstrous beasts and giants. Another popular icon was a caricatured Kaiser 
Wilhelm, or other stereotypical German man, wearing a stylized Kaiser’s mustache, 
piked helmet, and iron cross. Thus, together with representations of tanks and battleships, 
American popular pictures presented a race of American monsters to do battle with these 
symbolic incarnations of German oppression and expansion. 
 American giants existed in a number of different forms. Some represented the 
nation’s history while others, exhibiting a commanding confidence, can be read as 
incarnations of exceptionalism and symbolize America’s perceived special role in 
bringing a conclusion to the war and peace to a post-war world.17 Humorous giants 
belittled the German threat, portraying the Kaiser or his agents as small and 
inconsequential buffoons, as pests who would easily be swept out of power. Monstrous, 
beastly or seemingly hybrid machines portrayed America’s technological prowess and 
material strength, which was positioning the country to emerge as a powerful contender 
for political and economic dominance. In short, the giants on American sheet music 
during the First World War were symbolic abstractions of America’s greatness and 
potential, positioned to wage iconographic war against the monstrous personifications of 
German imperialism with which America sold the war to its citizenry. 
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Giants Confident with Divine Providence 
Uncle Sam kneels beside the ocean cradling a battleship in his hands (Fig. 70). He 
places the vessel tenderly in the water with a smile on his face. Soon the ship will join a 
growing fleet heading out of the harbor and toward the Statue of Liberty at the horizon, 
one last American guardian imparting a blessing before the American force sails into 
international waters on their way to the great conflict in Europe. Sam is massive, not just 
a giant but a colossus, a titan –his boot heel big enough to sink any boat, to snap the span 
of the Brooklyn bridge over which he towers. The New York skyline in the background 
poses no challenge to his stature. Though distance diminishes their height, no skyscraper 
would pose an obstacle to his path if he took to the streets.  
 The giant on this cover illustration from Jack Glogau and George Graff’s 1916 
song, Wake Up, America! was a symbol well-tuned to the turn of the twentieth century 
and America’s emergence as a geopolitical power. Other earlier American 
personifications, including Brother Jonathan from whom Sam partially evolved and 
inherited his famous patriotic suit, symbolized the American everyman, while Sam had 
always symbolized not the American people, but the government.18 While Brother 
Jonathan and Uncle Sam had coexisted in cartoons and in the theater during the 
Nineteenth Century, after the Civil War, Sam ascended to a place of prominence, 
eclipsing his earlier counterpart as America’s great avatar.19 American literary scholar 
Winifred Morgan has suggested numerous reasons for Jonathan’s descent from 
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University of Delaware Press, 1998), 33. 
19 Ibid, 34. 
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popularity, among them that by the 1850s his quaint country persona was typically 
conflated with narrow-minded, or biased, even xenophobic ideologies.20 Perhaps it is also 
the case that after the Civil War, this personification of the government became more 
popular in picturing a strong and newly unified nation, allowing Thomas Nast’s version 
of Sam wearing a starred and striped suit, to gain a cultural foothold. Thus, by World 
War I, the current version of Uncle Sam, a combination of Brother Jonathan and 
Abraham Lincoln, was a common way of picturing America.21  
This is not just any Sam, however, but a Giant. If he were to stand, his size would 
give his flaggy suit a new power and presence: the starred coat of blue, which like the 
blue field of the American flag represents the nation as a new constellation rising into the 
heavens, would fill the expanse overhead; the red and white striped legs would become 
alternating pillars of sacrifice and salvation, the colors resonant with references to blood 
and heaven, life and transcendent death. 22 Graff’s lyrics reinforce the idea that America’s 
greatness rests upon a foundation of bloody sacrifice: 
Have we forgotten, America, --The battles our fathers fought? 
Are we ashamed of our history, In the peace that fighting bought? 
Must we be laughed at America, while our swords turn weak with rust? 
Is the blood of our fathers wasted, And how have we treated their trust?... 
Do you remember George Washington, That winter at Valley Forge? 
Jackson and Custer and Farragut, And of Percy at Fort George? 
McKinnley and Lincoln were fighting men, and the heroes our country knew, 
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Simply crowd thru our hist’ry pages, Just think what they’ve done all for you!23 
While this giant Uncle Sam is not a real person, the nation he represents is built on the 
sacrifice of regular human lives, the red in the flag dyed by the blood of heroic martyrs.  
 Uncle Sam is not the only giant, but certainly the largest one in this illustration. 
Uniformed soldiers muster behind him, marching in formation and manning massive 
artillery. Though these figures would probably not reach to their Uncle’s knees, they 
dwarf the buildings and bridge at his feet. While these other figures are gigantic in 
relation to the cityscape behind them, to Sam they are miniature, perhaps even mere toys. 
Carefully lined up by their cannon, they seem a squad of toy soldiers. In fact, this point of 
view, seeing Uncle Sam, the government, as toying with the American people, playing in 
effect a high-stakes game of international war for some kind of enjoyment, would be 
supported, or perhaps further complicated, by a close reading of Uncle Sam’s 
characteristics, such as literary and visual culture scholar W.J.T. Mitchell offered in his 
careful unpacking of James Montgomery Flagg’s famous Uncle Sam recruitment poster, 
bearing the slogan “I Want You!”24 As Mitchell observes: 
Uncle Sam, as his name insinuates, has a more tenuous, indirect relation to the 
potential recruit… There are no ‘sons’ of Uncle Sam, only ‘real live nephews,’ as 
George M. Cohen put it. Uncle Sam himself is sterile, a kind of abstract, 
pasteboard figure who has no body, no blood, but who impersonates the nation 
and calls for other men’s sons to donate their bodies and their blood.25 
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Though the flag, and Sam’s red-striped pants, may have been died with martyrs’ blood, 
Sam himself has no skin in the game. He is an Uncle, not a father, and from that 
emotionally and genetically more removed position, he is dispassionate enough to make 
life or death demands of other peoples’ children. It is particularly unnerving to imagine 
Uncle Sam, again an avatar for the American government, aligning his armies as though 
they are wooden soldiers or placing a battleship in the Atlantic ocean as though he were a 
boy splashing in a bathtub, when many of the soldiers he sent across the sea were 
virtually children themselves, who left behind their toy soldiers and model ships to join 
the army.  
Published in 1916, during the period of uncertainty between the sinking of the 
Lusitania and the 1917 declaration of war, this song is evidence of the growing 
popularity of the preparedness movement. While not all advocates of preparedness 
believed in preparing explicitly to go to war, some, like Theodore Roosevelt saw sacrifice 
and bloodshed as potentially uplifting for the nation.26 Such seems to be the ideology 
represented by this cheerleading tune with its bright jaunty melody, which sounds 
something like a collegiate fight song crossed with a protestant hymn. Its lyrics seek to 
ennoble the bloody sacrifices of the past, while the cover illustration presents the willing 
heroes of the present, an army not only massive in number but grand in stature; a soldiery 
of superhuman giants, physically matched to the grand heroic memories of Washington, 
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Custer, and Jackson. Or, a government capable of massing and deploying troops as easily 
as a squadron of toy soldiers. Uncle Sam, more massive by far than an everyday 
American, prepared to toy with American lives, to which he has no immediate familial 
responsibility.  
Raymond A. Browne’s Let’s Be Prepared for Peace or War (Fig. 71), also 
published in 1916, by P.J. Howley Music of New York, features a cover illustration with 
similarly potent iconography, showing another gigantic Uncle Sam standing next to the 
ocean. Unlike the previous example, as the title suggests, this song portrays a more 
neutral model of preparedness. No identifying landscape or man-made structures testify 
to a specific location, but judging by the crowd of international caricatures, including 
John Bull and Kaiser Wilhelm, who gather on the opposite shore wearing costumes 
depicting their nationality, the narrow span of water is the Atlantic. Though these other 
national incarnations are also giants, none of them, if they stepped across the foam, 
would put Sam at serious danger –he towers over all he sees, standing calmly with his 
hands in his pockets. He appears unconcerned with the other national incarnations, 
probably because of the vast and diverse naval fleet floating at his feet.  
The lyrics of Let’s Be Prepared for Peace or War, explain that preparedness does 
not have to be about an immediate rush to international intervention: 
…no one knows the hour when foes may gather at our gates 
And put the curse of war upon the United States. 
So, let us build a mighty navy and let us raise an army too, 
Then the whole world will know, that the Nations must go slow 
with the old Red, White and Blue 
For who can tell the time when trouble may come a knocking at our door? 
Let’s be ready, day and night,  
For a Friendship or a Fight, 
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Let’s be prepared for Peace or War.27 
 
 Implied both in the song’s lyrics, and more explicitly in the cover illustration, is 
that America has the material wealth and know-how to produce a navy to rival all the 
world. Not only is Uncle Sam’s fleet the only navy seen, but he has two ships to every 
one individual nation gathered on the opposite shore. Uncle Sam himself stands 
confidently, with his hands deep in his trouser pockets and his shoulders squared back. A 
smile seems to grace his thin face, suggesting a certain pride at acquiring so much power 
and wealth despite his nation’s youth, and also conveying an attitude of welcoming or 
peace. Intriguingly, in this picture the ships do not sail for the horizon, passing Lady 
Liberty toward an unseen and uncertain future. Instead, the navy lines the American 
shore, a small American flag flying from every stern, but also nearly fills up the space 
between the old and new world. As America grows, as the government prepares its navy 
for whatever future, it becomes more powerful and increases its reach, effectively 
shortening the distance between nations. 
 Good-bye Broadway, Hello France (Fig. 72), with words by C. Francis Reisner 
and Benny Davis and music by Billy Baskette, published by Lew. Feist in 1917, features 
a dramatic pairing of Giants, who demonstrate how much smaller the world became when 
America entered the war. This time, however, actual historical figures and not abstract 
symbolic avatars represent the cooperation of nations. General Pershing, who led the 
American expeditionary forces in World War I, stands firmly in America, his massive 
feet perfectly planted to avoid crushing any piece of the Manhattan skyline. Across the 
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Atlantic, Marshal Joseph Joffre stands in France, famous buildings identifiable around his 
feet, including the Eiffel Tower behind him, which is barely as tall as his boots. The two 
military leaders stretch our their right arms to shake hands across the ocean, their giant 
bodies sharply outlined against a tricolor sky, celebrating the two countries’ common 
national colors.  
 In multiple ways this is a song of commonalities, of mirror images and twins. 
General Pershing, America’s titan, is mirrored by France’s, suggesting that America is 
not taking over the battle, but joining in with other powerful nations. The lyrics, in fact, 
focus on America repaying France for past support, Pershing becoming a mirror or twin 
not only for Papa Joffre but for the Marquis de Lafayette, who fought with the colonials 
in the Revolutionary war. These various pairings, however, are never identical, and 
differences in the details provide insight to how America was picturing itself, and its 
hopes for the war, in comparison to other allied nations.  
 America is portrayed as the city. More specifically, it is New York City, the 
world’s modern metropolis. The title is telling, as it substitutes one famous road, 
Broadway, for all of America. Tall buildings fill up all of the space around Pershing’s 
feet and cover the western side of the horizon; America is filled with modern materials 
and structures. Beneath the general’s feet, a heraldic shield displays Broadway itself, 
lined with early twentieth-century skyscrapers. Though not heavily detailed, streetcars are 
visible, as are small sketchy black figures suggesting people bustling in the street. 
Marshal Joffre stands in a much sparer setting, the eastern horizon almost 
unblemished by the Parisian skyline. France’s buildings are smaller and more distinct 
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from one another, very different from the congested clumping of buildings in Pershing’s 
New York. America is shown as a growing country, full of buildings and technologies of 
the new century, while France is small or even quiet by comparison. America, it seems, is 
a nation of progress, and much has changed in the one hundred and thirty years since 
Lafayette came to Washington’s aid. Not least of which is that America’s wealth and 
growth signify a changing in international hierarchies, as France, who was once in the 
position of lending help, now asks for it. In fact, the shield beneath Joffre’s feet shows a 
thick band of soldiers on the beach, with banners flying against smoky clouds of the 
battlefield, a subtle reminder that the old world was the world at war, that Pershing and 
his soldiers were going to fight a war abroad, while America’s identity continued to 
expand.    
While these first pictures of American giants differ from one another in 
significant ways, a consistent iconography emerges of gigantic national avatars 
confidently patrolling the Atlantic Ocean. Considering that in 1914 the ocean was 
celebrated by the American public for keeping the fighting at a distance, only to reveal 
itself as a source of legitimate threat through the U-boat crises of 1915-1917, the broad 
channel that did not keep the United States remote from but in actuality connected 
America to Europe was precisely where the public wanted to picture a new breed of hero 
rising to manage the German menace. After the declaration of war, the CPI, in effort to 
sell American intervention to a doubtful and ideologically divided citizenry, had conjured 
up images of terrifying brutes who swam across the Atlantic only to savage America’s 
innocence, or who crushed the nation’s biggest cities under their monstrous boots, to 
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symbolize Germany’s militaristic intentions. Cover illustrations on popular sheet music 
offered solutions to these looming symbolic threats, in the shape of American giants 
poised to intercept any international threat.  
 These American giants differ almost completely from their German counterparts. 
Of particular interest is the casual confidence each of them exudes, a confidence that at 
first glance seems out of step with the seriousness of the matter at hand. Despite 
America’s neutrality for the first two and half years of war, the public was well aware of 
the destruction and loss of life in Europe. Still, these Giant incarnations of Uncle Sam 
and General Pershing appear largely unconcerned with the preparations they are taking 
and the battle they ultimately will join.  
An illustration from the Army Song Book (Fig. 73), issued by the war department 
in 1918, adds another picture to this visual rhetoric of confident American giants, 
representing not only the United States, but what the nation perceived as its upper hand as 
it entered the war. A pocket-sized book containing a wide variety of songs, from K-K-K-
Katy and Carry Me Back to Old Virginny to Abide with Me, the Army Song Book was 
small enough to be carried anywhere, and diverse enough to interest soldiers with nearly 
any musical or cultural background. Not surprising for an official government-published 
songster, the first song is The Star Spangled Banner, with a full-page illustration on the 
facing page featuring a regular everyday soldier –regular accept for his height, as he is 
tall enough to take the Atlantic Ocean in a single step.  
 The doughboy steps across the ocean to plant his left foot firmly in European soil, 
his rifle and bayonet ready for battle. He is so massive that the Earth’s curvature is visible 
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as a bulging line swelling between his striding legs. Not only is he stepping into Europe, 
he is crossing the horizon like an astronomical body, rising like the sun, moon or stars. In 
fact an arching constellation of thirteen stars rises above his head, a clear allusion to the 
American flag and thus the original American colonies, a new constellation taking its 
place in the heavens. In this picture, however, the constellation is not taking its place 
among others, but rising alone into an otherwise blank sky. So too, the giant American 
soldier comes like the rising of the sun to Europe, a massive, and powerful force 
mounting the horizon to herald the dawning of a new day –the sun rising in the West to 
shed light in the East. 
 This, the only full-page picture in the songbook, is also the only image bearing a 
caption. The words “SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY!” written beneath the monstrous soldier 
come from President Wilson’s speech to the joint session of congress outlining the 
rationale for war. In order to justify the nation’s switch from neutrality to a declaration of 
war, Wilson described America as a country in a unique position to fight war for an 
enlightened purpose: 
The world must be made safe for democracy. Its peace must be planted upon the 
tested foundation of political liberty. We have no selfish ends to serve. We desire 
no conquest, no dominion… We are but one of the champions of the rights of 
mankind. We will be satisfied when those rights have been made as secure as the 
faith and the fdreedom of nations can make them.28 
 
Wilson’s lofty descriptions of the nation’s war goals were inline with his guiding belief in 
American exceptionalism. As Newton Baker recalled, “The president believed that 
Providence had set the United States apart as a mediating nation…” and as such, he 
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described America playing an elevated rule dedicated to high ideals, once war was 
declared.29  
 While Wilson was not unique in his views on American exceptionalism, as it was 
a widely held belief that the United States had a special role to play in the world, there 
was not consistent agreement on what the role would be.30 Nonetheless, the confident 
pose, even cocky swagger of a Giant Uncle Sam, who stands next to the Atlantic Ocean 
with his hands in his pockets, or the self-assured smile on General Pershing’s face as he 
reaches out toward France, certain that his actions will change the war’s tide, suggest this 
common belief in America’s special place in human history. Just as the brutish gorilla 
wears a helmet of militarism and swings a club of German kultur, American giants 
present themselves with a symbolic confidence, one that represents providence on their 
side, the ultimate weapon for fighting against what the President was describing as the 
corrupt machinations of unrighteous rule. 
 
Humorous Giants 
 Humor has always been a part of dealing with the complexities of war. As 
journalist and author Melvin Maddocks pointed out in his entertaining if not entirely 
scholarly exploration of war humor, jokes and comedic plays or scripts have been written 
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the rhetoric and ideology of Manifest Destiny contributed to the momentum that conceptions of 
American exceptionalism carried into the twentieth century. 
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in nearly epoch of human civilization, from the Peloponnesian War to the present.31 It 
should come as no surprise, then, to see giants on sheet music of the First World War cast 
as humorous rather than terrifying or intimidating figures. There might, however, be 
some significant differences in the humor employed during World War I, which with its 
modern means of destruction was a different war than the world had ever seen. As 
Maddocks suggested, in recent centuries as war changed form, or as the way we have 
fought and engaged in warfare became more horrifying, the use of theatrical tragedy to 
exorcise the difficulties of war diminished, leaving comedy “to bear witness to the dark 
side of life.”32 Might then some of these comedic giants be emoting the darkest human 
experiences of war? 
 This initial question is complicated by historian Kent Bowman’s comparative 
study of British and American popular songs of the war, in which he argues that 
American songs lack the pessimism and bitterness of British examples.33 While he 
suggests that the British pessimism may relate to the length of time the respective nations 
had been at war, he also acknowledges that many, though not all, American songs from 
before April 1917 portray a more positive disposition toward the war even before the 
United States was directly involved.34 Americans, so it would seem, were confident about 
the role their country would play, before they were even confident that they would 
intervene at all. To Bowen, it appears that American war songs are particularly optimistic 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Melvin Maddocks, “Comedy and War,” The Sewanee Review, Vol. 112, No. 1, (Winter, 2004), 
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32 Ibid, 33. 
33 Keith Bowman, “Echoes of Shot and Shell: Songs of the Great War,” Studies in Popular 
Culture, Vol. 10, No. 1 (1987), 35. 
34 Ibid, 38. 
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and utilize humor more regularly than their European counterparts.35 Bowen’s work thus 
begs the question, is there something uniquely American about the humor employed in 
these optimistic and comedic songs of war, or about the way the humor functions? A few 
examples will demonstrate how humorous images of giants differ from the earlier 
pictures of confident titans, thus illuminating different strategies for utilizing humor to 
comprehend the difficulties of war, and different tropes for picturing giants as avatars of 
national identity. 
 A silly but rousing song written by Andrew B. Sterling, Bartley Costello and 
Arthur Lange, and published by Joe Morris Music in 1917, Raus Mit Der Kaiser (He’s in 
Dutch) (Fig. 74), is a perfect example of the humorous giant type, and of a comedic 
American song of the war. It is rowdy and repetitive, with an easy to remember melody, 
having the feel of a drinking song. Most of its humor centers on funny-sounding German 
words and phrases, and as such it participates in the tradition of America’s ethnic 
stereotype popular culture. 
 As Chapter 2 recounted, America’s popular culture has long held a fascination 
with ethnic and racial otherness. Perhaps this is unavoidable in a nation of immigrants. In 
fact, as historian Carl Wittke has shown, the evolution of different ethnic stereotypes on 
the American stage has roughly corresponded with major waves of immigration, 
suggesting that for a certain type to be considered funny, for the humor to succeed, the 
group being lampooned “must be large enough and still sufficiently unassimilated to 
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invite caricature.”36 Following from this is the understanding that the American public 
has always used humorous fantasies of otherness to cope with the reality of a constantly 
shifting society. 
 German stereotype was popularized in the late Nineteenth Century, in the so-
called “Dutch Slapstick” acts and songs from Vaudeville. This new German stereotype 
was a reaction to German immigration, and differed from earlier theatrical 
representations of the old colonial “Pennsylvania Dutch” type.37 Comedians performing 
these characters typically wore padded stomachs, false beards, and bowler hats, and 
spoke in an exaggerated and tortured dialect that featured false cognates from the German 
language and various humorous malapropisms.38   
It is from this comedic tradition that soldiers or Americans at home would sing 
the rousing chorus: 
 
Raus mit der Kaiser! 
Raus mit der Kaiser, 
Raus mit der Kaiser, 
Soon he’ll not amount to much. 
We’ll hock his throne and break his crown 
And turn his mustache upside down. 
Raus mit der Kaiser! 
He’s in Dutch!39 
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Considering this song’s use of ethnic stereotype, it is intriguing that the lyrics specifically 
point out the difficulties of learning a new language, as the second verse intones: 
O’Riley’s tongue gets twisted ev’ry time he goes to shout, 
He can never say ‘Raus mit him,’  
So he just yells, ‘Turn him out!’ 
But Rosenstein and Levy are teaching all the boys, 
The right way to pronounce it, 
So let’s make a lot of noise.40 
 
Positioning Irish and German characters in a humorous pairing reveals the Vaudeville 
roots of this comedic style, as by the 1870s Irish and German characters often appeared 
together in songs and skits, their various stereotyped characteristics and behaviors played 
against one another for laughs.41 Something more complicated, however, may be 
embedded within a song that pokes fun at the Kaiser’s fondness for sauerkraut, viewed 
from the perspective of cultural assimilation.  
 The preparedness movement was not only a reaction to the outbreak of European 
war in 1914, but was aligned with other progressive movements of the early twentieth 
century; proponents viewed military training as one way of unifying and Americanizing 
the nation’s immigrant classes.42 To some extent, as Pearlman has argued, once America 
formally joined the war effort, conscription became not only a means to rebuild the army, 
but a way of channeling disparate American peoples into a new, unified American 
cultural milieu. As Pearlman explained:  
Conscription removed over 400,000 immigrants from their ethnic ghettos. Then, 
iron army discipline compelled them to adopt a new language, diet, appearance, 
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and role. Aliens stripped of their old image, were thereby forced into a new 
national identity. 43 
 
Citizens of whatever cultural background learned, through military service, a new way to 
come together as Americans. 
 Such seems to be the case in Raus Mit der Kaiser, as the three ethnic characters 
mentioned, O’Riley, Rosenstein, and Levy, while still occupying their Vaudeville roles of 
comedic counterparts, are without question all portrayed as Americans. If anything, the 
Irish character seems slightly more humorous than the Germans, as he is unable to learn 
their complicated-sounding language. Rosenstein and Levy, on the other hand, are even 
described as teaching the other Americans something, imparting some bit of their cultural 
background that is now valuable to the country at large. 
 The cover illustration, by either William or Frederick Starmer, gives symbolic 
form to this process of Americanization.44 In the bottom left corner a gigantic black boot, 
identified as belonging to Uncle Sam by the red and white-striped pant leg covering the 
ankle, kicks a shocked and indignant Kaiser Wilhelm across the page. He tumbles in the 
air like a ball, his feet flying up above his head, his helmet, sword, and iron cross 
spinning away from him in space. The lines of motion between Uncle Sam’s toe and the 
Kaiser, as well as stars that radiate from Wilhelm’s backside in a common symbol of pain 
testify to the strength with which Uncle Sam has attacked. That the Kaiser glances over 
his shoulder in revulsion upon discovering who has issued the kick suggests an element 
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of surprise, that somehow this giant has managed to sneak up on his foolish foe. 
Germany, according to this picture, may not expect America to arrive with such strength. 
Considering the song’s lyrical content, it is clear that some of that strength comes from 
Wilhelm’s own once countrymen, the German Americans who are now part of Uncle 
Sam’s enormous body. 
Good-Bye Germany (Fig. 75), by J. Edwin and Lincoln McConnell, published by 
Ted Brown Music of Chicago in 1918, features a similar cover illustration, where the 
massive boots of Uncle Sam, rather than kicking the Kaiser out of power, trample him 
into the dust. This song has a light-hearted tone, aided in part by the first two measures of 
the introduction, repeated at the beginning of the verse, which borrow the first melodic 
phrase from the iconic American song, Yankee Doodle. However, the words of the song 
lack the ethnic humor of Raus Mit der Kaiser, instead pointing out the actual rationale for 
declaring war. Not only are U-boats referenced, referred to as “submarine sharks,” but 
German war atrocities are described, as the lyrics claim that the Kaiser “…trampled ev’ry 
right, Trampled helpless people ‘neath [his] heel.”45  
 In this song, the comedic content is mostly embedded in the cover illustration, not 
the lyrics. Uncle Sam slams down on the Kaiser’s back with great force. The picture 
captures the instant just after impact, but before Wilhelm’s face will slam into the ground, 
so the viewer can identify him by his mustache. His large belly, however, has already 
made contact, as has his sword, which now broken in two symbolizes both his defeat and 
his inability to lead. In a repetition of the lyrical image of Kaiser trampling the helpless 
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beneath his feet, Sam digs in with his heels. The toes of his boots angle upward, 
providing the viewer with an image of his boot soles which bear his and his nation’s 
monogram, U.S. The Kaiser’s other attribute, an iron cross labeled Kultur, also lies in the 
dust. In the CPI’s “Defeat the Brute” poster, the gorilla menaced the viewer with his club, 
also labeled kultur, referring to Germanic traditions and cultural inheritances. Here, 
kultur is not a weapon, but merely a symbol, albeit a powerful one indicating his military 
successes and bravery. Here, however, resting at the Kaiser’s head on the ground, it will 
become his tombstone, a cross to serve as both epitaph and marker of his fall. 
 There is something uneasy in this pairing of image and song. Though the image is 
humorous, and the music is bright and jaunty, the lyrical subject is treated in a much 
more direct and explicit way than some earlier songs, as the words mention war 
atrocities, and the murder of Americans on the open sea. The illustration itself is more 
complicated than it first appears, as on a second glance Uncle Sam and the Kaiser both 
reveal themselves as buffoonish puppet-like figures. The lines to the side of Uncle Sam 
and the Kaiser’s feet, meant to indicate the downward force of the attack, almost appear 
to be strings holding both figures’ limbs at the strange and familiar cocked angles of a 
marionette’s body. This then is no triumphant heroic battle, but the most significant 
international struggle of the day being acted out by a pair of warring puppets, as though 
Uncle Sam and Kaiser Wilhelm are a new Punch and Judy. They are not agents of their 
own, but puppets controlled by international events beyond their comprehension. 
 These two humorous giant Uncle Sam’s suggest different uses of humor in 
response to the war. Raus Mit der Kaiser, exemplifies Bowman’s observation of 
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America’s musical optimism. While the song is responding to the threat of war, it does so 
with typical confidence, exhibiting a belief that the various processes of war will, in the 
end, be beneficial to the nation. Relating to a conviction held over from the preparedness 
movement, that preparing for war would also strengthen the nation culturally, by helping 
to assimilate or Americanize certain segments of the population, resulting in a stronger 
and decidedly more American citizenry. This stronger public is clearly represented by a 
giant Uncle Sam, grown so large that only his boots can fit in the picture.  
Good-Bye Germany, on the other hand, while still comedic in purpose, can never 
shake the horror of its historical moment. Its lyrics recall submarine sharks, war crimes, 
and trampled bodies, and its cover illustration offers a large Sam, though not nearly as 
massive as others we have seen, and a corpulent Wilhelm, as if they were puppets 
seemingly caught in their own strings. Like an American public trapped between 
neutrality and the offensive actions of a belligerent Germany, this Uncle Sam, and Kaiser 
Wilhelm, are national avatars unable to act completely of their own will. They are 
comedic, yes, but performers of a dark comedy that seem desperate for laughs while 
paradoxically posing Maddocks’ question, “Who could laugh at this ghastly nonsense”?46 
 
Monstrous Machines 
Gigantic humans are not the only monstrous figures who appear on American 
sheet music of the First World War. On the surface, massive battleships and tanks merely 
indicate the realities of twentieth-century war as the modernizing armies of the world had 
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made great advances through science and manufacturing, and America was one of many 
modern nations. Yet as has previously been discussed, there was a common belief among 
much of the American public, including Woodrow Wilson himself, that the United States 
was a unique nation, endowed with special opportunities and powers. 
American exceptionalism can take many forms. Among these is a belief that the 
country’s natural and material wealth provided an unparalleled pathway to economic and 
cultural successes. As others have shown, Woodrow Wilson did subscribe to American 
exceptionalism, and in particular endorsed his friend Frederick Jackson Turner’s famous 
“Frontier Thesis” which stated that American democracy and a unique American 
character had evolved through a continual frontier expansion, as Americans learned to 
control their natural endowment of the land.47 Since Turner’s controversial yet very 
successful essay also proclaimed that the frontier was closed, because there was no more 
unclaimed American territory, Wilson believed that overseas expansion would be a 
necessary component of the country’s continued progression.48  
At the same time that Turner was promoting his Frontier Thesis, America’s 
control, domination, and even exploitation of its natural resources caused a spike in 
manufacturing and exporting, making America a much larger economic player on the 
international scene. As economist Douglas Irwin explained, “the United States suddenly 
and rapidly shifted from being a large net importer to a net exporter of manufactured 
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goods between 1890 and 1913.” This change from being a net importer to exporting 
massive quantities of manufactured products remade America into an iron behemoth, as 
Irwin argues that it was primarily iron and steel products driving this change, resulting 
from the development of the Mesabi iron ore range in Minnesota.49 
As America converted more and more of its natural resources to usable materials, 
and exportable products, the domestic price of iron fell, leading to what economic 
historian Gavin Wright has called, “broadly based American industrial leadership on a 
worldwide basis” beginning just before the turn of the century.50  
This impressive economic shift was noticed the world over, and was of special 
concern to European commentators who dubbed it, “the American Commercial 
Invasion.”51 In 1901 and 1902, what Wright has called, “…the first wave of alarmist 
European books on ‘Americanization,’” saw publication, with titles such as The 
American Invaders, and The Americanization of the World.52 While other exports were 
also on the rise, the nation’s biggest gains were from manufactured goods and modern 
machinery, such as engines and sewing machines.53 Thus, America was not only 
emerging as an economic power, but had a reputation for building and exporting modern 
technology.  
In the decades preceding the First World War, the United States emerged as a 
newly emboldened economic power by freeing the material wealth locked within its land, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 Ibid. 
50 Gavin Wright, “The Origins of American Industrial Success, 1879-1940,” The American 
Economic Review, Vol. 80, No. 4 (Sep., 1990), 652. 
51 Irwin, 365. 
52 Wright, 652. 
53 Irwin, 366. 
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and was seen as an international invader for its savvy exportation of modern machines. It 
is then not surprising to see terrifying and gigantic machines appear on popular sheet 
music during the war, that not only document the tools of modern warfare, but signify an 
America uniquely endowed with technological opportunity and manufacturing prowess. 
While German U-boats were the threat that precipitated war, popular songs pictured 
American machines capable of meeting any German threat on land, sea, or in the air. 
Often, these machines took on animated even beastlike qualities, becoming another race 
of giants. Like their fleshly counterparts, they signified America’s blossoming strength 
and unique potential. 
Irving Berlin’s Over the Sea Boys (Fig. 76), published by Waterson, Berlin & 
Snyder co. of New York in 1918, offers a view of one such monstrous machine, an 
animalistic battleship heading across the brine. Berlin paired his bouncy 6/8 tune, that 
recalls both a sea shanty and a circus waltz, with clever lyrics in his usual style; down-to-
earth and sentimental, with the occasional silly rhyming couplet, such as “We’ll fill our 
guns with navy beans, And shoot the German submarines” or “We have to leave our 
wives behind, For fighting of a diff’rent kind.”54 The overall message is one of optimistic 
dedication and willing sacrifice: “Over the sea boys, We’re assigned; With the land we 
love ever in mind. Over the ocean, full of devotion; For the girls we left behind.”55  
Albert Barbelle’s cover illustration lacks the enthusiasm, humor, and bounce of 
Berlin’s song, instead picturing a moody nighttime seascape, with the rhythmic waves’ 
possible mirroring of Berlin’s waltzing time signature the only connection between song 
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and image, beside the subject of travelling over the sea. The black and gray hulls of 
massive ships cut through both the swaying waves and the slate-green ground that gives 
Barbelle’s scene its nocturnal melancholy. The bottom two-thirds of the picture is filled 
with rolling black and green ocean waves, the monstrous battleships leaving but a small 
view of a sky completely filled with billowing smoke. Though the smoke rolls out of the 
ships themselves, as they are propelled by engines and not sails, the gathering cloudy 
thickness recalls the fires of industry which enabled such monumental vessels, reminding 
Americans at home of all the manual and technological might mustered to build a 
fighting force. 
One ship enters the picture at the horizon on the left, offering a proud view of its 
darkly gleaming bow and artillery array. This ship does not cut through the waves, but is 
rather born across them on the wings of a mighty eagle. The great steely-eyed bird is the 
ocean itself, waves and wake transfigured into a totemic guardian spirit for Americans at 
war, as though the very forces of the universe and natural elements are under the navy’s 
command and control. As America had gained an international reputation for harnessing 
the natural resources of its land, for manufacturing machines and amassing great wealth 
through exporting them, the ship and its eagle guardian signify mastery of nature, 
industrial success and leadership, and military might. At the same time, this spectral eagle 
seems not only to guide the ship, but somehow to be part of its hull, a powerful 
incarnation awoken from within the metal itself, the ship transforming into a great 
monstrous beast.  
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Andrew B. Sterling, Bernie Grossman, and Arthur Lange’s We’re Going O-V-E-R 
The Top (and We’ll Be Marching Thro’ Berlin in the Morning) (Fig. 77), published by 
Joe Morris Music Co. of New York in 1918, shows a very different beast from the 
previous ocean-gliding eagle, a monstrous tank that rumbles over a German trench, 
mowing down a line of soldiers with its fiery stream. The song’s lyrics have none of the 
violence of the cover illustration, telling a bland story of troops writing a song on their 
way to battle. The song is an uninspired sing-along of “We’re going over the top” where 
each repetition of the chorus is finished off by comparing what the “folks back home” are 
doing while the soldiers are finishing off the Kaiser. It is an upbeat marching tune to keep 
morale high, something easy to remember, and easy to sing, meant to make you smile. 
The illustration is full of dramatic and even terrifying action, as the tank rushes 
ahead of the American forces, as a dog unleashed on unsuspecting prey. The German 
soldiers are much more visible than the Americans; we see them returning fire and 
preparing to throw hand grenades both at the tank and at the advancing doughboys. They 
will be no match, however, for the tank, which seems powerful enough to reshape the 
land. Though this is clearly a man-made trench lined with wooden supports and protected 
by an exterior barbed wire fence, it looks like a gaping wound in the Earth, a chasm 
opening up in the earthquake of the tank’s rolling treads, or a deepening incision made by 
the beast’s fiery discharge. Those closest to this burning stream appear to melt into a 
mass of gray uniforms against the flesh-colored walls of the wound-like trench. One 
particularly unlucky German, his helmet, shoulders, and arms just differentiated from the 
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jumbled bodies of his compatriots, manages to crawl up and out, where he will soon meet 
a decidedly ignominious end under the giant’s belted foot. 
The Yanks With the Tanks (Will Go Through the German Ranks) (fig. 78), written 
by Corporal Jimmie Shea and published by Broadway Music Corporation in 1918, offers 
a similar scene viewed from inside the trench. Purporting to be “the official song of the 
U.S. Tank Corps,” the lyrics express a belief in American exceptionalism, rooted to the 
nation’s technological warfare, arguing that the U.S. will deal a decisive blow in a war 
that has so far proved unwinnable for the other nations of the world. While being 
supportive, but perhaps a little dismissive of the Allied nations who have, so it seems, 
done as well as they could under the circumstances, but should be excited now that 
American has arrived, it is worth noting that the song sounds familiar, the melody 
quoting a simplified version of The Marseillaise. 
England, France and Italy you all have done your share 
Belgium, you’ve done nobly too, 
Just wait until we all get there 
They thought that you were giving in, they thought that you were thru 
But now they know America is sending help to you 
We’ll show them what that Yankee grit can do, 
We’ll have them yelling “Quits,” before we’re thru56 
 
The tank is the tool of American domination, a symbol of Yankee grit and 
knowhow. US steel, forged in American factories, rumbles to life to crunch through the 
dug-in lines of the Western front. The cover illustration by E.E. Walton depicts three 
German soldiers in the foreground scurrying away from the explosive entrance of 
America’s metal cavalry. The figure at the bottom center of the picture wears Kaiser 
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Wilhelm’s stylized mustache and an iron cross medal on his chest, suggesting that 
America’s domination is not over individual soldiers but nations and national identities. 
Above these thee screaming Germans, tanks erupt into the air as if they have broken out 
from the Earth itself. These are not like the horizontally charging beast of We’re Going 
O-V-E-R the Top –they are vertically leaping monsters, with treads that stab into the sky. 
The central tank, the largest figure in the scene, is particularly menacing. Its black belly 
rising up into the air becomes a gaping maw, transforming all that is visible of the tank 
into the giant wedge-shaped head of some alien creature. Accompanied by smoke and 
fiery explosions, the tank shudders forth as the rising of a primordial beast from below 
the surface of the earth. Its companion, racing to its left is less vertical more diagonal in 
its motion; it seems faster in the hunt, ready to outflank and devour its prey, should any 
somehow escape the immediate onslaught. America, it would seem, has unleashed the 
elemental powers of the earth, and harnessed them to do its bidding.  
Such was virtually the case, as the United States developed its iron and steel 
production preceding the war, and launched an economic invasion on its trade partners, 
that caused some concern in European nations. Thus, these massive mechanical beasts, 
which are unquestionably pictures of American might, correspond not only with the 
United States declaring war on Germany, but with a time when America was challenging 
the rest of the world as a new manufacturing and economic power. At the same time, as 
these monstrous battleships and animate tanks advance across the ocean or the Western 
front, they also suggest a nascent imperialism that is difficult to square with America’s 
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pre-war neutrality, yet which recalls Turner and Wilson’s conception of the nation’s 
potential and greatness.  
 
One Last Giant 
Addison Burkhardt and Fred Fisher’s When Yankee Doodle Sails Upon the Good 
Ship Home, Sweet Home (fig. 16), Published by McCarthy & Fisher Inc. of New York in 
1918, imagines two giants, one human, one iron, returning home from the war. The lyrics 
describe a national celebration, bigger than any holiday, unmarked by sadness or regret of 
any kind: 
There’ll be a great big smile on ev’ry face 
There’ll be a great big welcome ev’ry place 
All the bands will play, t’will be the wildest day that the whole world ever knew, 
There’ll be a million mothers meeting them 
There’ll be a million sweethearts greeting them 
There’ll be a hot time in the old town, when they come across the foam, 
There’ll be a scrap to see each chap again, who put Belgium on the map again, 
When Yankee Doodle sails upon the good ship “Home Sweet Home.”57 
  
Though the smoke spilling from the battleship still recalls America’s industrial strength, 
this giant doughboy represents an everyman, with a heroically intact body. The industrial 
war machines have supported and preserved him, protected him from harm, they support 
him still as he sails across the sea. 
He is massive enough to ride atop the ship, yet the illustrator avoided a gratuitous 
or vulgar play on masculinity by positioning him sidesaddle, lending him a more passive 
and innocent air. Though he is propelled and empowered by America’s strengths, he 
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appears not to be changed or damaged by the horrors of war. This is a simple and joyous 
fantasy of America’s decisive victory in the war, an expression of American 
exceptionalism that pictures the nation as so young, vibrant, and powerful, and so 
extraordinarily equipped for the technological dangers of modern warfare, that its 
soldier’s will return, unlike the troubled veterans of other countries, in control of their 
bodies, their nation, and the future. 
 Giants, such as this titanic doughboy, or the massive Uncle Sams we have already 
considered, are imagined versions of ourselves –doppelgangers not exact but 
exaggerated, empowered beyond our individual reach, able literally to move and shape 
the earth. They can, however, be volatile and unpredictable, or as poet and literary critic 
Susan Stewart explained, “a violation of boundary and rule; an overabundance of the 
natural and hence an affront to cultural systems… the gigantic unleashes a vast and 
‘natural’ creativity that bears within it the capacity for (self-)destruction.”58 War is, at its 
core, a destructive and transformative work, so it is fitting that nations and armies picture 
themselves as giants, as monstrously endowed versions of humankind’s perceived best 
and worst natures.  
In American popular sheet music illustrations, giants of various sizes and forms 
serve different functions. A one-thousand-foot-tall Uncle Sam, standing calmly by the 
Atlantic Ocean, signifies a confident nation and a people convinced of their country’s 
special role in the world. From 1914 to 1917, when a large portion of the American 
public was devoted to maintaining neutrality in the Great War, this role was perceived to 
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be to lead by example and offer wise solutions for pursuing peace when the other nations 
of the world tired of their militaristic activities. Even after the sinking of the Lusitania, 
when most Historians believe the tide of American opinion turned against the Central 
Powers, the boost in the preparedness movement came from an isolationist and not 
interventionist agenda.59 Yet, by 1917, Woodrow Wilson’s exceptionalist ideals became 
not the reason for staying out of the war, but a rationale for intervening. Here too, a giant 
figure, now a doughboy with his rifle raised high overhead, charged across the ocean, 
signifying America as a game-changing power, marching in to make the world safe for 
democracy.  
 Other giants found familiar footing in humorous songs that conformed to existing 
ethnic vaudeville songs and jokes. In these cases, a giant Uncle Sam was not the punch 
line but the straight man, causing Kaiser Wilhelm or other stereotypical Huns to seem 
puny and impotent by comparison. This humor, functioning as a way of emoting the 
complex fears of war, was evidence both of America’s optimism and of the public’s 
feelings of being trapped within the international motions out of their control, like a 
puppet dangling by a string. 
 Monstrous machines, including giant tanks and battleships that roared to life and 
devoured the unlucky enemy soldiers in their path, were also multivalent signifiers that 
attested to changes in the modern technology of warfare and also waged symbolic 
warfare through their associations with America’s newfound economic success. In the 
two decades preceding the outbreak of war, the United States discovered and developed 
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major iron sources, contributing to a dramatic evolution in domestic manufacturing, 
especially of mechanical products, and a spike in exporting. The nation became known 
throughout the world as a manufacturing powerhouse, and European critics wrote of the 
Americanization of the world. Thus, monstrous, mechanized giants, themselves 
American products which had been exported to other nations, signified the nation’s 
technological innovation and success. 
In American sheet music illustration, the First World War was pictured as a return 
to earlier heroic epochs of civilization. It was the birth of a new World of American 
economic and militaristic domination, when it could be said again, as it had been in 
ancient times, “There were giants in the Earth in those days.”60 
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Fig. 67. The Committee for Public Information, “Destroy This Mad Brute: Enlist,” (Washington 
DC: The Committee for Public Information, 1917). 
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Fig. 68. Committee for Public Information, “The Hohenzollern Dream,” (Washington DC: The 
Committee for Public Information, 1917). 
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Fig. 69. Unknown artist, Our Sammy Boys, words by G. Allyn Rockwell and music by Guy Call 
(Westfield, MA: Encore Music Publishing Co., 1917). The Sam DeVincent Collection of 
Illustrated American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, 
Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 70. Rosenbaum Studios, lith., Wake Up, America!, words by George Graff, jr., music by Jack 
Glogau (New York: Leo Feist Music, 1916). The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated 
American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian 
Institution. 
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Fig. 71. Unknown artist, Let’s Be Prepared for Peace or War, by Raymond A. Browne (New 
York: P.J. Howley Music, Inc., 1916). Courtesy	  of	  the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  
The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University.	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Fig. 72. Rosenbaum Studios, lith., Goodbye Broadway, Hello France, words by C. Francis 
Reisner and Benny Davis, music by Billy Baskette (New York: Leo Feist Music, 1917).	  Courtesy	  
of	  the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  
University.	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Fig. 73. Unknown artist, Safe For Democracy! (Washington DC: The War Department, 1918). 
The Sam DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National 
Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Fig. 74. William or Frederick Starmer, Raus Mit der Kaiser (He’s in Dutch), word by Andrew B. 
Sterling and Bartley Costello, music by Arthur Lange (New York, Joe Morris Music, co., 1917). 
Courtesy	  of	  the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  
Hopkins	  University.	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Fig. 75. Unknown artist, Good-Bye Germany, words by J. Edwin McConnell and Lincoln 
McConnell, music by J. Edwin McConnell (Chicago: Ted Brown Music, Co., 1917). Courtesy	  of	  
the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  
University.	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Fig. 76. Albert Barbelle, lith., Over the Sea Boys, by Irving Berlin (New York: Waterson, Berlin 
& Snyder Co., 1918). Courtesy	  of	  the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  
Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University.	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Fig. 77. William or Frederick Starmer, lith.,We’re Going O-V-E-R the Top (and We’ll Be 
Marching Thro’ Berlin in the Morning), words by Andrew B. Sterling and Bernie Gorssman, 
music by Arthur Lange (New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1918). Courtesy	  of	  the	  Lester	  S.	  Levy	  
Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University.	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Fig. 78. E.E. Walton, lith., The Yanks with the Tanks (Will Go Through the German Ranks), by 
Corporal Jimmie Shea (New York: Broadway Music Corporation, 1918). Courtesy	  of	  the	  Lester	  
S.	  Levy	  Collection	  of	  Sheet	  Music,	  The	  Sheridan	  Libraries,	  The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University.	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Fig.	  79.	  Unknown	  artist,	  When	  Yankee	  Doodle	  Sails	  Upon	  the	  Good	  Ship	  Home	  Sweet	  Home,	  
words	  by	  Addison	  Burkhardt,	  music	  by	  Fred	  Fisher	  (McCarthy	  &	  Fisher	  Inc.,	  1918).	  The Sam 
DeVincent Collection of Illustrated American Sheet Music, Archives Center, National Museum 
of American History, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Summary and Conclusion 
 Historian Kent Bowman concluded his study of popular music’s powerful 
presence in the First World War by observing that this was the last of the “singing wars.”1 
As popular music adapted to technological innovations in the twentieth century, 
recordings and broadcasting supplanted sheet music as the most popular media for selling 
and experiencing songs. In fact, in a startling historical coincidence, in March 1917, just 
one month before the United States declared war on Germany, Victor Records released a 
78 record of the Original Dixieland Jass Band performing “Tiger Rag” and “Dixie Jass 
Band One-Step” that is widely considered the first commercial jazz recording.2 So it was 
that on the eve of America’s entrance into the Great War, what would go on to become 
one of the nation’s most enduring cultural legacies, a musical form that initially resisted 
traditional musical notation altogether, found a popular audience gathered not around the 
family piano but a gramophone horn. Sheet music was loosing its grasp on popular 
music. 
The era from the Civil War to World War I was the Golden Age of American 
popular sheet music illustration. To a great extent, this historical period and the images 
contained in this study were defined at both ends by the gradual adoption of technological 
innovations –lithography in the early nineteenth century and recorded sound in the 
Twentieth. Yet, compelling reasons exist beyond the convenience of a chronological 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Kent Bowman, “Echoes of Shot and Shell: Songs of the Great War,” Studies in Popular 
Culture, Vol. 10, No., 1 (1987), 39. 
2 While the story of this particular band, an all-white group from New Orleans, is well known and 
recorded in Jazz histories, a succinct reference to their historical recording can be found in Lee 
Stacy and Lol Henderson, eds., Encyclopedia of Music in the 20th Century (New York: Routledge, 
2013), 442-443. 
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investigation for examining the varied visual output on these popular products as a 
cohesive body. 
 For an American study, or an investigation of American images, this era is 
particularly appealing. The sectionalism that raged in nineteenth-century America, and 
which expressed itself most violently during the Civil War, was almost the nation’s 
undoing. The middle of the nineteenth century, then, is a reasonable place to search for 
America’s core, to try and understand where the country was most powerful and most 
vulnerable. In the Civil War, the nation fought not only against but for itself, and in the 
process decided what version of America would remain, and would endure. When the 
United States declared war on Germany and entered World War I, it again required a 
redefinition of the national self, not as an internal unit but as it would exist in and interact 
with the wider world. After all, in the Spanish-American War, America asserted itself 
globally in military action against Spanish colonial territories; in the First World War the 
United States intervened on European soil. Thus, World War I required the nation to 
reconsider its standards of neutrality and to clearly define its role as an international 
arbiter of freedom.  
 The first and fourth chapters of this project, which dealt with images of the Civil 
War and the First World War respectively, were more historically specific in order to 
define the chronological scope of the study. They were also positioned in dialog with 
each other as both chapters analyzed the signifying potential of symbolic representations 
of battle.  
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Chapter 1, by offering a thick description of pictures of what I term the “material 
wounded” –violated flags and punctured drums– sought to engage with various visual, 
material, and cultural representational systems, to address the ways in which common 
things were imbued with cultural power and symbolic currency through the combined 
cultural and ritual workings of citizenship and war, and through the production and 
distribution of popular commodities. Chapter 4 addressed the symbolic personification of 
nation states as giants in three interrelated case studies. Of central importance in 
unpacking the signifying potential of these monstrous figures was tracing the evolution 
from neutrality to war and coming to terms with a widespread belief in America’s special 
role in mediating peace between nations. 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 4, while very different from one another, both looked for 
the layers of meaning revealed when different but inter-related types of symbols were 
exchanged in popular and visual culture. The American Flag and Uncle Sam not only 
share significant iconographic and color motifs, but are powerful and common symbols 
for the United States, while drums are actual machines of war which nonetheless take on 
additional symbolic meanings owing to their cultural and social context and use.  
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 were also parallel investigations, defined more by social 
rupture and evolution than by historical moment. Chapter 2 witnessed the transformation 
of an ethnic other in the shifting representation of African Americans from the time of the 
Civil War to the early twentieth century. A significant component of this story was not 
only the definition of blackness in the United States, but a transition in popular music 
illustrations from pictures of white Americans impersonating black people, to pictures of 
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how the white public believed black Americans actually behaved. Sheet music illustration 
revealed itself as a space for experimenting with and imagining new definitions of 
otherness. 
As Chapter 2 addressed the mutability of Race, Chapter 3 examined the popular 
representations of gender performance and transgression after the Civil War. In so doing, 
this chapter simultaneously confronted the prevalent conception of a monolithic 
definition of Victorian masculinity and femininity, and the tendency of gender studies to 
focus on artifacts of the upper classes and traditional high culture. The first of two 
popular culture case studies involving pictures on Victorian sheet music argued that a 
wide section of the American public enjoyed contemplating the slippage of gender, 
finding either humor or excitement in pictures, re-presentations, and popular narratives of 
transvesting. The second study, while showing instances of gender-related panic 
revolving around the popularization of the bicycle, demonstrated that as the mutability of 
gender became more explicitly addressed in everyday society, the traditional definitions 
of male and female behavior were perceived as more fixed. 
 Each of these studies asserts the central role popular music illustrations played 
throughout American history as visual culture artifacts that actively re-presented society’s 
fears and desires, rather than passively recording events. In the nineteenth century various 
forms of pictures became more common, and eventually popularized, including 
photographs, prints, the illustrated press, and sheet music illustration. While most of these 
visual objects have received due attention in scholarship, sheet music illustration has 
been largely overlooked. In an attempt to describe the significance of these largely 
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ignored images, this study argued that popular images do not merely illustrate but re-
present, they not only reflect and record but construct, convey, exchange, and solidify 
narratives, fears, and beliefs. 
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